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This thesis studies some issues in the multichannel blind deconvolution (MBD) problem. MBD
studies the problem of recovering the original latent source signals from a set of observation data,
which is the convolutive mixture of the latent sources and an unknown dynamical system. As-
sumptions are usually adopted in deriving MBD algorithms to simplify the problem. Common
assumptions include: the dynamical system is assumed to be linear and time invariant; the latent
sources are assumed to contain at most one Gaussian distributed signal; the latent sources are sta-
tistically independent. There are, however, a number of additional assumptions introduced because
a particular approach is followed. In our case, we follow the state space approach in representing
the unknown dynamical system. This introduces a number of additional assumptions: (I) the mix-
ing environment is assumed to be noise free; (II) the number of sources is assumed to be known;
(III) the number of sources is assumed to be equal to the number of sensor measurements; (IV) the
number of the states of the mixer is assumed to be known; (V) the latent sources are assumed to be
super-Gaussian distributed. Assumption (IV) is specific to the state space approach, while the other
assumptions also occur in other approaches. Obviously, the above assumptions are not necessarily
true in practice. Our main aim in this thesis is to relax these assumptions so that the unknown
dynamical system will be more accurately modelled and the MBD algorithms will be more suitable
for practical applications.
We propose to relax these five assumptions, one by one, through a number of novel algorithms.
Balanced parametrization of linear time invariant systems originates in the field of system identifi-
cation, system reduction andH∞ control. Using a balanced canonical realization of the linear time
invariant system, we will derive three versions of a balanced MBD algorithm in discrete time do-
main, continuous time domain, and unified discrete time and continuous time domains respectively.
All these three versions of balanced algorithms can estimate the number of states in the mixer by
considering the identified singular values in the balanced parametrization, thus relaxing assumption
(IV). It is relatively easy to extend this formulation to include situations when the number of sensor
measurements is greater than the number of latent sources, thus relaxing assumption (III) partially.
xviii
The more difficult situation when the number of sensor measurements is less than the number of
latent sources is not considered in this thesis.
Most parameter estimation algorithms for the MBD problem include a nonlinear activation
function in the algorithm. Dependent on the approach used in the derivation of the parameter
estimation algorithm, the nonlinearity can take various forms, e.g., hyperbolic tangent function.
However, normally in the derivation, it is implicitly assumed that the latent sources are super-
Gaussian distributed, thus the hyperbolic tangent function is implicitly used as the nonlinearity.
Unfortunately, in practice, it is seldom known in advance that the latent sources are super-Gaussian
distributed. We will investigate a number of flexible source models, which will allow to separate
both super-Gaussian and sub-Gaussian distributed sources. Through our empirical studies, we con-
jecture that the recovery of the latent sources is relatively insensitive to the probability distribution
of the source signals, as long as some common nonlinearity is used in the parameter estimation al-
gorithm in the MBD problem. We have empirically verified this conjecture for a set of commonly
used nonlinear functions. Hence, assumption (V) is relaxed to an extent that the nonlinearity can be
designed to be adaptive, according to the mixture of probability distribution of the latent sources,
provided that the latent sources stay either super-Gaussian or sub-Gaussian for sufficiently long for
the parameter estimation algorithm to converge sufficiently.
The number of sources estimation problem can be formulated as a model comparison prob-
lem, which may be solved by evaluating marginal likelihood. However, it usually involves the
evaluation of multiple variable integral expressions, which is well known to be difficult to evaluate
computationally. Following a variational Bayesian (VB) approach, we overcome this difficulty in
MBD problem by deriving a VB MBD algorithm, which has the following features: first, it al-
lows to enclose noises in the system model; secondly, it allows to employ model comparison and
automatic relevance determination to estimate the number of sources. Hence assumptions (I) and
(II) are relaxed using this approach. This approach is applied to the estimation of the number of
sources in artificially mixed speech signals, and then to electroencephalograph signals, the number
of sources of which is not knowna priori.
Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Problem and Motivation
This thesis studies the problem of multichannel blind deconvolution (MBD) [42, 24].
The MBD problem (see Figure 1.1) can be formulated as follows: we are givenT samples
of M columns of observation data, which are the noise contaminated sensor outputs of an
unknown dynamical system (M) with L inputs andM outputs; generally the inputs are
generated byL unknown statistically independent signals. In other words, the observation
data is the convolutive mixture of theL latent sources and the unknown dynamical sys-
tem (M). In the current context, the unknown dynamical system (M) is usually called the
mixer and the latent input signals toM are usually referred as sources, or latent sources1.
The objective of MBD is to recover theL latent source signals based on theM output
observations.
In the context of MBD, the term “blind” refers to the assumption that both the sources
and the dynamical system are unknown. Since the sources are not available for measure-
ment by the user, the problem is usually solved using unsupervised learning techniques.
The cost function used for unsupervised learning is usually derived from the condition
that the sources are mutually independent. To measure the dependence among the signals,
high order statistical (HOS) methods, e.g. kurtosis, are usually employed. An alternative
approach is to use mutual information [27, 77] as a criterion to derive MBD algorithms.
Since the dynamical system is unknown, sometimes it is convenient to view the problem
as a special case of system identification [65] problem where the inputs are also unknown.
1The adjective “latent” is used to denote the fact that the sources are not available for measurement to the
user. In this thesis, we often drop the adjective “latent” when it is clear from the context that the source is not
measurable.
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Figure 1.1 Multichannel blind deconvolution problem.
Under this perspective, the sources can be obtained indirectly after the dynamical system
is identified.
There exist a number of MBD algorithms in the literature. Most of them adopt the
following generic assumptions:
1. the mixing environment is noise free;
2. the number of sources is knowna priori;
3. the number of sources is equal to the number of sensors;
4. the latent sources are assumed to be super-Gaussian distributed.
Unfortunately, these assumptions are usually not true in practice. In many situations, the
recorded data is noisy, thus we can only obtain suboptimal results if the algorithms with
the first assumption are employed. Moreover the number of sources is usually unknown,
for example, in the application of MBD to biometrical data, e.g., electroencephalographic
(EEG) signals. Since the number of sources is unknown, the third assumption cannot be
satisfied, thus sometimes “ghost” signals2 may appear as recovered signals when the al-
gorithms with the third assumption are used. In addition, the statistical property of the
2Ghost signals are signals which are not present in the original set of sources, but appear as the output in
addition to the recovered source signals in the recovery of the sources using MBD algorithms.
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source signals is generally unpredictable, therefore the algorithms with the fourth assump-
tion will fail to work out the desirable signals in the applications where the sources have
sub-Gaussian distributions.
The fact that the aforementioned assumptions cannot be guaranteed to be true inevitably
limits the application of the algorithms which adopt those assumptions. In this thesis,
our aim is to relax some of these listed assumptions. In the process of achieving our
objective, we will only consider the case where the unknown dynamical system is linear,
even though there are some works in the literature which tackle the situation when the
unknown dynamical system is nonlinear. The main reason is that there are still plenty of
problems remaining unresolved in this linear case; some of these problems are considered
in this thesis.
In addition to these assumptions, there are other additional assumptions which may
appear when a particular approach is used. There are broadly two ways to model the
unknown dynamical system: time domain analysis, or frequency domain analysis. In the
frequency domain analysis one may use a transfer function approach. In this case, it is
required to have an additional assumption on the order of the transfer function. Often a
maximum order is assumed. Correspondingly, in the time domain analysis, one may use a
state space model for the unknown dynamical system. In this case, it is often required to
have an additional assumption on the number of states. Often a maximum number of states
is assumed. The additional assumptions in the frequency domain and the time domain
respectively are reasonable, and will introduce additional delays in the recovered sources.
In this thesis, we chose to work with the state space approach of modelling the unknown
dynamical system. We could have easily chosen to use the transfer function approach of
modelling the unknown dynamical system, however, in this case, there does not appear to
be a consensus on how best to computationally determine the order of the transfer function.
On the other hand, using state space approach, as will be shown in this thesis, there are
some useful theories developed in system theory which can be deployed in computationally
to determine the number of states. Hence, we have made this choice. In this case, our aim
is to overcome the usual assumption of requiring to known the number of statesa priori.
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Whether we use time domain or frequency domain analysis, even though the unknown
dynamical system is assumed to be linear, it is fairly well established that some nonlinear
activation functions are necessary to most source recovery algorithms. The nonlinearity
enters the source recovery algorithm in an additive manner. However, in the literature,
there have been a number of nonlinear functions which have been proposed. For example,
if the sources are assumed to be super-Gaussian, then it is claimed that a hyperbolic tangent
nonlinear function will suffice. On the other hand, if the sources are assumed to be sub-
Gaussian, then a more complicated nonlinearity would need to be devised. In this thesis,
we wish to investigate the nature of nonlinearity in the MBD algorithms, and how it affects
the recovery of the sources.
Thus, to be specific, the main aims of this thesis are as follows:
1. How to relax the assumption on the number of states in the unknown linear dynam-
ical system?
2. What is the nature of the activation nonlinearity which arises from the derivation of
the MBD algorithms?
3. How to relax the assumption on the number of sources?
4. How to keep the analysis tractable when the noises are considered in the system
model such that the assumption that the unknown dynamical system is noise free is
relaxed?
1.2 Applications
MBD has broad potential applications in various fields [24], e.g. acoustic/speech signal
processing, biomedical signal processing, telecommunications, image processing, pattern
recognition, geophysical data analysis [50], chemical reactions analysis [97]. In the re-
maining part of this section, we will give a number of examples of these applications.
A typical example of the application of MBD in the field of acoustic/speech signal
processing is the “cocktail party” problem. In this problem, the latent sources are the
speech signals generated by the speakers; the observations are the data recorded by the
microphones, in which both the speech signals and noises may be included; the mixer is
the dynamical system, which is composed of the microphones, and the media between the
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microphones and the speakers. In this kind of applications, MBD can be used to extract
the original speech signals.
Another interesting application of MBD exists in the field of biomedical signal pro-
cessing, including analyzing electrocardiography (ECG) data, electromyography (EMG)
data, electroencephalography (EEG) data, electroencephalography (MEG) data, and fMRI
data [30]. The activities of internal organs of a human body are important for diagnosis and
therapy. Hence it is important if these signals can be measured. Unfortunately, the internal
organs are generally inaccessible, thus the measurements are usually indirectly achieved
through measuring the surface of the human body which is close to the interested internal
organs. In this kind of problems, the sources are the waveform generated by the internal
organs; the observations are the noise-distorted, mixed waveforms due to unknown inter-
nal activities; the mixing environment is composed of the internal organs, the sensors and
the media between them. In this kind of applications, MBD can be used to extract the
interested waveforms generated by the internal organs.
An example of the application of MBD in the field of telecommunications is multipath
fading [24]. In this context, the latent sources are the digitally modulated signals broad-
casted by a number of subscribers, the sensors are the antenna array or the base station,
and the mixer is the physical media between the subscribers and the sensors, including
air, buildings, and so on. During propagation, the effects of the mixer on the transmitted
signals include unknown propagation delay and attenuation. In this kind of applications,
MBD can be used to recover the original digitally modulated signals from the received
signals.
An example of the application of MBD in the field of image processing is image en-
hancement or image restoration [24]. In many situations, images, e.g. the images generated
by telescopes or cameras, are corrupted by device noises, overlapped by other images or
attenuated by the atmosphere. In this context, the latent sources are the original images, the
observations are the blurred images, and the mixer is the process which make the images




In the aforementioned examples, the sources may be classified into one dimensional
signals, e.g. speech signals, and two dimensional signals, e.g., images. In this thesis,
we will consider only one dimensional signals rather than two dimensional signals. The
techniques developed in this thesis can in principle be extended to two dimensional signals.
However, the actual algorithm may need to be modified, and special attention may need to




In the MBD problem, usually the mixer is assumed to be a multiple input multiple
output (MIMO) dynamical system [51]. In general, the dynamical system is nonlinear, may
be time varying. However, so far, most of the efforts have been concentrating on solving
the situation where the mixer is assumed to be a linear time invariant (LTI) dynamical
system. We assume that the mixer is an LTI dynamical system throughout this thesis.




M ist−i + nt (1.1)
whereM i ∈ RM×L, is thei-th mixing matrix,n is anM column noise vector, and the
constantN determines the number of the filters, which is usually unknown in practice.
WhenN →∞, if the condition∑Ni=0 ||M i|| < ∞ is satisfied, the model (1.1) is known as
stable mixing model [24]. Note we have dropped the subscriptt from the notationn for
simplification. We will keep this convention in the remaining part of this thesis when there
is no risk of confusion.
The generative model (1.1) clearly demonstrates the relationship between current val-
ues of observations and the past values of the latent sources, however it has the disadvan-
tage that the constantN needs to be knowna priori. An alternative representation, the state
space model, is used to study MBD problem in the literature. Compared to the model (1.1),
the state space model possesses a number of advantages:
1. it allows to exploit the internal representation of the dynamical systems;
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2. it allows different representations for the dynamical systems, e.g., controller canon-
ical form, observer canonical form, balanced canonical form;
3. although, the number of states is generally unknown in state space approach, it
allows a feasible means to estimate the number of states from the observations using
balanced parametrization [98];
4. it allows to employ a Kalman filter/smoother to estimate the states, to tackle the
stability problem [24], and
5. the formulation can be extended to a nonlinear case.
Thus, motivated by its advantages, we adopt a state space approach to study the MBD
problem in this thesis. In the following chapters, we will show that most techniques used
in this thesis are based on the listed advantages of the state space model.
Using a state space model, the MBD mixer can be expressed as follows:
xt+1 = Axt + Bst + n
s
t (1.2a)
ut = Cxt + Dst + n
o
t (1.2b)
wheres ∈ RL is the latent source vector,u ∈ RM is the observation vector,x ∈ RN is the
state vector,ns ∈ RN is the state noise vector,no ∈ RM is the sensor noise vector,N is the
number of states, which is usually unknown. The four constant system matricesA,B, C, D
are known as state mixing matrix, input mixing matrix, output mixing matrix, and input-
output mixing matrix respectively. To simplify the problem, we also place an additional
assumption on the mixer,viz. the LTI dynamical system is causal. There exists close
relationship between the stable mixture model (1.1) and the state space model (1.2). In case
of noise-free mixing environment, their relationship can be summarized as in Appendix A.
1.3.2 Special cases
In the literature, two topics, i.e. blind deconvolution [41, 96] and independent com-
ponent analysis (ICA) [24, 36, 45, 59, 87], are generally considered in the same set of
problems. Blind deconvolution has a relatively long history, it studies the problem that a
single latent source signal propagates through a single unknown channel, which is usually
assumed to be a single-input single-output (SISO) dynamical system. Using a state space
7
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model, the process of the propagation can be modelled as:
xt+1 = Axt + Bst + n
s
t (1.3a)
ut = Cxt + Dst + n
o
t (1.3b)
wheres ∈ R1 is the latent source,u ∈ R1 is the sensor observation,x ∈ RN is the state
vector,ns ∈ RN is the state noise vector,no ∈ R1 is the sensor noise,N is the number
of states, which is usually unknown. The objective of blind deconvolution is to recover
the latent source by constructing the inverse of the unknown channel based only on the
measured output of the channel, which is a distorted version of the latent source. Usually
the source is assumed to be non-Gaussian3 distributed. Usually HOS is employed to solve
the problem.
ICA has been considered widely in this recent decade. It can be described using the
following generative model:
ut = Dst + nt (1.4)
wheres ∈ RL is the latent source vector,u ∈ RM is the observation vector,n ∈ RM is
the sensor noise vector. ICA is also a statistical method, whose objective is to recover a
number of statistically independent unmeasurable source signals from a number of obser-
vations. The observations are assumed to be an instantaneous mixture of the latent sources.
Similar to blind deconvolution, in ICA, there are also restrictions on the statistical prop-
erty of the latent sources, that is, at most one of the latent sources is Gaussian distributed,
therefore high order statistical techniques are usually chosen to solve the problem. In the
literature, ICA is also referred as blind source separation (BSS), although their definitions
are not completely identical. In this thesis, we do not emphasize the differences between
ICA and BSS, thus in the remaining part of this thesis, we only mention ICA in case
of necessity. Besides ICA, another similarly defined topic is principal component analysis
(PCA). The fundamental difference between ICA and PCA exist in the assumption over the
latent sources. Different from ICA, in PCA case, it is assumed that all the latent sources
3Gaussian distribution is also known as Normal distribution. We will interchangeably employ these two
terms in this thesis.
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are Gaussian distributed. Thus the former is a HOS method, while the latter is a second
order statistical (SOS) method.
From the formulations of the blind deconvolution problem and ICA problem, we can
observe that MBD is the combination of these two topics. In other words, it is the extension
of blind deconvolution in the spatial direction and the extension of ICA in the temporal
direction. On the other hand, the two single topics are two special cases of MBD. This can
be verified from the generative model (1.2): blind deconvolution model is obtained when
the number of sourcesL is set to one; and ICA model can be obtained when the number
of statesN is set to zero. Since MBD is viewed as the combination of blind deconvolution
and ICA, it possesses their characteristics, e.g. MBD is also an HOS method. On the
other hand, it also inherits their problems, e.g., the deconvolution problem of the former,
and the demixing problem of the latter; therefore, MBD is more complicated than both
of its predecessors. We emphasize the observation that MBD is the combination of blind
deconvolution and ICA, it is useful in the sense that it provides a sound basis to extend
existing blind deconvolution and ICA algorithms to MBD case.
1.3.3 Prior Conditions
In MBD problems, since both the sources and the mixing system are unknown, if some
necessary prior conditions are not satisfied, it is obvious that the problem is ill-conditioned.
In last subsection, we have viewed MBD as an extension of ICA, thus we assign the usual
assumptions [11, 25] placed on ICA problem as the necessary prior conditions for MBD
problem:
1. the source signals are statistically independent;
2. at the most one of the source signals is Gaussian distributed;
3. it is only possible to recover the latent source signals modulo scale invariance, and
polarity.
Among the three conditions, the first item has been specified in the MBD problem formula-
tion, thus it is automatically satisfied. Since many MBD algorithms realize the spatial sep-
aration of the sources taking advantage of the condition of statistical independence among
9
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the estimated source signals, while the statistical independence requires to be measured us-
ing high order statistical method, thus the second condition is required. The observations
are the convolutive mixture of the latent sources and the unknown LTI dynamical system.
The fact that both the sources and the mixer are un-determined leads to the third condition.
1.3.4 Categories
MBD problem or MBD algorithms can be classified in different ways. In this subsec-
tion, we will highlight a number of them. These categories will help us to understand MBD
problem or MBD algorithms from different points of view. Also they are closely related to
the contents of this thesis.
Over-determination, critically-determination and under-determination
We can classify the MBD problem through comparing the number of sources and the
number of sensors. It is called over-determined MBD problem [2, 20, 109] when the num-
ber of sourcesL is less than the number of sensorsM ; it is called under-determined MBD
problem [15, 64, 106] when the number of sourcesL i greater than the number of sensors
M ; while in the special case when the number of sourcesL is equivalent to the number of
sensorsM , it is called critically-determined MBD problem. The under-determined MBD
problem is a notorious challenge because it is obviously ill-conditioned. This problem is
usually tackled by coupling some prior knowledge into the analysis, e.g. the sources are
sparse enough. Under-determined ICA problem has been studied in [2, 16, 26, 28, 37, 44,
46, 63, 64, 81, 93, 94, 95, 106]. As far as our knowledge, the under-determined MBD
problem is still not considered in the literature. In this work, we will not consider the
under-determined problem. In details, we will study the critically-determined problem in
Chapters 2-7, and the over-determined problem in Chapter 7.
System inverse versus system identification
The goal of recovering the source signals is usually not able to be achieved directly.
Many MBD algorithms are derived through devising and learning an inverse system of the
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mixer. This inverse system is usually called a demixer (see Figure 1.1). In this kind of al-
gorithms, usually the observations are fed to the demixer as the inputs, and, after learning,
the source signals are recovered as the outputs of the demixer. In contrast, another kind of
MBD algorithms focus on the mixer, the source signals and the mixer are learned simul-
taneously, or the source signals are inferred indirectly after the mixer is found. These two
classes of MBD algorithms are referred as system inverse approach, e.g. [4], and system
identification approach, e.g. [101], respectively. Both of these two methods will be used in
this work: we will employ system inverse methods in Chapter 2-6, and we will study the
system identification methods in Chapter 2 and Chapter 7.
If we concern the system inverse approach, a question will naturally arise: what is the
condition that the demixer exists given the mixer (1.2). To answer this question, we need
to specify the demixer first. Using state space model, the demixer, which is assumed to be
an LTI causal dynamical system, is modelled as:
xt+1 = Axt + But (1.5a)
yt = Cxt + Dut (1.5b)
whereu ∈ RM is the observation vector, also serves as the input vector of the demixer.
y ∈ RL is the estimated source vector,x ∈ RN is the state vector,N is the dimension of
the states. If the MBD problem (1.2) is noise-free and critically-determined, the question
can be answered by the following theorem:
Theorem 1.1 (Zhang and Cichocki 2000 [107])If the matrixD in the mixing model (1.2)
is of full rank, then there exist matrices{A,B, C,D}, such that the output signalsy
of the state space system (1.5) recovers the independent source signals in the sense of
W (z)H(z) = PΛ(z). WhereW (z) and H(z) are the transfer function of the demixer
and mixer respectively,P is a permutation matrix, andΛ(z) is a diagonal matrix,z is the
forward shift operator.
Theorem 1.1 concerns critically-determined MBD problem. However, it is possible to




If we focus on how the MBD algorithms deal with the observation data, we can clas-
sify them into online methods and off-line methods. The latter methods are also referred as
batch methods. A typical example of online MBD algorithms is the information backpropa-
gation approach [107], and a typical example of off-line MBD algorithms is the constrained
optimization approach [32]. In the online MBD methods, one sample of observation data
is discarded after it is processed by the algorithms. Thus the online methods do not require
memory to store the observation data. On the other hand, the off-line MBD algorithms
require to operate on a set of observation data, which usually needs to be long enough.
Thus the off-line methods require memory to save the observation data. However, this
permits to perform some pre-processions on the observation data set, e.g. whitening. The
pre-processions can usually improve the performance of the off-line MBD algorithms. We
will study online MBD algorithms in Chapter 2, 3, 6, and we will study off-line MBD
algorithms in Chapter 2, 4, 5, 7.
Time domain versus frequency domain
Besides time domain MBD algorithms, in the literature, there exists many frequency
domain MBD algorithms, e.g. [8, 9, 92]. From the generative MBD model (1.1) we observe
that the sensor measurements are the convolutive mixture of source signals and the mixer.
Frequency techniques are employed to tackle the MBD problem because a convolutive mix-
ture in time domain can be converted into an instantaneous mixture of complex-valued sig-
nals and parameters in the frequency domain using discrete Fourier transformation (DFT).
In this manner the MBD problem is converted to a series of ICA problems. However, the
frequency domain MBD algorithms have a number of drawbacks: they are batch methods
and can only work in off-line mode; moreover they are computationally more expensive
than time domain MBD algorithms [24]. Therefore, in this thesis, we will focus on time
domain methods rather than frequency domain methods.
12
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Robust MBD versus noise-free MBD
In the real world, noises are inevitable. However, sometimes the problem will be much
simplified if the noises are neglected. This philosophy is well accepted in the community
of MBD. Thus we can classify the MBD problem by considering if noises are included
in the MBD model. An algorithm can be called robust algorithm, e.g. [6, 109], if it is
derived from a noisy model; and it can be called noise-free algorithm, e.g. [90, 107], if
it is derived from a noise-free model. The noise-free MBD algorithms may be relatively
simple, however, generally speaking, they render suboptimal solutions. In this thesis, we
will study the noise-free MBD problem in Chapters 2-6, and the robust MBD problem in
Chapter 7.
ICA extension versus blind deconvolution extension
We have indicated that MBD can be extended from ICA and blind deconvolution, thus
we can classify MBD algorithms into ICA extension and blind deconvolution extension.
A typical ICA extended MBD algorithm is [4], which develops the natural gradient ICA
algorithm [3] to the MBD case. A typical blind deconvolution algorithm is Lambert’s FIR
matrix algebra approach [55], which employs abstract algebra/group theoretic concepts,
information theoretic principles, and the Bussgang property to extend an Bussgang blind
deconvolution algorithm to MBD case. In this thesis, we will not consider blind decon-
volution extended methods. We will extend a Bayesian ICA algorithm to MBD case in
Chapters 2, and we will extend a variational Bayesian ICA algorithm to MBD case in
Chapter 7.
1.4 Structure of This Thesis
This thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, taking advantage of Bayesian tech-
niques, we will give an example of how to extend an ICA algorithm to the multichan-
nel blind deconvolution case. Following a similar route of the derivation of the Bayesian
ICA algorithm [54], we first derive a cost function for multichannel blind deconvolution
problem. The standard multichannel blind deconvolution algorithms, i.e. the information
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backpropagation approach [107] and the constrained optimization approach [90], will then
be derived through maximizing this cost function. Next we will compare these two stan-
dard multichannel blind deconvolution algorithms through analyzing their features. This
chapter also has another role, it serves as background preparation for subsequent chapters,
where these two kinds of multichannel blind deconvolution algorithms will be extensively
employed.
Balanced parametrization is attractive in the field of system identification due to its
close relationship to model reduction. From Chapter 3 to Chapter 5, we will employ a
balanced canonical form to parameterize the underlying demixer in discrete time domain,
continuous time domain and unified time domain respectively. As a result, we will derive
three versions of balanced state space algorithms. All these three balanced algorithms allow
to estimate the number of states. However there exist different interests in these three chap-
ters. In Chapter 3, we consider the situation where the observation data is given in discrete
time. In Chapter 4, we aim to obviate the operations of bilinear transformations, which
are used in the discrete time balanced approach, through considering the MBD problem in
continuous time domain. In Chapter 5, our interest is to build up a unified formulation such
that both the discrete time and continuous time multichannel blind deconvolution problem
can be analyzed.
Nonlinear activation function is broadly used in ICA and multichannel blind deconvo-
lution algorithms. Motivated by the fact that there does not exist a single fixed nonlinear
activation function which can separate the arbitrary mixture of super-Gaussian and sub-
Gaussian distributed source signals, in Chapter 6, we will investigate a number of flexi-
ble or adaptive nonlinear activation functions. Since the activation nonlinearity is defined
through the probability density function of the estimated source, we will start the investi-
gation from studying a number of flexible source models. In each case, we will give the
expression of the activation nonlinearity, and, in case of necessity, the parameter estimation
algorithms with respect to the parameters of the flexible nonlinearity. The performance of
the flexible nonlinearities will be evaluated through computer simulations.
Variation Bayesian learning or ensemble learning is an attractive tool, which allows to
handle the problem of multi-dimensional integration problem. In Chapter 7 we will apply
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the variational Bayesian techniques to multichannel blind deconvolution problem. As a
result, we will derive a variational Bayesian multichannel blind deconvolution algorithm.
The proposed variational Bayesian algorithm allows to estimate the number of sources and
the number of states through automatic relevance determination (ARD) or model com-
parison. Moreover it allows to work on noisy observation data. Thus, in the proposed
variational Bayesian algorithm, the aforementioned assumptions related to the number of
sources and noises are expected to be relaxed. We will evaluate the proposed variational
Bayesian multichannel blind deconvolution algorithm through extensive experiments.
The thesis will conclude in Chapter 8, where we will summarize the contributions of
this thesis and possible future work. Some auxiliary materials are included in the appen-
dices. The way of converting an overdetermined MBD problem to a critically-determined
MBD problem is specified in Appendix B. Runge-Kutta algorithm, which is used to solve
a continuous linear time invariant dynamical system in Chapter 4, is described in Ap-
pendix C. In Chapter 7, we will use Kalman filter/moother to estimate the optimal ap-
proximated posteriors of the states of the LTI dynamical system, the detailed way is briefly
introduced in Appendix D. The definitions and properties of the probability density func-
tions used in this thesis are specified in Appendix E. The details of the free energy, which




Bayesian Approach to Multichannel Blind Deconvolution
In Chapter 1, we have shown that the multichannel blind deconvolution problem may
be considered as an extension of ICA problem. In this chapter, we will show how to extend
an existing Bayesian ICA algorithm to multichannel blind deconvolution case.
We will first provide a cost function for the multichannel blind deconvolution problem
using a Bayesian technique [12, 78]. Secondly, we will derive two common state space
multichannel blind deconvolution algorithms,viz. the information backpropagation algo-
rithm [107] and the constrained optimization algorithm [90] through maximizing this cost
function. Next, we will compare these two state space multichannel blind deconvolution al-
gorithms through analyzing their features. Further, we will briefly survey the existing state
space algorithms. After pointing out the limitations of the existing state space algorithms,
we will highlight the boundary between the work in this thesis and the work existing in the
literature.
The objectives of this chapter are therefore threefold: (I) to extend the Bayesian ICA
formulation to multichannel blind deconvolution case; (II) to highlight the advantages and
disadvantages of the two standard multichannel blind deconvolution algorithms; and (III) to
pave the way for subsequent chapters of this thesis, in which the cost function and these
two multichannel blind deconvolution algorithms will be studied.
2.1 Introduction
In the literature, there are various ICA algorithms based on different theoretical frame-
works, e.g., maximum likelihood [69], minimizing mutual information [3], approximation
of differential entropy [45], and Bayesian techniques [54, 86]. Furthermore, it is shown
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in [60] that it is possible to analyze the existing ICA algorithms derived from different
theories under a unified information theoretic framework. Multichannel blind deconvolu-
tion (MBD), as an extension of ICA, can be analyzed similarly.
Both ICA and MBD problems can be formulated as inference problems. Thus they
can be tackled using Bayesian methods. The Bayesian approach is attractive because it
reveals the underlying assumptions on both the variables and parameters for a working
algorithm. Under a Bayesian framework, all variables and parameters are treated equally.
Once we assign priors (or prior probabilities) for the variables and parameters, the problem
can be analyzed through evaluating the posterior probability. Another attractive feature of
Bayesian method is that the priors allow us to couple our prior knowledge into the analysis
in some cases.
In this chapter, we will tackle the MBD problem using a Bayesian framework. This
will be achieved by extending the Bayesian ICA algorithm [54] to the MBD case. This
chapter is organized as follows. In Section 2.2, we will provide a cost function for the
MBD problem following a similar route of derivation as in the corresponding ICA case as
shown in [54]. In Section 2.3, we will derive two common state space MBD algorithms,viz.
information backpropagation algorithm [107] and constrained optimization algorithm [90],
through maximizing this cost function. In Section 2.4, we will give a number of remarks to
illustrate the relationships between ICA and MBD, the advantages and disadvantages of the
two common state space MBD algorithms. We will draw some conclusions in Section 2.6.
2.2 Cost Function
Consider a noise-free, critically-determined MBD problem, in which the mixer is as-
sumed to be an-input,n-output, asymptotically stable linear time invariant (LTI) causal
dynamical system. Using state space approach, the mixer can be modelled as follows:
xt+1 = Axt + Bst (2.1a)
ut = Cxt + Dst (2.1b)
wheres ∈ Rn is the source signal vector,u ∈ Rn is the observation vector,x ∈ RN is the
state vector,N is the dimension of the states. The whole set of observation data is given by
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U = {ut}Tt=1, and the parameter set of the mixer is defined asΩ ≡ {A, B, C, D} assuming
that the number of statesN is fixed.
If we assign the priors to the parameter setΩ and the latent sourcess asP (Ω), and
P (s) respectively, we can apply Bayesian theorem to the mixer as follows [54, 69, 86]:
P (Ω, s|u) = P (u|Ω, s)P (Ω, s)
P (u)
(2.2)
whereP (u|Ω, s) is called likelihood, andP (u) is called evidence.
Since a cost function for the MBD problem is formulated with respect to the parameter
setΩ, while the evidence is independent ofΩ, we can drop the evidence term from the
probability function and we obtain the following:
P (Ω, s|u) ∝ P (u|Ω, s)P (Ω, s) (2.3)
where∝ denotes “proportional to”. Further consider the fact that the propagation of signals
from the sources to the sensors is independent of the amplitudes of the source signals, i.e.
P (Ω, s) = P (Ω)P (s), we obtain the posterior probability [54, 86]:
P (Ω, s|u) ∝ P (u|Ω, s)P (Ω)P (s) (2.4)
Now our aim is to find the parameter setΩ of the mixer such that the posterior (2.4) is
maximized. This optimization method is known as maximum a posterior (MAP). Unfortu-
nately this cannot be accomplished because the sources are unknown as well. However, if
we can express the likelihood in terms ofs, this problem can be overcome by integrating
out the sources, which are treated as “nuisance” parameters. Note that since the mixing en-
vironment is noise-free, stationary linear dynamical system, we can express the likelihood
as follows [86]:














whereδ(·) is Delta distribution function.
The Delta form of distribution for the likelihood can be explained as follows. The
noise-free mixer can be treated as a limiting case of the mixer with isotropic Gaussian
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noises, this noisy mixing environment can be described as:
xt+1 = Axt + Bst (2.6a)
ut = Cxt + Dst + ν (2.6b)
whereν ∈ Rn is the noise vector, the distribution density function (PDF) of thei-th
element ofν can be expressed asN (0, 1
β
). N is a Gaussian distribution function, which is
defined in Appendix E.β is the precision parameter of the Gaussian distribution function.
Thus we can express the likelihood as [86]:


































































In the limiting case when the mixer is noise-free, the precision parameterβ → ∞, the
Gaussian distribution in (2.7c) collapses to the Delta distribution in (2.5).
Taking advantage of the assumption that the sources are statistically independent, we





Note we have utilized the prior knowledge that the source signals are mutual independent
into the analysis through the above prior assumption.
Once the likelihood and the factorized priors are at hand, the posterior probability of
the parameter set (Ω) of the mixer, which is independent of the latent sourcess, can be
expressed as follows [54, 86]:
P (Ω|u) ∝ P (Ω)
∫
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Now the objective is to maximize the posterior probability (2.9c) instead of (2.4). For
optimization problem in the form of (2.9c), it is more convenient to analyze the logarithm
of the expression instead of the expression itself. After performing the logarithm operation
on (2.9c), we obtain the following:



















 + log P (Ω) (2.10)
For the MBD problem, the mixer is assumed to be unknown, which leads to the following





c, for all possible matrices (2.11a)
0, for all impossible matrices (2.11b)
wherec is a constant. The derivative of the priorP (Ω) with respect toΩ is zero as it is
independent of the parameter setΩ, and thus we can neglect the term ofl g P (Ω) in (2.12)
without any loss of generality. This leads to the following:




















Equation (2.12) is a valid cost function for MBD problem, however, when we derive the
parameter estimation algorithm with respect to the parameter setΩ, we need to compute
D
−1





wherey is the estimated source signals. The instantaneous estimated value ofD may be
far from its converged value, especially in the initial phase of the estimation process. This
may induce instability in the estimation algorithm as the inverse ofD is required in (2.13).
In order to obtain a robust algorithm an alternative needs to be found. Based on the close
relationship1 between the mixing model and demixing model, this problem can hopefully
be overcome by utilizing the demixer instead of the mixer, which can be described as
follows:
xt+1 = Axt + But (2.14a)
yt = Cxt + Dut (2.14b)
1This will be detailed later in (2.17)-(2.20).
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whereu ∈ Rn is the observation vector, it also serves as the input vector of the demixer
system;y ∈ Rn is the estimated source vector (the recovered source vector); andx ∈
RN is the state vector,N is the dimension of the states and is assumed to be fixed. The
parameter set of the demixer is defined asΩ ≡ {A, B, C, D}. For success of separating
and deconvoluting the source signals, a necessary conditionN ≥ N should be satisfied. In
this chapter, we assume thatN is known and the condition is satisfied for simplification.
We will study the methods to estimate the number of statesN in the subsequent chapters.
Consider the generative mixing model described in (2.1), assuming that the matrixD








st = −D−1Cxt + D−1ut (2.16)
Thus we can setup the demixer accordingly if we assume the recovered signalsy are the
exactly the same as the sourcess: [107, 24]:








The relationship between the parameter sets of the mixer and the demixer demonstrated
in (2.17)-(2.20) provides a way of deriving the cost function with respect to the demixer
parameter set. From (2.20) we can easily obtain:
D = D−1 (2.21)
Combining (2.12), (2.19) and (2.21), we can obtain the cost function with respect to the
parameter setΩ of the demixer as follows:
l(Ω) = l(Ω) (2.22a)
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Note−l(Ω) is exactly identical to the cost function used in [107], but here the cost
function (2.22d) is derived in a transparent manner from a Bayesian framework where the
prior assumptions are clearly indicated. The procedures we used here mimic closely the
way in which a Bayesian approach to ICA was derived in [54]. We observe that the MBD
cost function (2.22d) is similar to that given in [54], the similarity comes from the fact that
only the input/output equation (2.14b) was instrumental in the derivation of the MBD cost
function. In the next section, we will derive MBD parameter estimation algorithms through
optimizing the cost function (2.22d).
2.3 Two Standard State Space MBD Algorithms
Now our task is to derive MBD parameter estimation algorithms with respect to the
demixer parameter set through maximizing the cost function (2.22d). Different ways of
optimization can lead to different state space MBD algorithms, e.g. information backprop-
agation algorithm [107] and constrained optimization algorithm [90]. The main difference
between these two methods lies in the way to find the optimized system matricesA and
B. Note that these two matrices do not occur in the ICA case, as in that case, both ma-
trices are zero. We will derive these two algorithms in details in Subsection 2.3.1 and
Subsection 2.3.2 respectively.
Before showing the differences between the aforementioned MBD algorithms, we first
indicate their common features. Since system matricesC andD are included in the cost
function (2.22d)2, the two algorithms should have the same parameter estimation algo-
rithms with respect toC andD. Consider the cost function (2.22d) to be optimized, we






= D−T − ϕ(y)uT (2.24)
2Matrix C is implicitly included by the estimated source signaly in (2.22d).
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whereϕ(y) is ann column vector of nonlinear activation functions related to the source
prior distribution, itsk-th element is defined as:
ϕk(yk) ≡ −∂ log Pk(yk)
∂yk
(2.25)










−T − ϕ(y)uT ) (2.27)
whereηX is a time-dependent learning rate with respect toX, X may beC or D.
The direction of stochastic gradient is usually not the direction of the steepest descent
(or ascent) when the parameter space has a certain underlying structure, e.g. a Riemannian
space. This is the main motivation of the formulation of the natural gradient technique [1]
(or relative gradient [18]). In [1], it is shown that natural gradient (or relative gradient) is the
steepest descent (or ascent) direction of a cost function in a Riemannian space, and it is also
Fisher efficient, in the sense that it attempts to move in the direction which maximizes the
Hessian function (efficient in the sense of moving along the minimum of the second order
derivative). To compute the natural gradient, it is usually required to compute the inverse
of a Fisher information matrix (the Hessian matrix). Fortunately, there is a “shortcut” for
the problems of ICA and MBD [1]. For example, in our problem, the natural gradient with









is the natural gradient and∂l
∂D
is the stochastic gradient. The above result leads
to the following improved learning rule:
∆D = ηD(I − ϕ(y)uT DT )D (2.29)
whereI is ann× n identity matrix. The two learning rules (2.26) and (2.29) are shared by
both information backpropagation algorithm and constrained optimization algorithm.
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2.3.1 Information Backpropagation Algorithm
The main difficulty in deriving a state space MBD algorithm is that matricesA and
B are not included in the cost function (2.22d). In [107] the connection between the cost
function (2.22d) and the system matricesA andB is set up through chain rule of differen-
tiation, in which the intermediate variables are the states. From the cost function (2.22d),
it is easy to obtain the following:
∂l
∂x
= −CT ϕ(y) (2.30)


























need to be determined. This can be obtained by applying the derivative


























are obtained, we can easily obtain the following gradient-based





















whereC` denotes thè-th column vector of matrixC. AndηX is a time-dependent learning
rate with respect toX, X may beA, or B. The parameter estimation algorithms for the
unknown parametersA,B, C, D form the information backpropagation algorithm [107].
Note that in order for this algorithm to work, we need to assume a fixed value of the
number of states of the demixer,N . Alternatively, one may assume an upper bound of this
value, which may result in the recovered signals having additional delays [107].
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2.3.2 Constrained Optimization Approach
The learning rules with respect toA, B are derived from a different point of view in [90]






subject to the state equation (2.14a), with the initial conditionx1 = 0, where
0 is N column null vector.
The state equation (2.14a) is treated as a constraint, and the resulting constrained op-
timization problem can be solved by introducing Lagrange multipliersλ to augment the





l(Ω) + λTt+1(Axt + But − xt+1)
]
(2.37)
Further we define the Hamiltonian function as follows:
H(t;x,y, λ, Ω) ≡ l(Ω) + λTt+1(Axt + But − xt+1) (2.38)








= AT λt+1 + C
T ϕ(yt) (2.39b)
with the initial conditionλT = 0.
Now the task is to optimize (2.38). From (2.38) we can easily obtain the following
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The derivatives with respect to matricesC andD come from the first term of the right
hand side of (2.38), they are only related tol(Ω), again this shows that the learning rules
with respect to matricesC andD in constrained optimization approach are identical to
those in the information backpropagation approach. On the other hand, the derivatives of
A andB come from the second term of the right hand side of (2.38).










whereηX is a time-dependent learning rate with respect toX, X may beA, or B. In the
learning rules (2.44) and (2.45), we need to specify the statesxt and the joint statesλt.
This can be realized using the following bidirectional updates, which are re-written for
emphasis:
xt+1 = Axt + But (2.46)
λt = A
T λt+1 + C
T ϕ(yt) (2.47)
with the boundary conditionx1 = 0 andλT = 0. This kind of boundary problem is known
as double boundary problem or a two point boundary problem [17]. Here “bidirectional”
means the update of the statesx is from 1 to T , while the update of joint statesλ is from
T to 1. Since we need to knowyt when updatingλt, thus we need to first update (2.46)
and (2.14b). OnceyT is obtained, we then updateλt using (2.47). If the learning is
successful,λ1 should converge.
2.4 Remarks
• The relationship between ICA and MBD was highlighted in the last two sections.
The MBD cost function (2.22d) is exactly identical to that of ICA algorithm derived
in [54]; this leads to that the learning rule forD is identical to that of the ICA demix-
ing matrix in [54] if natural gradient is employed therein. The MBD algorithms we
reviewed in this section are extensions of the ICA algorithm.
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• The learning rules for matricesA andB can be derived after the state equation (2.14a)
is coupled into the optimization problem. In the information backpropagation ap-
proach, the derivatives with respect to the system matricesA andB are obtained by
employing chain rule of differentiation, in which the intermediate variable is the state
vectorx, and the derivatives ofx with respect toA andB are obtained using (2.33)
and (2.34). In the constrained optimization approach, the state equation (2.14a) is
treated as a constraint, and the optimization problem is solved by the introduced
Lagrange multipliers.
• The information backpropagation and constrained approaches have the following
common features: they are both gradient-based methods; the learning rules with
respect to matricesC andD are the same.
• The two methods have some differences. The information backpropagation approach
is a stochastic gradient method thus can work in an online mode which does not re-
quire memory to store the past observation data. However an obvious weakness




using (2.33) and (2.34) in every step of
learning, which requireO(N3) to compute{ ∂x`
∂Aij
}, andO(nN2) to compute{ ∂x`
∂Biq
},
whereO(·) denotes the computational complexity of the order indicated in the argu-
ment. In practice, this computation requirement may be significant. For example, if
we use a demixer with a system orderN = 1000, which is common in practice, to
separate a set of observations mixed by two sources (n = 2), the computational com-
plexity is O(109) andO(2 × 106) respectively for computing these derivatives. For
longer delays, e.g.,N = 10, 000, or higher, this could pose a practical computational
problem. Note thatN may have different implications in different applications. For
example, in the “cocktail party” problem,N implicitly gives a measure of the dis-
tance between the sources and the hearer3. Thus, the algorithm would have some
difficulties if the sampling period is relatively short, and the distance between the
hearer and the sources (speakers) is relatively long in the “cocktail party” problem.
This accords with our own human experience in that it is relatively easier for us to
3It is also a function of the sampling period.
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distinguish conversations in mixed voices when we are close to the speakers, while
if we are far from the speakers, this task become more difficult.
• The constrained optimization approach provides a set of elegant learning rules (2.44)
and (2.45) for matricesA andB respectively. However it needs to work in a batch
mode because the updates of the joint stateλ must be run backward fromT to1. This
requires memory to store the whole observation data set, as well as the solved state
vectorxt and the adjoint vectorλt. The backward updating problem comes from
the fact that the constrained optimization approach needs to satisfy the boundary
conditionsx1 = 0 andλT = 0 simultaneously. This two point boundary value
problem requires to update the states and the joint states using (2.46) and (2.47)
respectively; which may require multiple iterations.
2.5 The Limitations of The Existing Standard State Space Approaches
In the literature, there exist a number of variations of the two standard state space ap-
proaches presented in this chapter. These algorithms are based on either the technique
of information backpropagation or the technique of constrained optimization. In [106],
the overdetermined MBD problem is first converted to a critically-determined MBD prob-
lem through some necessary matrix and vector decompositions (please see Appendix B),
the information backpropagation technique is then used to solve the converted critically-
determined MBD problem. In [108], Zhang and Cichocki combine the techniques of natu-
ral gradient and information kackpropagation together, and derive a nonholonomic learning
rule 4 of C andD [108]. In [32], the MBD problem is considered in the continuous time
domain, and a continuous time version of constrained optimization approach is derived in
a similar way given in this chapter.
Although these state space algorithms may have their own interests, they all share the
following limitations:
1. they require the number of the states of the demixer to be known;
2. they require the latent sources to be super-Gaussian distributed;
3. they require the number of sources to be known;
4To learn the matricesC andD within a single learning rule.
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4. they require the mixing environment to be noise free.
The work in this thesis is based on the state space algorithms surveyed in this chapter.
The objective of this thesis is to overcome these limitations. The novelty of this work is
reflected as follows:
1. Three version of balanced algorithms are derived in Chapter 3, Chapter 4, and Chap-
ter 5 respectively. They all have the function of estimating the dimension of the
state of the dimixer, this overcomes the first limitation of the existing state space
algorithms.
2. In Chapter 6, we derive a flexible MBD algorithm, which can be used to recover the
sources with either super-Gaussian distribution or sub-Gaussian distribution. This
provides a way to overcome the second limitation.
3. We derive a variational Bayesian algorithm in Chapter 7, which can work on the
mixtures obtained from a noisy mixing environment, Furthermore, it can estimate
the number of sources. This overcomes the third and the fourth limitations.
2.6 Summary
In this chapter, we have provided some materials which will pave the way for sub-
sequent chapters. The cost function, and the two common state space MBD algorithms,
viz. the information backpropagation approach [107] and the constrained optimization
approach [90], will be extensively employed in this thesis. Furthermore, some remarks
comparing the two common MBD algorithms are made. These materials will provide a
sound background for developments in later chapters of this thesis. From the computa-
tional complexity argument, we can consider the trade-off between these two algorithms
and choose one which is suitable to our applications at hand. We also briefly review the
state space algorithms existing in the literature, their limitations are the major motivation
of the work in this thesis.
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Discrete Time Balanced Approach to MBD
In the general state space approaches to multichannel blind deconvolution problem,
e.g. the information backpropagation approach [107] and the constrained optimization ap-
proach [90], an implicit assumption is usually involved therein,v z., the dimension of the
state vector of the mixer is knowna priori. In general, if the number of states in the state
space is not knowna priori, Zhang and Cichocki [107] suggested to use a maximum pos-
sible number of states; this procedure will introduce additional delays into the recovered
source signals [107]. In this chapter, our aim is to relax this assumption. The objective
is achieved by using balanced parametrization of the underlying discrete time dynamical
system. Since there are no known balanced parametrization algorithms for discrete time
systems, we need to go through a “torturous” route, by first transforming the discrete time
system into a continuous time system using a bilinear transformation, perform the balanced
parametrization on the resulting continuous time system, and then transform the resulting
system back to discrete time balanced parameterized system using an inverse bilinear trans-
formation. The number of states can be determined by the number of significant singular
values in the ensuing singular value decomposition step in the balanced parametrization.
3.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we will consider a noise-free critically-determined multichannel blind
deconvolution (MBD) problem, which was considered by Zhang and Cichocki in [107].
In this problem, the number of sourcesL is assumed to be the same as the number of
sensor measurementsM . The mixer is assumed to be a linear time invariant (LTI) causal
dynamical system. SupposeL = M = n, using the state space approach, the mixer can be
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modelled as follows:
xt+1 = Adxt + Bdst (3.1a)
ut = Cdxt + Ddst (3.1b)
wheres ∈ Rn is the source signal vector,u ∈ Rn is the vector of the sensor observations
(measurements),x ∈ RN is the state vector,N is the dimension of the states. Generally
speaking, the number of statesN is unknowna priori. The subscriptd denotes discrete
time domain; it is used to distinguish the continuous time parameters, which we will use
later in this chapter.
The MBD problem is tackled by devising an inverse system of the mixer known as the
demixer, which is also assumed to be an LTI causal dynamical system. Using the state
space approach, the demixer can be modelled as follows:
xt+1 = Adxt + Bdut (3.2a)
yt = Cdxt + Ddut (3.2b)
whereu ∈ Rn is the vector of the observations which is used as inputs to the demixer;
y ∈ Rn is the vector of the estimated source signals;x ∈ RN is the state vector,N is
the dimension of the state vector. In the following development, we will assume thatN is
initially fixed at some maximum, conveniently chosen so that it is more than the expected
total number of states. Our algorithm will work out a suitable number of states in due time.
Hence, the parameter set of the demixer is defined asΩd ≡ {Ad, Bd, Cd, Dd}.
From the development shown in Chapter 2, the parameter estimation algorithm can be
obtained by maximizing the following cost function:




wheredet(Dd) is the determinant of the matrixDd, andPi(yi) is the probability distribution
function (PDF) ofi-th estimated source signal.
Maximizing the cost function, using natural gradient method, the information back-
propagation MBD algorithm [107], can be obtained as follows1:







1Please see Chapter 2 for details of the derivation.
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∆Cd = −ηCϕ(y)xT (3.6)
∆Dd = ηD
[
I − ϕ(y)uT DTd
]
Dd (3.7)
whereϕ(y) is the nonlinear activation function,ηX is a time-dependent learning rate with
respect to a parameterX, whereX may beA, B, C or D. In (3.4) and (3.5),Ad,ij, Bd,iq
are the elements ofAd, Bd respectively for̀ , i, j = 1, 2, . . . , N , andq = 1, 2, . . . , n; Cd`
























whereδij is the Kronecker delta function which is0 if i 6= j, and1 if i = j.
In the information backpropagation algorithm, the total number of parameters which
need to be estimated is(N + n)2. However, it is recognized that as both the mixer and the
demixer are modelled using a state space approach, and that both are assumed to be linear
time invariant systems, it is known that they are invariant to co-ordinate transformation.
Secondly, it is known that the total number of parameters which is necessary to model
the mixer or the demixer is less than(N + n)2. In other words, the demixer parametriza-
tion presented in (3.2a) and (3.2b) is over parameterized. In this situation, it is possible
to reduce the number of parameters, using one of a number of possible co-ordinate trans-
formation methods [51]. To reduce the number of parameters to be estimated, Zhang and
Cichocki [107] assumed a controller canonical form2 for the parametersAd, Bd, Cd, Dd.
















P1 P2 . . . PN
]
Dd = P0 (3.11)
2The controller canonical form being one among a number of possible co-ordinate transformation meth-
ods [51].
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whereQ = [ Q1 Q2 . . . QN−1 ] is ann×n(N − 1) matrix,O is ann(N − 1)×n null
matrix,In andIn(N−1) are respectivelyn×n andn(N−1)×n(N−1) identity matrices.Pi,
i = 0, 1, . . . , N are constantn× n matrices. Using such a controller canonical form, there
is a total(2N + 1)n2 parameters to be estimated3. A parameter estimation algorithm (the
information backpropagation algorithm) to estimate the parametersQi, for i = 1, 2, . . . , N ,
andPi, for i = 0, 1, . . . , N was derived in [107].
However, there are a number of issues associated with the information backpropagation
MBD algorithm [107], the main points can be summarized as follows:
• For successful separation and deconvolution of the source signals, a necessary con-
dition is the dimension of the demixer is not less than that of the mixer; in other
words,N ≥ N . However, the information backpropagation algorithm requires the
dimensionN to be knowna priori. Zhang and Cichocki [107] indicated that such
value can be estimated using, e.g., Akaike information criterion (AIC) or the final
prediction error (FPE) criterion [107]. They further indicated that if the dimension is
over estimated then it will introduce additional delays in the recovered signals. Such
additional delays would not cause detrimental effects on the recovered signals.
• From system theory, it is known that the controller canonical form has some diffi-
culties, in particular, when it is used as a parametrization in system identification
studies [38]. These difficulties include the possibility of ill conditioning, i.e., the
parameter estimation process may become unstable due to pole-zero cancellation.
It is also known in system theory that the difficulties encountered in the application
of a controller canonical form can be overcome to a large extent by the use of balanced
parametrization [79, 21, 22], which is another possible parametrization of linear time in-
variant systems [51]. In this case, we need to assume that the LTI system is stable. This is
a reasonable assumption in most practical systems.
In this chapter, our aim is to explore the possibility of using balanced parametrization
of the LTI dynamical system in MBD problem. Such method, if successful, will provide a
means to determine the number of states in the demixer. While this may not seem to add
3The argument that the number of parameters need to be estimated is reduced is under the condition
N À n, which can generally be satisfied in practice.
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much to the controller canonical form approach as indicated by [107], theoretically, our
approach gives a means to determine the total number of states in the demixer, and prac-
tically, it will be computationally more robust than the corresponding controller canonical
form based algorithms.
The structure of this chapter is as follows. In Section 3.2, we will give a brief introduc-
tion to the balanced realization parametrization of LTI systems. In Section 3.3 we will give
a derivation of the parameter estimation algorithm in the balanced parameterized model.
A summary of the proposed balanced MBD algorithm is given in Section 3.4 for ease of
reference. In Section 3.5 we will give some computer simulation results using both the pro-
posed algorithm and the information backpropagation algorithm [107]. Some summaries
are given in Section 3.6.
3.2 Balanced Parametrization of Linear Systems
Canonical forms for LTI systems are attractive in the field of system identification be-
cause they provide a state space representation of the linear systems [80]. The most com-
monly used canonical forms are controller, observer, and balanced canonical forms [79].
Among the three candidates, the first two are relatively simple. In addition, most notice-
ably in single input single output systems, the parameters in the state mixing matrix in
both the controller and observer canonical forms are related in a very simple manner to
the coefficients of the denominator of the corresponding transfer function representation.
This provides a direct relationship between the controller (or observer) canonical form state
space representation and the corresponding transfer function representation. However, the
controller canonical form does have some drawbacks; the most relevant one to our current
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studies is that the parameter set in the controller canonical form which lead to a minimal4
system representation is very complicated [80].
Apart from controller and observer canonical forms, the balanced canonical form is an-
other possible way to parameterize a LTI system. In [40], it is argued there are mainly two
motives for studying balanced parametrization of linear systems: (I) their close relation to
model reduction, thus closely related to robust control theory; and (II) the potential useful-
ness of balanced parametrization for system identification. The balanced parametrization
has the advantage that the parameter estimation process is less dependent on the correct
initial choice of model order. For continuous time systems, the parameters of a balanced
realization change continuously when the system order is increased. The situation of dis-
crete time systems is similar when the order is increased from the true (minimal) order [67].
Consider a discrete time LTI system described in (3.2). If the system is asymptoti-
cally stable, the controllability GrammianPd and the observability GrammianQd, both
N × N matrices, are respectively given by the following dual discrete time Lyapunov
equations [38, 51]:
Pd − AdPdATd = BdBTd (3.12)
Qd − ATd QdAd = CTd Cd (3.13)
Discrete time balanced realization is a situation that occurs when the GrammiansPd
andQd satisfyPd = Qd = Σd ≡ diag(σ1, σ2, . . . , σN). The entitiesσi, i = 1, 2, . . . , N
are called the Hankel singular values. Since linear systems are invariant under a coordi-
nate transformation, this implies, in general, it is possible to find a coordinate transforma-
tion T such that a general LTI system can be transformed into a balanced realization. In
other words, it is possible to find a coordinate transformation matrixT such that both the
4Minimal in the sense that the total number of parameters used in the representation is a minimum. It
was shown in [38] that minimal representation is not necessarily good for system identification studies. In
general, it is found that it is convenient to “slightly” over parameterize the system for system identification
studies, rather than in striving to use the minimal system representation. The balanced parametrization to
be introduced later in this chapter presents one of a number possible “slight” over parameterizations of the
system, so as to facilitate an easier system identification and parameter estimation process. It was shown
by Overbeek and Ljung [102] that “slight” over parametrization actually assists the parameter estimation
process. The intuition is that by allowing a few more parameters than absolutely necessary, it gives some
extra freedom to the parameter estimation process so as to overcome some of the “ravines” in the estimated
parameter landscape. Without these extra parameters, the minimal representation has some difficulties to
overcome these “ravines” computationally.
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controllability Grammian, and the observability Grammian are diagonal, and have equal
values.
As indicated previously, a major motivation for balanced realization is model reduction.
In the above equations, if we make a further assumption thatσ1 ≥ σ2 ≥ . . . ≥ σn > 0, and
thatσr+1 (r ∈ [1, n−1]) is relatively small, i.e.,σr >> σr+1, then it is possible to show that
the order-reduced model of dimensionr is asymptotically stable and minimal [38]. In ad-
dition, it can be demonstrated that the behavior of the order-reduced model “approximates”
that of the original LTI system [38].
In a similar fashion, it is possible to define the balanced realization of continuous LTI
systems. In this case, consider a continuous time LTI dynamical system withN s ates, and
n inputs andn outputs:
ẋ = Acx + Bcu (3.14a)
y = Ccx + Dcu (3.14b)
wherey ∈ Rn is the output vector,u ∈ Rn is the input vector, andx ∈ RN is the
state vector. The subscriptc denotes continuous time domain. Again, we assume thatN
is known a priori. The parameter set of this continuous time LTI system is defined as
Ωc ≡ {Ac, Bc, Cc, Dc}. The controllability GrammianPc and the observability Grammian




c = −BcBTc (3.15)
ATc Qc + QcAc = −CTc Cc (3.16)
The system is said to be balanced ifPc = Qc = Σc ≡ diag(σ1, σ2, . . . , σN).
Note that both in the continuous time case and in the discrete time case, the balanced
realization is defined through the diagonalization of the controllability Grammian and the
observability Grammian. If the system matricesAc, Bc, Cc, Dc orAd, Bd, Cd, Dd are given,
this can be performed quite easily. However, if the system is not known and needs to be
estimated from input output data, then it is quite difficult to obtain the unknown system,
as well as satisfying the dual Lyapunov equations with a diagonal matrix. As a result, a
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number of researchers proposed balanced parametrization models [79, 21, 22]. These are
parameterized models which will yield a balanced realized state space model, i.e., it allows
us to find the particular set of parameters from input output data which will give a diag-
onal matrix solution to the dual Lyapunov equations. Note the balanced parametrization
is formulated only for the continuous LTI systems. There is no corresponding balanced
parametrization for discrete LTI systems.
In this chapter, we will not give the most general balanced parametrization model for
continuous LTI systems. This is given in [79]. Instead we will give a balanced parametriza-
tion proposed in [22], which overcomes a number of limitations, e.g., the need to satisfy a
set of nonlinear constraints, of the parameterized model given in [79].
Consider a continuous time LTI dynamical system withN states, andn inputs andn
outputs, parameterized by the set of parametersΘ = {Σ, Bc, Dc, Φ}, where
Σ: { σ1 σ2 · · · σN }, the set of singular values, satisfyingσ1 > σ2 > · · · >
σN , andσN > 0;





), for p = 1, 2, · · · , n− 1;
Bc: { Bc1 Bc2 · · · BcN }, andBcj is n row vector with real values, the first
element in the row is positive;
Dc: n× n real matrix.
Note that here we have taken a simplifying assumption: all the Hankel singular values
are distinct. This assumption eliminates a number of the structural parameters, which are
usually associated with multiple Hankel singular values. In practice, this assumption is
usually satisfied in practical systems, as there are always numerical errors which prevent
one Hankel singular value to be exactly the same as another Hankel singular value.











Cc1 Cc2 · · · CcN
]
;
Ac: Ac = [Ac,ij] for i, j = 1, 2, · · · , N ;
Dc: Dc = Dc.
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where thej-th column ofCc is constructed as:
Ccj = V (φj)
√
BcjBTcj (3.17)
and the elementn column vector ofV is given as follows:
V (φj) =
[
v1j v2j · · · vnj
]T
(3.18)
where the details ofvpj, for p = 1, 2, · · · , n, are given as:
v1j = cos φn−1,j cos φn−2,j · · · cos φ2j cos φ1j (3.19a)
v2j = cos φn−1,j cos φn−2,j · · · cos φ2j sin φ1j (3.19b)
v3j = cos φn−1,j cos φn−2,j · · · sin φ2j (3.19c)
v4j = cos φn−1,j cos φn−2,j · · · sin φ3j (3.19d)
...
vn−1,j = cos φn−1,j sin φn−2,j (3.19e)
vnj = sin φn−1,j (3.19f)














, for i 6= j (3.20b)
Under the above parametrization, the continuous LTI system with parameter setΩc i
balanced with GrammianΣ = diag(σ1, σ2, · · · , σN). Observe that, in (3.18),V is con-
structed through an indirect vectorφj, which is used to overcome the problem thatV is
required to be quadratic in some general balanced forms, e.g. [79]. This is the main advan-
tage of the balanced form that was introduced in [22] compared with the one introduced
in [79].
As indicated, the parametrizationΘ is derived from the balanced realization techniques.
It has internal constraints, e.g., the satisfaction of the dual Lyapunov equations which arise
from controllability and observability studies. These equations must be internally satisfied.
If we tackle the Lyapunov equations directly, this will result in a constrained optimization
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problem, which may not have a solution. One way in which we can avoid the formulation
of the constrained optimization problem is to transform the balanced parameterized form
into the general state space formulation as indicated previously. In other words, we will
parameterize a general continuous LTI time dynamical system in state space form in terms
of the parametrizationΘ.
3.3 Derivation of the Parameter Estimation Algorithm
It is noted that the balanced parametrization is given only in terms of a continuous
time LTI system, as there is no known equivalent discrete time version of the balanced
parametrization formulation. However, the measurements of sensor outputs are assumed
to be in discrete time, as a result, we will need to convert the continuous time LTI model
using a bilinear transformation into a corresponding discrete time LTI model. This will
permit us to use the measurement data to estimate the parameters of the corresponding
discrete time LTI model.
We already have the general parameter estimation algorithm of the discrete LTI dynam-
ical system in Section 3.1. Now once the parameters are updated using that algorithm, we
will need to perform the inverse bilinear transformation into a corresponding continuous
time LTI system setting. Through the relationship between the parameter set of the contin-
uous time LTI system and the balanced parametrization, it is possible to work out a set of
new parameter values for the balanced parametrization which can be used to update them.
Once the parameters are updated, the cycle can begin again until the algorithm converges.
One common question thus appears: why do we need to go through this “circuitous”
route in order to obtain an updating algorithm for the parameters of the balanced canonical
form? The answer to this question lies in two aspects:
1. The development of the theory on system identification using balanced parametriza-
tion is only available in the continuous time setting. The corresponding theory of
system identification on discrete time balanced parametrization is still unknown.
This is the reason why we need to perform the bilinear transformations so that we
can make use of the input output data which is assumed to be available in discrete
time.
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2. Had we tackled the parameter estimation problem of the balanced realization di-
rectly, we will need to satisfy the dual Lyapunov equations at every step. Develop-
ing such an algorithm is a challenge, as it is not immediately clear how this can be
performed.
Hence we have chosen this rather “long winded” route to obtain the parameter estimation
algorithm. A general structure of the parameter estimation can be described as follows:
Step 1 From the set of parametersΘ, obtain the continuous time balanced parametriza-
tion.
Step 2 Use bilinear transformation to transform this continuous LTI system into the
corresponding discrete time parametrization.
Step 3 Estimate the new parameters for the discrete time parametrization.
Step 4 Convert this new set of parameters for discrete time parametrization back to
continuous time setting using the inverse bilinear transformation.
Step 5 Convert the new parameters in compatible form to the balanced parametriza-
tion.
Step 6 Cycle through Steps 1 to 5 until the algorithm converges.
The first step was addressed in Section 3.2 already, in the following subsections, we will
consider the remaining steps of the parameter estimation procedures.
3.3.1 Converting a continuous time system to a discrete time system us-
ing a bilinear transformation
Construct a set of discrete LTI system from the set of continuous LTI system using the
following standard bilinear transformation [51]:
Ad = (I − Ac)−1(I + Ac) (3.21a)
Bd =
√
2(I − Ac)−1Bc (3.21b)
Cd =
√
2Cc(I − Ac)−1 (3.21c)
Dd = Dc − Cc(I − Ac)−1Bc (3.21d)
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3.3.2 Updating of parameters of the discrete time system
Since the parametrization of the discrete LTI system is general, we can use the infor-
mation backpropagation algorithm provided in Section 3.1 in this step.
3.3.3 Converting the discrete time system to a continuous time system
We obtain new values of the elements (Ac, Bc, Cc, Dc) of the parameter setΩc through
the inverse bilinear transformation as follows:
Ac = (I + Ad)









Dc = Dd − Cd(I + Ad)−1Bd (3.22d)
3.3.4 Updating the parameter setΘ
In the parameter setΘ, the matricesBc and Dc are shared by the continuous time
parameter setΩc, they are already obtained in the last subsection. Hence, we only need to
work out how to update the parametersΦ andΣ.
























cos φ`j for k > p (3.24a)
n−1∏
`=p
cos φ`j for k = p (3.24b)
for p = 1, 2, · · · , n− 1, j = 1, 2, · · · , N , andk = p, · · · , n− 2, n− 1.
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where we have defined:
Ċn−1c,j ≡
[

























To expressφ̇j with Ċ
n−1
cj and Ḃcj from (3.25), we require that∆
−1
(j) exists. In other
words,det(∆(j)) 6= 0. Observedet(∆(j)) = ∏n−1k=1 ξk+1kj , hence we need to satisfyξkk−1,j 6=
0 for all k. From the definition ofξkk−1,j, we know that this is equivalent to satisfying
ξ21j 6= 0. In other words, we need
n−1∏
k=1
cos φkj 6= 0 (3.28)
In section 3.2, we definedφpj ∈ (−π2 , π2 ); this is to guarantee that (3.28) is satisfied.












Note, to obtainφ̇j, we only need to consider the2-nd ton-th column of matrixCc. Also
note, in (3.29), we need to compute an inverse matrix∆−1(j), however it is trivial because
∆(j) is an upper-triangular matrix.
For the parameter setΣ, a similar derivation can be obtained. Consider the diagonal
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Once the derivative relationships (3.29) and (3.32) are setup, the updates ofΣ andΦ
can be performed accordingly as follows:
∆σj = τ σ̇j (3.33)
∆φj = τ φ̇j (3.34)
whereτ is a properly selected positive time duration.
3.4 Summary of the Proposed Algorithm
For ease of reference, the proposed discrete time multichannel blind deconvolution
algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 3.1. Note, in the first step of Algorithm 3.1, we
initialize the balanced parameter set as follows: The elements{σi}Ni=1 are all small positive
values;σi decreases wheni increases; the difference betweenσi andσi−1 is same. The
elements ofΦ andBc are small random values. The elements ofDc are also small and
randomly generated, but it should be guaranteed thatDc is nonsingular.
3.5 Computer Simulations
In this section, we will illustrate the issues discussed in this chapter through computer
simulations. In Subsection 3.5.1 we will give three performance measurement indices
which will be used in this thesis. In Subsection 3.5.2 we will examine the proposed bal-
anced algorithm using a set of artificial mixed speech observations. In particular, we will
compare the performance of the proposed balanced algorithm with the general state space
algorithm [107]; then we will examine the algorithm’s ability of estimating the number of
states of the mixer; the motivation of the proposed balanced algorithm is demonstrated by
the improved performance of the general state space algorithm [107] with appropriate num-
ber of states. In Subsection 3.5.3, we will show a possible way of applying the proposed
balanced algorithm to a set of real sensor measurements,viz. electroencephalograph (EEG)
data. We will compare the performance of the balanced algorithm with a public domain
EEG oriented toolbox; using the estimated the number of states of the mixer (N ), we will
show that, afterN is obtained, the performance of the general state space algorithm [107]
may be superior than that of the EEG toolbox.
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Algorithm 3.1 The discrete time balanced MBD algorithm
1: Initialize the balanced parameter setΘ:
2: while ∆l > tolerancedo
3: Construct the parameter setΩc from the parameter setΘ using (3.17), (3.18), (3.19),
and (3.20)
4: Construct the parameter setΩd using the bilinear transformation (3.21)
5: Learn the parameter setΩd:












∆Cd = −ηCϕ(y)xT ∆Dd = ηD
[
I − ϕ(y)uT DTd
]
Dd
6: Obtain updates of the parameter setΩc using the inverse bilinear transforma-
tion (3.22)
7: Obtain new values of the parameter setΩc
8: Obtain new values of the balanced parametrizationΘ from the new values ofΩc
using (3.33) and (3.34)
9: Calculate the update of the cost function (∆l)
10: end while
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3.5.1 Performance measurements
In most experiments in this thesis, we need to compare different MBD algorithms to
evaluate their relative performances, thus it is necessary to define some performance in-
dices. There exist many possible performance indices [77, 104] in the literature, in this
thesis, we choose two particular ones: the mean square error (MSE) criterion and the
cross-talk (Xtalk) criterion from such a set of possible candidates. Both the mean square
error criterion and the cross-talk criterion evaluate the similarity between the waveforms
of the source signals and their recovered version.
GivenT samples ofn-channel source signalss and their recovered signalsy, the mean






[y2i (t)− s2i (t)] for i = 1, · · · , n (3.35)
Xtalk ≡ 1









Above two criterions require the source signals to be available, however, generally, this
can not be satisfied in practice situation. Since the objective of MBD is usually accom-
plished through minimizing the mutual information between the outputs of the demixer,
therefore mutual information is a valid criterion for measuring the performance of MBD
algorithms. Normally mutual information is difficult to compute. In the literature, R. Mod-
demeijer [75] provided a practical approach to compute the mutual information between
two signals. In this thesis, we also adopt mutual information as our performance index. R.
Moddemeijer’s approach [75] only allows to compute the mutual information between two
waveforms, thus we compute the average mutual information in case of the situation where
the number of sources is over two. Given the number of sourcesn > 2, the average mutual
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whereMIij is the mutual information between thei-th signal and thej-th signal. The
MATLAB program of computing the mutual information between two waveforms can be
downloaded from R. Moddemeijer’s homepage5.
3.5.2 Speech data
The observation data used in this subsection is obtained by passing10000 samples of
two digital speech sources through a stable discrete time LTI dynamical system with2 inter-
nal states, thus in this mixing environment, the structure parameters areL = M = n = 2,
N = 2. The original signals together with the mixed signals are shown in Figure 3.1.
The scatter diagrams of the original source signals and the observations are shown in Fig-
ure 3.2 (a) and (b) respectively. The parameters of the mixer is chosen such that (I)D
−1
d
exists, (II) the eigenvalues of theAd are all within the unit circle in the complex plane, and
(III) Bd andCd are randomly selected. A particular realization of this parametrization is



























Note that for ease of comparison, we will use this same example throughout this chap-
ter, and the next two chapters.
Performance comparison
First, we will compare the proposed balanced MBD algorithm with the general discrete
time state space MBD algorithm, i.e. the information backpropagation approach [107]. In
both cases, we employ the hyperbolic tangent as the nonlinear activation function. The
nonlinearity is a valid choice because the sources are speech signals, which are normally
super-Gaussian distributed. In both algorithms, we use a demixer with a sufficiently high
number of states (N = 4) to separate the signals. The scatter diagrams of the recovered
signals obtained from these two approaches are shown in Figure 3.2 (c) and (d) respectively.
5Moddemeijer’s website ishttp://www.cs.rug.nl/∼rudy/matlab/.
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Figure 3.1 The original source signals (Row 1, Row 2) and the mixed signals (Row 3, Row4).























































Figure 3.2 The scatter diagrams of: (a) the source signals; (b) the observations; (d) the separated
signals obtained from the information backpropagation algorithm [107]; (d) the separated signals
obtained from the proposed balanced algorithm.
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The recovered signals together with the errors between the original source signals and the
recovered signals are shown in Figure 3.3. It is noted that from these scatter diagrams and
Figure 3.3 that the proposed balanced parametrization algorithm works very well.
The evolution of the elements of the parameters in both approaches are plotted in Fig-
ure 3.4 and Figure 3.5. It is observed that in both cases, the parameters converge reasonably
well after a number of steps.
The mean square error criterion, the residual cross talk criterion and the mutual in-
formation criterion are listed in Table 3.1. Note the mutual information between the two
observation signals is1.1614. From Figure 3.2 and Table 3.1 we observe that, in the sense
of mean square error, cross talk criteria and mutual information, the performance of the two
algorithms are comparable for this simple MBD problem, although the proposed balanced
parametrization algorithm performs slightly better.
General(N = 4) Balanced(N = 4) General(N = 2)
Channel I II I II I II
MSE 0.0013 0.0018 0.0014 0.0011 0.0001 0.0007
Xtalk 0.0023 0.0019 −0.0005
MI 0.0893 0.0554 0.0309
Table 3.1 The mean square errors, cross talks and mutual information given by the general discrete
time MBD algorithm: information backpropagation approach [107] and the proposed discrete time
balanced approach.
Determining the dimension of states
Next, we will estimate the number of states of the mixer using the proposed balanced
parametrization algorithm. We assume that the number of states (N ) of the mixer is un-
known, but we believe that the current number of states in the demixer satisfies the condi-
tion of N ≥ N . We consider two situations:N = 4 andN = 6 respectively.
The evolution of the singular values for both cases are shown in Figure 3.6. We ob-
serve that in both cases there is a big gap between the second largest singular value and
the remaining singular values. The results show that the proposed discrete time balanced
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(a) General (N = 4)


















(b) Balanced (N = 4)
















(c) General (N = 2)
Figure 3.3 The recovered signals together with the errors between the original source signals and
the recovered signals. In all cases, Row 1 and Row 2 are recovered signals, Row 3 and Row 4 are
the corresponding errors.
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Figure 3.4 The evolution of the elements of the parameters in the general discrete time state space
algorithm [107].




































Figure 3.5 The evolution of the elements of the parametersΘ in the proposed Algorithm 3.1.
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parametrization algorithm identifies the correct number of states quite well. This can be
further verified by evaluating the relative weight of the first two principal singular values
as a function of the total “amount of energy” in the system. These weights are respectively
92% for N = 4 case, and94% for N = 6 case.






















Figure 3.6 The evolution of singular values in the proposed discrete time balanced algorithm: (a)
with assumed state numberN = 4; (b) with assumed state numberN = 6.
Further, we run the general state space algorithm [107] after the number of statesN =
2 is obtained. The scatter diagram of the recovered signals is shown in Figure 3.2 (e).
The recovered signals together with the errors between the original source signals and the
recovered signals are shown in Figure 3.3 (c). The mean square error criterion, the residual
cross talk criterion and the mutual information criterion are listed in Table 3.1. From
Figure 3.2, Figure 3.3 and Table 3.1 we observe that, once the number of states is estimated,
the performance of the general state space algorithm [107] is improved compared to the
cases of overestimated number of states.
3.5.3 EEG data
In this section, we will show the application of our proposed methodology to a class of
biometric signals,viz., electroencephalograph (EEG) signals. In this case, we do not know
the mixing dynamics.
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The2500 samples (10s) of the seven-channel EEG data (see Figure 3.7) were recorded
by Zak Keirn at Purdue University, US, using a sampling frequency of250Hz 6. To realize
our objective, we assume that the given set of observation data is generated by a mixer with
7 inputs and7 outputs. The number of statesN of the mixer is unknown, which needs to
be estimated.
We assume thatN is less than6, and run the proposed balanced algorithm with the
number of statesN = 6. The recovered signals are plotted in Figure 3.9, the evolution of
the singular values is plotted in Figure 3.10, the average mutual information (AMI) is listed
in Table 3.2. Note the average mutual information between the original EEG recordings
are also included in the table. To evaluate the performance of the proposed balanced algo-
rithm, we employ the EEG toolbox3.61 7 as a basis of comparison. The recovered signals
obtained from the EEG toolbox are plotted in Figure 3.8, the corresponding average mutual
information is listed in Table 3.2. From Table 3.2, we observe that the performance of the
balanced algorithm is slightly better than the EEG toolbox. From Figure 3.10, we observe
that the proposed balanced algorithm draw the conclusion that the number of statesN is 3.




































Figure 3.7 The original seven channels of EEG recordings.
6The EEG recordings and the corresponding information can be found at the website of
http://www.cs.colostate.edu/∼anderson/res/eeg/.
7The EEG toolbox was released by S. Makeigt. al. in CNL/Salk Institute, US. It can be downloaded
from the world wide web athttp://www.cnl.salk.edu/∼scott/icabib.html.
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Original EEG toolbox Balanced (N = 6) General (N=3)
AMI 0.1343 0.0077 0.0070 0.0048
Table 3.2 Performance comparison: average mutual information obtained in the original EEG
data and the recovered signals from the various algorithms.




























Figure 3.8 The recovered EEG signals obtained by using the extended infomax ICA algorithm in
EEG toolbox3.61.
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Figure 3.9 The recovered EEG signals obtained from the proposed balanced algorithm,N = 6
case.
To examine the validity of above estimation, we run the general state space algo-
rithm [107] with the number of statesN = 3. The recovered signals are plotted in Fig-
ure 3.11, the average mutual information is listed in Table 3.2. From Table 3.2, we observe
that, compared to the EEG toolbox and the MBD algorithm with a higher number of states,
the performance of the general state space algorithm [107] with estimated number of states
is superior.
3.6 Summary
In this chapter, we have considered the possibility of obtaining a balanced realization
of the deconvolution of latent source signals mixed by unknown LTI dynamical systems.
Based on the work [107] and [21, 22], we have derived a discrete time balanced MBD
algorithm. The contributions of this chapter are as follows: (I) this is the first time that a
balanced parametrization is applied to the MBD problem; (II) we have successfully elim-
inated one of the assumptions in the general state space MBD algorithms,viz., we do not
require the number of states to be knowna priori. Instead, the number of states can be
obtained as part of our parameter estimation procedure. All we need to do is to impose
an upper bound on the number of states, and then our approach will be able to estimate
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Figure 3.10 The evolution of singular values in the proposed discrete time balanced algorithm with
assumed state numberN = 6, EEG case.
the number of states. Note that this is not an online algorithm, in that the algorithm will
find the “correct” number of states online. One way in which this algorithm can be applied
is to impose a sufficiently upper bound on the total number of states. Use the proposed
algorithm on the set of input output data. Then, the appropriate value of the total number
of states will emerge by tracking the converged Hankel singular values and by deciding on
which ones can be neglected.
The advantages of the proposed algorithm over the information backpropagation al-
gorithm proposed in [107] are as follows: (I) the proposed algorithm gives a numerically
robust algorithm for the determination of the unknown parameters; (II) it allows a practical
method for the determination of the number of states. The disadvantage of the proposed
method compared with the information backpropagation algorithm is that numerically it
is more expensive, as it requires the computation of singular values in each time step.
However, this can be alleviated to some extent by exploring more efficient methods for
performing the singular value decomposition.
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Continuous Time Balanced Approach to MBD
In this chapter, we will consider the multichannel blind deconvolution problem in the
continuous time domain. Using an identical balanced parametrization as in Chapter 3, we
will derive a continuous time multichannel blind deconvolution algorithm. In this formu-
lation, there is no need for the bilinear transformations which are necessary in the discrete
time balanced multichannel blind deconvolution algorithms. Through computer simula-
tions, we will show that the proposed continuous time balanced parametrization algorithm
can estimate the number of states.
4.1 Introduction
In Chapter 3, we derived a discrete time balanced parametrization multichannel blind
deconvolution (MBD) algorithm, which permits us to estimate the number of internal states
in the demixer in a state space formulation. This allows us to relax an assumption broadly
adopted by most of the existing state space based MBD algorithms (e.g. [107]),viz. the di-
mension of states of the mixer is knowna priori. The discrete time formulation is suitable
to process input output data which are given in discrete samples. The formulation of the
discrete time balanced parametrization MBD requires the introduction of a bilinear trans-
formation, and its inverse, as there are no known discrete time balanced parametrization
formulation yet. However, the bilinear transformation introduces its own problem, in that
we need to compute the inverse of anN × N 1 matrix in the process. In case ofN rela-
tively large, this could pose considerable computational load, as we will need to compute
the inverse matrix in each iteration.
1N is the number of states in the demixer.
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In this chapter, we will consider a different situation: the input and output data is
given in continuous time. In this case, it is more natural to formulate the multichannel
deconvolution problem in continuous time domain. Note that this is not the only approach.
One may consider the possibility of discretizing a continuous time input output data and
then use the discrete time balanced parametrization MBD algorithm shown in Chapter 3
to process the resulting discrete time data. However, in this case, we risk losing some
information, as in sampling the continuous time data, we need to introduce a sampling
frequency, which means the information in the inter-sampling period will be lost. While,
in general, this does not matter much if we can assume that the inter-sample information
can be ignored (implied from Shannon’s sampling theorem). But in general, we prefer to
use a method which will tackle the continuous time problem directly. The methods to be
introduced in this chapter is one such method. In a similar vein for the sampled input output
data situation considered in Chapter 3, one may consider the possibility of converting the
discrete input output samples into continuous time using interpolation techniques, and then
use the techniques to be developed in this chapter to process the resulting interpolated data.
However, interpolation techniques have inherent assumptions on the information content
in inter-sample periods which may not be satisfied in practice. Hence, it is normally much
more preferable to tackle the discrete input output samples directly by formulating the
problem in the discrete time domain as we have done in Chapter 3.
This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 4.2, we will review a general contin-
uous time state space MBD algorithm derived in [32]. In Section 4.3, we will give the
balanced parametrization of linear systems. In Section 4.4, we will derive a continuous
time version of balanced parametrization algorithm based on the contents in Section 4.2
and Section 4.3. In Section 4.5, we will evaluate the proposed continuous time balanced
algorithm through computer simulations. We will summarize this chapter in Section 4.6.
4.2 General Continuous Time MBD Algorithm
The general continuous time state space MBD algorithm was given in [32]. In this
section, we will briefly review this algorithm, which will form the basis of our continuous
time balanced parametrization algorithm.
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4.2.1 Continuous time state space models
Similar to that considered in Chapter 3, we will focus on a noise-free and critically-
determined MBD problem. Both the number of sources (L) and the number of sensors
(M ) are assumed to ben. Using continuous time state space model as shown in [32], the
mixer, which is assumed to be an asymptotically stable, linear time invariant (LTI), causal
dynamical system, can be modelled as follows:
ẋt = Axt + Bst (4.1a)
ut = Cxt + Dst (4.1b)
wheres ∈ Rn is the source signal vector,u ∈ Rn is the vector of the sensor observations,
x ∈ RN is the vector of the internal states,N is the dimension of the states. Generally
speaking,N is unknown. The the observationsut is available in the durationt ∈ [0, T ],
T > 0.
The MBD problem is tackled by devising an inverse system of the mixer called the
demixer, which is also assumed to be an asymptotically stable, LTI, and causal dynamical
system. Using continuous time state space approach, the demixer can be modelled as
follows:
ẋt = Axt + But (4.2a)
yt = Cxt + Dut (4.2b)
whereu ∈ Rn is the vector of the observations, which also serves as the inputs of the
demixer;y ∈ Rn is the vector of the recovered source signals;x ∈ RN is the vector of the
internal states of the demixer,N is the dimension of the states. For success of separation
and deconvolution, we needN ≥ N . The parameter set of the demixer is defined as
Ω ≡ {A,B,C, D}.
In Chapter 3, we have considered the MBD problem in the discrete time domain, while
in this chapter we will consider the MBD problem in the continuous time domain. The
differences between the discrete time state space models and the continuous time state
space models can be delineated as follows: (I) in the discrete time case, the data is the set of
discrete samples, while in the continuous time case, the data is given in a continuous form;
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(II) in the discrete time case, the dynamics is described using a forward shift operator, while
in the continuous time case, the dynamics is described using a dot operator; and (III) for an
asymptotically stable LTI dynamical system, in the discrete time case, the eigenvalues of
the state mixing matrix are all located within the unit circle in the complex plane, while in
the continuous time case, the eigenvalues of the state mixing matrix are all located on the
left half of the complex plane.
4.2.2 Parameter estimation algorithm
The general continuous time state space multichannel blind deconvolution (MBD) al-
gorithm can be derived through maximizing the following cost function:




subject to the dynamical system constraints. In [32], such an optimization problem is
tackled by introducing the Lagrange multipliers as the adjoint states. In this way, the
problem is converted into an unconstrained optimization problem.






subject to the state equation (4.2a), with the initial conditionx0 = 0, where
0 is anN column null vector.
This kind of constrained optimization problem can be solved by defining the following




dt L(t;x,y,λ, Ω) (4.4)
whereL is the Lagrangian function defined as follows:
L(t;x,y,λ, Ω) ≡ l(Ω) + λT (Ax + Bu− ẋ) (4.5)
where the auxiliary Lagrange multipliersλ are also known as the adjoint states.
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with the boundary conditionsx0 = 0 andλT = 0. As a result, from (4.6) and (4.7) we
obtain the following state equation and the adjoint state equation:
ẋ = Ax + Bu (4.8)
λ̇ = −AT λ− CT ∂l
∂y
(4.9)
= −AT λ− CT ϕ(y) (4.10)
whereϕ(y) is ann column vector of nonlinear activation functions. Note Equation (4.10)
comes from the definition of the nonlinear activation function.
Gradient methods can be used to solve the optimization problem. From (4.5) we can












= D−T − ϕ(y)uT (4.14)
From above derivatives, we can obtain the following parameter estimation algorithm with
















DT D = ηD(I − ϕ(y)uT DT )D (4.18)
whereηX is a time-dependent learning rate with respect toX, X may beA,B, C or D. I
is ann× n identity matrix. Note, to improve the performance of the parameter estimation
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algorithm, the technique of natural gradient [1] was employed in the parameter estimation
algorithm of matrixD.
Note that in this method, we will need to obtain the solution of the state, and the adjoint
state first. We need to solve (4.2a) forx with initial conditionx0 = 0 from 0 to T , and
obtainy from (4.2b). Then, we will need to solve the corresponding adjoint equation (4.10)
with initial conditionλT = 0 from T to 0. Onceλ, x andy are obtained, the values of
A, B C andD can be obtained. Using these new values ofA, B, C, andD, we can enter
another iteration of solving forx, y andλ, and evaluate the values ofA, B, C andD.
4.3 Balanced Parametrization of Linear Systems
To derive a continuous time balanced MBD algorithm, we need to balanced parame-
terize the underlying demixer. We employ the balanced canonical form used in Chapter 3
to realize this. The balanced parametrization was presented in Chapter 3, and will not be
repeated in this chapter.
4.4 Parameter Estimation Algorithm
In this section we will derive a balanced MBD parameter estimation algorithm with
respect to the balanced parameter setΘ through optimizing the cost function (4.3). Treating
the parametersΩ as the middle variables, it is possible to compute the gradients of the cost
function with respect to the parametersΘ through chain rule. However, since the learning
rules with respect to the parametersΩ have been given in section 4.2, and the derivative
relationship betweenΘ andΩ has been obtained in Chapter 3, the continuous time balanced
MBD algorithm can be derived through combing these two parts of results.
4.4.1 The derivative relationship betweenΘ and Ω
Since the matricesB andD are shared by the parameter setΘ andΩ, we do not need to
consider them here. What we need to do is to express the derivative ofφpj andσj in terms
of the derivative of the elements ofΩ, for p = 1, 2, · · · , n − 1 andj = 1, 2, · · · , N . This
has been achieved in Chapter 3.
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4.4.2 Final deriving results
Once the derivative relationship betweenΘ andΩ was built up, it is easy to derive
continuous time balanced MBD algorithms based on the general state space algorithms
demonstrated in section 4.2. Since the matricesB andD are shared by the parameter set
Θ andΩ, their learning rules are still those derived in section 4.2. Now we will derive the
learning rules with respect to the parametersΦ andΣ.
Substitute (4.17) and (4.16) into (3.29), we can obtain the following learning rule with
























whereηr is the relative learning rate, which is used due to the fact that the learning rates for
B andC in (4.17) and (4.16) are not necessary to be identical. Substitute (4.15) into (3.32),







Finally, we have the following continuous time MBD parameter estimation algorithm:
Ḋ = ηD
(
I − ϕ(y)uT DT
)
D (4.22)



















whereηX , X may beD, B, φ, or σ, is a time-dependent learning rate with respect toX.
Similar to the general continuous time state space MBD algorithm described in subsec-
tion 4.2.2, in the proposed continuous time balanced algorithm, to learnB, Φ andΣ, we
need the bidirectional updates for the statex and the joint stateλ described in (4.8) and
(4.10). The implementation of the proposed continuous time balanced MBD algorithm
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Algorithm 4.1 The continuous time balanced MBD algorithm
1: Initialize the balanced parameter setΘ
2: while ∆l > tolerance OR∆λ0 ≡ ∑Nk=1 λk(0) > tolerancedo
3: Construct the parameter setΩ from the balanced parameter setΘ
4: Obtain the outputsyT by running the follows from0 to T
ẋ = Ax + Bu AND y = Cx + Du
5: Obtain joint statesλ by running the follows fromT to 0
λ̇ = −AT λ− CT ϕ(y)
6: Learn the parameter setΘ:
Ḋ = ηD
(
I − ϕ(y)uT DT
)
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is summarized in Algorithm 4.1 for ease of reference. In the beginning stage of Algo-
rithm 4.1, the balanced parameter set is initialized as follows: The elements{σi}Ni=1 are all
small positive values;σi decreases wheni increases; the difference betweenσi andσi−1
is same. The elements ofΦ andB are small random values. The elements ofD are also
small and randomly generated, but it should be guaranteed thatD is nonsingular.
4.4.3 Remarks
• In Chapter 2, we have named the discrete time MBD algorithms represented in [90]
as the constrained optimization MBD algorithm. The general continuous time MBD
algorithm [32] used in this chapter and the proposed continuous time balanced MBD
algorithm are both derived using the constrained optimization method, thus we can
call them the continuous time constrained MBD algorithm and the continuous time
balanced constrained MBD algorithm respectively.
• As we have argued in Chapter 2, the features of different state space MBD ap-
proaches have an influence on how the state equation is involved in the problem
of optimization. In this chapter, the way that the state equation is involved in the op-
timization problem is similar to what we did in deriving the constrained optimization
algorithm [90] in Chapter 2. Therefore, the continuous time constrained optimiza-
tion algorithms presented in this chapter possess those features of the discrete time
constrained optimization algorithm.
• Compared with the discrete time balanced algorithm (Algorithm 3.1), the proposed
continuous time balanced algorithm (Algorithm 4.1) does not require to perform
the bilinear transformations. In addition, it is in a close-form with respect to the
balanced parameter setΘ.
• Compared with the general continuous time MBD algorithm [32], besides possess-
ing the ability of estimating the number of states, the proposed continuous time
balanced algorithm has another advantage: the parameters needed to be estimated
are less than those in its general state space counterparts. The comparison of num-
bers of parameters need to be estimated between these two approaches are listed in
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Table 4.1. We observe that the difference of number of parameters in these two ap-
proaches areN2. This save of parameters may be significant whenN is relatively
big. Note we do not includeD andB in the table as they are shared by both the
balanced and the general approaches.
• It is possible to extend the discrete time information backpropagation approach [107]
to continuous time case. Based on it, following a similar deriving route, it is possible
to further derive a continuous time version of balanced information backpropagation
approach.
General Balanced
Parameters A C Σ Φ
No. of parameters N ×N n×N N × 1 (n− 1)×N
Total (n + N)×N n×N
Table 4.1 The comparison of number of parameters needed to learn between the general continuous
time MBD algorithm [32] and the proposed continuous time balanced algorithm.
4.5 Computer Simulations
In this section, we will test the proposed continuous time balanced MBD algorithm
through computer simulations. First we will compare the proposed continuous time bal-
anced algorithm with the general continuous time constrained algorithm [32], then we will
examine its function of estimating the number of states. The signals used in this section
are expressed using scatter diagrams listed in Figure 4.1.
Similar to Chapter 3,10000 samples of two-column observation data (Figure 4.1 (b))
are obtained by passing two digital speech sources (Figure 4.1 (a)) through a stable discrete
time LTI causal dynamical system (in the form of (3.1)) with2 states, thus in this mixing
environment,L = M = n = 2, N = 2. The system matrices of the mixer is chosen such
that (I)D
−1
d exists, (II) the eigenvalues of theAd are all within the unit circle, (III)Bd and
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Since the observations are given in discrete time domain, we need to discretize the continu-
ous time demixer. In this thesis, we employ the Runge-Kutta algorithm to realize this. The
sample frequency is set to8000 Hz. The way of discretizing a continuous time LTI causal
dynamical system using Runge-Kutta algorithm is specified in Appendix C.
4.5.1 Performance comparison
In this subsection we compare the proposed continuous time balanced MBD algorithm
with the general continuous time MBD algorithm [32]. In both cases, we employ the hy-
perbolic tangent as the nonlinear activation function. Since the sources are speech signals,
which are super-Gaussian distributed, hyperbolic tangent is a valid nonlinear activation
function. We use a demixer with an enough higher dimension of states (N = 6), just like
suggested in [107], to separate the signals. The recovered signals obtained from different
approaches are plotted in Figure 4.1 (c) and (d). The recovered signals together with the er-
rors between the original source signals and the recovered signals are shown in Figure 4.2.
It is noted that from these scatter diagrams and Figure 4.2 we observe that the proposed
balanced parametrization algorithm works well.
The evolution of the elements of the parameters in both approaches are plotted in Fig-
ure 4.3 and Figure 4.4. It is observed that in both cases, the parameters converge reasonably
well after a number of steps.
The mean square error (MSE), residual cross talk (Xtalk) and mutual information (MI)
are listed in Table 4.2. Note the mutual information between the two observational sig-
nals is1.1614. From Figure 4.1 and Table 4.2 we can observe that, in the sense of mean
square error and cross talk and mutual information, the performance of the algorithms are
comparable for this simple MBD problems.
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General Balanced
Channel I II I II
MSE 0.0010 0.0016 0.0009 0.0016
Xtalk −0.0003 −0.0005
MI 0.0452 0.0438
Table 4.2 The mean square errors, cross talks, and mutual information given by the general con-
tinuous time MBD algorithm [32] and the proposed continuous time balanced MBD algorithm.








































Figure 4.1 The scatter diagrams of: (a) the sources; (b) the observations; (c) the separated signals
obtained from general continuous time algorithm [32]; (d) the separated signals obtained from the
proposed continuous time balanced algorithm.
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Figure 4.2 The recovered signals together with the errors between the original source signals and
the recovered signals. In both cases, Row 1 and Row 2 are recovered signals, Row 3 and Row 4
are corresponding errors.
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Figure 4.3 The evolution of the elements of the parameters in the general continuous time state
space algorithm [32].





































Figure 4.4 The evolution of the elements of the parametersΘ in the proposed Algorithm 4.1.
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4.5.2 Determining the dimension of states
In this subsection, we will examine the ability of selecting state number of the proposed
continuous time balanced algorithm. We assume that the number of statesN of the mixer
is unknown, but we believe that the current number of statesN of the demixer is greater
thanN . We study two situations:N = 4 andN = 6. The evolution of the singular
values for the two cases are plotted in Figure 4.5. We can observe that in both cases there
is a big gap between the second biggest singular values and the remaining singular values,
which are all in the similar order. The results show that the continuous time balanced
approaches can identify the correct number of states quite well. This can be further verified
by evaluating the relative weight of the first two principal singular values as a function of
the total “amount of energy” in the system, which are respectively94% for N = 4 case,
and91% for N = 6 case.






















Figure 4.5 The evolution of singular values in the proposed continuous time balanced algorithm:
(a) with assumed number of statesN = 4; (b) with assumed number of statesN = 6.
4.6 Summary
In this chapter we have studied the problem of multichannel blind deconvolution in
the continuous time domain. We first reviewed the general continuous time state space
algorithm presented in [32], which was derived using constrained optimization method
after introducing Lagrange multipliers as joint state vectors. Then using similar techniques,
we have derived a continuous time balanced MBD algorithm.
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The advantages of the proposed continuous time balanced MBD algorithm mainly ex-
ist in the following aspects. Compared to the discrete time balanced algorithm derived in
Chapter 3, it does not require to perform the standard bilinear transformations, thus it is
more efficient; moreover its learning rules are in close form with respect to the balanced pa-
rametersΘ. Compared to the general continuous time MBD algorithm [32], it can estimate
the number of states; also the number of parameters needs to be estimated is less.
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Chapter 5
Unified Balanced Approach to MBD
We have considered the multichannel blind deconvolution problem in both discrete and
continuous time domains in the previous two chapters. In this chapter, we will consider the
possibility of formulating a theory which is valid in both the discrete time and continuous
time domains. The motivation for such formulation lies with the fact that for high sampling
frequency the existing formulation of discrete time domain will introduce spurious poles,
which will be asymptotically approaching the limit of stability. Hence a unified theory in
both the discrete time and continuous time domains will allow a smooth transition from
low sampling frequency to high sampling frequency.
5.1 Introduction
In Chapter 3, we considered a discrete time version of the multichannel blind deconvo-
lution (MBD) problem. In Chapter 4, we have shown that for practical systems which have
continuous time input output data, it is more convenient to model the mixer using a con-
tinuous time linear time invariant (LTI) dynamical system rather than using a discrete time
LTI dynamical system. A question thus arises: would it be possible to unify the formulation
of discrete time MBD problem and the continuous time MBD problem, so that there is a
smooth transition from the discrete time MBD problem to a continuous time MBD problem
if the discretization step tends to zero, or when the sampling frequency increases. This is
an important practical problem. In system theory, in general, it is known that for a discrete
time system, there are spurious poles being introduced as the discretization time step tends
to zero. And worse, some of these spurious poles are known to be unstable. However, it is
not known in the ICA literature, nor in the MBD literature, whether the same phenomenon
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of unstable transition from the discrete time MBD problem to the continuous time MBD
problem exists. Also, it is not known in the MBD literature whether there exists a unified
framework in which these two formulations can be considered.
In this chapter, we propose to study this issue of increasing the sampling frequency of
a system in the MBD problem. We will first show that it is possible to obtain a unified
formulation of the MBD problem, which can be considered in both the discrete time do-
main and the continuous time domain. It is shown that in this unified framework, when
the discretization step tends to zero, no spurious poles are introduced as a result. Secondly,
we will derive a general unified state space MBD algorithm which works in both the dis-
crete time domain and the continuous time domain. Thirdly, following a similar route as
in Chapter 3, based on the general unified MBD algorithm, we will further derive a unified
balanced MBD algorithm.
This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 5.2, we will demonstrate the problem
caused by the forward shift operator used in discrete time systems. In Section 5.3, after
defining a unified time domain and introducing thedeltaoperator, we will derive a general
state space MBD algorithm in the unified time domain. In Section 5.4, we will give the
balanced parametrization of linear systems. In Section 5.5, we will derive a unified version
of balanced MBD algorithm. In Section 5.6, the two proposed unified algorithms will be
evaluated through computer simulations. We will summarize this chapter in Section 5.7.
5.2 The Pitfall of the Forward Shift Operator
Similar to the previous two chapters, we will study a noise-free critically-determined
MBD problem in this chapter. Using discrete time state space model, the mixer, assumed
to be ann-inputs,n-outputs, asymptotically stable, LTI, causal dynamical system, can be
modelled as follows:
zxt = Adxt + Bdut (5.1a)
yt = Cdxt + Ddut (5.1b)
wherez is the forward shift operator, andzxt ≡ xt+1. s ∈ Rn is the source signal vector,
u ∈ Rn is the vector of the sensor observations,x ∈ RN is the vector of the internal states,
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N is the dimension of the states, generally it is assumed to be unknown. The subscript
d denotes discrete time domain; it is used to distinguish the parameters in the continuous
time domain and the unified time domain, which we will use later in this chapter.
The MBD problem is tackled by devising an inverse system of the mixer called the
demixer, which is also assumed to be an asymptotically stable, LTI, causal dynamical sys-
tem. Using the discrete time state space model, the demixer can be modelled as follows:
zxt = Adxt + Bdut (5.2a)
yt = Cdxt + Ddut (5.2b)
whereu ∈ Rn is the vector of the observations, which also serves as the inputs of the
demixer,y ∈ Rn is the vector of the recovered source signals,x ∈ RN is the vector
of internal states of the demixer,N is the state dimension. We assume thatN is fixed
a priori initially. The parameter set of the discrete time demixing model is defined as
Ωd ≡ {Ad, Bd, Cd, Dd}. This model can handle discrete time input output data.
Alternatively, if we have continuous time input output data, we can model the demixer
in continuous time domain as follows1:
ẋt = Acxt + Bcut (5.3a)
yt = Ccxt + Dcut (5.3b)
where the variables are similarly defined as in the discrete time case. Again, if we assume
thatN is fixeda priori, then, the parameter set of the continuous time demixing system is
defined asΩc ≡ {Ac, Bc, Cc, Dc}. The subscriptc denotes continuous time domain.
It is observed that (5.2) and (5.3) are similar, the only difference formally is in thez
operator and the dot operator. Mathematically, the dot operator can be substituted using the
Laplace operators. The relationship between thez operator, and thes operator is given by
z = exp{∆s}, where∆ is the sampling time. Further, intuitively, the discrete time system
can be obtained by sampling a corresponding continuous time system. If the sampling time
1Obviously the mixer can also be modelled in continuous time domain, however we neglect this step as it
does not affect our formulation.
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decreases to zero, it will be the continuous time domain. However, this intuition cannot be
concluded from the mathematical formulation.
We can integrate (5.3) formally as follows:
xt0+t = exp {Act}xt0 +
∫ t0+t
t0
exp {Ac(t− τ)}Bcuτdτ (5.4)
whereexp {·} is the matrix exponential operator andxt0 is the initial condition. Now ift
is the sampling periodh, then we have:
xt0+h = exp {Ach}xt0 +
∫ t0+h
t0
exp {Ac(h− τ)}Bcuτdτ (5.5)
Comparing (5.5) with (5.2), if we consider the first sampling interval, we may observe that




exp {Ac(h− τ)}Bcuτdτ (5.7)




Ad = I (5.8)
lim
h→0
Bd = O (5.9)
whereI is anN×N unit matrix,O is anN×n null matrix. In other words, when the sam-
pling frequency increases, the correspondence between the discrete time and continuous
time domains breaks down. Thus in practical applications requiring high speed sampling,
not only the discrete time system does not converge to their continuous time counterpart,
but the discrete time algorithms become ill-conditioned also. As pointed out in [39], the
problems come from the forward shift operatorz used in the discrete time systems. In next
section, we will show that the above problems can be overcome by using thedel aoperator.
5.3 A General Unified MBD Algorithm
In system theory, it is pointed out in [73] that the discrete and continuous time domain
theories should be studied under a common framework; this unified perspective of discrete
and continuous time domain theories is much richer and more informative than either of the
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two that is studied separately [73]. In this section, we first introduce thedeltaoperator, then
we apply it to the MBD problem such that the general state space MBD theories presented
in [90] and [32] are rearranged into a unified framework.
5.3.1 Theδ operator
Besides the forward shift2 operator used in last section, there exist other system opera-
tors in the literature, e.g. backward difference, bilinear operator, and high order approxima-
tion of a derivative. In this subsection, we introduce thedeltaoperator, which is introduced
in [39]. Compared to other system operators, thedeltaoperator is a natural, simple opera-
tor; moreover it has the advantages of flexibility, continuity, and implementability [39].
Since we are discussing the relationship between the discrete time system and the con-
tinuous time MBD problems, it is natural to define a concept of time space, in which all






R, h = 0





whereh denotes the sampling period of the discrete time system, andR is the set of real
numbers. Whenh = 0, it means the system is in continuous time; when> 0, it means the
system is in discrete time. Corresponding to the discrete time domain and the continuous
time domain, we will call the new defined time spaceT unified time domain.
Once the unified time domainT is defined, a time functionX (t) can be viewed as a
mapping from the unified time domainT to the complex domainC:
X (t) : T −→ C (5.11)
If we apply the forward shift operatorz to the time functionX (t), we obtain:
zX (t) = X (t + h) (5.12)
2Representing the forward difference scheme in numerical computation.
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Based on the unified time domainT and the forward shift operatorz, thedeltaoperator







(·), for h = 0 (5.13a)
1
h
(z − 1), for h > 0 (5.13b)







X (t), for h = 0 (5.14a)
1
h
[X (t + h)−X (t)], for h > 0 (5.14b)
From the definition of thedeltaoperator we observe the basic difference between thedelta
operator and the commonly used forward shift operator is that the former is a divided
difference operator.
In [39], using thedeltaoperator, a number of important system theoretic concepts, e.g.
integration, generalized matrix exponential, stability boundary, frequency response, are
re-constructed; it is shown in [39] that all these concepts possess the feature of smoothly
transitioning from the discrete time domain to the continuous time domain when the sam-
pling rate increases to infinity. Among those system theoretic concepts, we will need to
use the inverse operation of thed ltaoperation, i.e. integrationS, in the next subsection.
Suppose we need to integrate a time functionf(t) in the time interval[t0, t1] (t0, t1 ∈ T )











f(kh), for h > 0 (5.15b)
5.3.2 General Unified state space approach to MBD
In this subsection, we will apply thedelta operator to the MBD problem. Under the





ut, t ∈ [0, T ] h = 0
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yt, t ∈ [0, T ] h = 0





Using thedeltaoperator and the state space model, the mixer can be modelled as fol-
lows:
δxt = Auxt + Bust (5.18a)
ut = Cuxt + Dust (5.18b)
wheres ∈ Rn is the source signal vector,u ∈ Rn is the vector of the sensor observations,
x ∈ RN is the vector of the states,N is the dimension of the states. The subscriptu
denotes parameters in the unified time domain.
Similarly, the demixer can be modelled as follows:
δxt = Auxt + Buut (5.19a)
yt = Cuxt + Duut (5.19b)
whereu ∈ Rn is the vector of the observations, it also serves as the inputs of the demixer.
y ∈ Rn is the vector of the recovered signals,x ∈ RN is the vector of internal states of
the demixer,N is the state dimension which is assumed to be fixed. The parameter set of
the demixer is defined asΩu ≡ {Au, Bu, Cu, Du}.
The relationship among the unified time parameter setΩu, the discrete time parameter





Ωc, for h = 0 (5.20a){
1
h




, for h > 0 (5.20b)
For the asymptotically stable demixer described in (5.19), the eigenvalues{λi}, (i =




Re(λi) < 0, for h = 0 (5.21a)
|λi| < 1, for h > 0 (5.21b)
where Re(X) is the real part of a complex numberX.
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Now we can verify that the problems caused by the forward shift operator can be over-
come by the employment of thedelta operator. From (5.20b), (5.6), and (5.7), taking








Bd = Ψ(Ac, h)Bc (5.23)




h2 + · · ·. From (5.22) and
(5.23) we obtain the following results:
lim
h→0
Au = Ac (5.24)
lim
h→0
Bu = Bc (5.25)
The above results indicate that the unified time state space models withdeltaoperator
converge to the corresponding continuous time state space models when the sampling rate
becomes high enough such that (h → 0). They further guarantee that there is no risk of
ill-conditioning of the MBD algorithms in the case of high speed applications.
5.3.3 Unified time domain concepts applied to the MBD problem
Let us now focus our attention on the MBD problem. To tackle the MBD problem in
the unified time domain, we need to maximize the following cost function:




Similar to the general continuous time MBD algorithm [32], the optimization problem can
be solved using the Lagrange multiplier method as follows.
Define the performance index as:
J(Ωu) ≡ ST0 h[l(Ωu) + λT (Aux + Buu− δx)]dt (5.27)
where the Lagrange multipliersλ are treated as adjoint states. We define:
Lu(t;x,y,λ, Ωu) ≡ l(Ωu) + λT (Aux + Buu− δx) (5.28)
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with the boundary conditionsx0 = 0 and λT = 0, and0 is an N × N null matrix.
From (5.29), and (5.30) the following state equation and the adjoint state equation can be
obtained:
δx = Aux + Buu (5.31)
δλ = −ATu λ− CTu ϕ(y) (5.32)
whereϕ(y) is the nonlinear activation function vector.
Once the bidirectional update equations (5.31) and (5.32) are obtained, we can optimize
(5.27) instead of (5.26) to solve the MBD problem. Optimizing (5.27) by gradient-based

















DTu Du = ηD(I − ϕ(y)uT DTu )Du (5.36)
whereηX is a time-dependent learning rate with respect toX, X may beA,B,C or D.
Note the natural gradient method [1] is used in (5.36) to improve the performance of the
parameter estimation algorithm. With respect to the implementation of the proposed uni-
fied MBD algorithm, the state vectorx and the adjoint state vectorλ need to be specified
using the bidirectional updates (5.31) and (5.32) respectively.
To conclude this section, we summarize the proposed general unified algorithm in Al-
gorithm 5.1. for ease of reference. We call Algorithm 5.1 general unified MBD algorithm,
to distinguish from the unified balanced MBD algorithm which will be derived in Sec-
tion 5.5.
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Algorithm 5.1 The general Unified MBD algorithm
1: Initialize the parameter setΩu
2: while ∆l > tolerance OR∆λ0 ≡ ∑Nk=1 λ0,k > tolerancedo
3: Obtain the outputsyT by updating the follows from1 to T
δx = Aux + Buu AND y = Cux + Duu
4: Obtain the joint statesλ by updating the follows fromT to 1
δλ = −ATu λ− CTu
5: Learn the parameter setΩu:
δAu = −ηAλxT δBu = −ηBλuT




5. UNIFIED BALANCED MBD 5.4.BALANCED PARAMETRIZATION
5.4 Balanced Parametrization of Linear Systems
In the analysis so far, we have assumed that the dimension of the state vector of the
mixer is knowna priori. However, this is not necessarily true in practice. In a similar man-
ner to the concept discussed in Chapter 3, we can derive a unified balanced MBD algorithm,
which can estimate the state dimension. First of all we need to balanced parameterize the
underlying unified LTI dynamical system. In this section, we employ the balanced canon-
ical form used in Chapter 3 to study this problem. The balanced parametrization was
presented in Chapter 3, and will not be repeated in this chapter.
5.5 A Unified Balanced Approach to MBD
In this chapter, we have three parameter sets,viz. the continuous time parameter set
Ωc, unified parameter setΩu and the parameter setΘ of the balanced form, to parameterize
the demixer. There exist different interests in these three candidates: the general unified
state space MBD algorithm is derived with respect toΩu; the parameter setΩu converges
to Ωc when the sampling rate of the discrete time system approaches infinity; the demixer
is guaranteed balanced with respect toΘ. Similar to Chapter 3, it is possible to derive
a unified balanced MBD algorithm if we can set up the relationship betweenΘ a dΩu.
This can be obtained by treatingΩc as a bridge because it is closely related to bothΩu
andΘ. In subsection 5.5.1 we will set up the relationship betweenΩu andΩc using a
modified bilinear transformations; the relationship betweenΘ andΩc is already obtained in
Chapter 3; and the unified balanced MBD algorithm will be presented in subsection 5.5.3.
5.5.1 Setup the relationship betweenΩu and Ωc
The bilinear transformation [38] between discrete time and continuous time systems
are explicitly defined in the literature. We have employed such standard transformations
to derive our discrete time balanced algorithm in Chapter 3. However, in this chapter the
standard bilinear transformations do not fit our requirements of transformations between
the parameter setsΩu andΩc, hence, we need to define a new transformation based on the
standard bilinear transformations. Consider the relationship (5.20) amongΩu, Ωd andΩd,
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we can define the following mapping fromΩc to Ωu:




Ωc, for h = 0 (5.37a)
C2D(Ωc), for h > 0 (5.37b)









2(I − Ac)−1Bc (5.38b)
Cu =
√
2Cc(I − Ac)−1 (5.38c)
Du = Dc +
1
h
Cc(I − Ac)−1Bc (5.38d)
Similarly, the mapping fromΩu to the setΩc can be defined as:




Ωu, for h = 0 (5.39a)
D2C(Ωu), for h > 0 (5.39b)
whereD2C(Ωu) fulfills the following:










Dc = Du − hCu(2I + hAu)−1Bu (5.40d)
Since the mappings (5.38) and (5.40) are obtained by modifying the standard bilinear
transformation, we call them the modified bilinear transformation.
5.5.2 Setup relationship the betweenΘ and Ωc
The matricesBc andDc are the basic elements of both the parameter setsΘ andΩc,
thus we do not need to consider them; we only need to considerφpj andσj in the balanced
parametrization, forp = 1, 2, · · · , n − 1 andj = 1, 2, · · · , N . This has been achieved in
Chapter 3.
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The relationships between the parameter setsΘ andΩc are given in (3.29) and (3.32)
in Chapter 3. The mapping fromΩc to Θ can be defined as follows:




Dc = Dc (5.41a)
Bc = Bc (5.41b)
σj(t + τ) = σj(t) + τ σ̇j (5.41c)
φj(t + τ) = φj(t) + τ φ̇j (5.41d)
wherej = 1, · · · , N , τ is a reasonably selected positive time duration; in case of discrete
time, τ = h. The mapping fromΘ to Ωc is relatively simple, which can be defined as
follows:




Dc = Dc (5.42a)
Bc = Bc (5.42b)
using (3.17)-(3.20) to constructAc andCc (5.42c)
5.5.3 A unified balanced MBD algorithm
Once the relationships among the parameter setsΘ, Ωu, andΩc are established, our
unified balanced MBD algorithm is at hand. The proposed unified balanced algorithm is
summarized in Algorithm 5.2 for ease of reference. In Algorithm 5.2, we initialize the
balanced parameter set as follows: The elements{σi}Ni=1 are all small positive values;σi
descends wheni ascends; the difference betweenσi andσi−1 is identical. The elements
of Φ andBc are small random values. The elements ofDc are also small and randomly
generated, but it should be guaranteed thatDc is nonsingular.
Remarks
• The unified balanced algorithm described in Algorithm 5.2 is similar to the discrete
time balanced algorithm (Algorithm 3.1) derived in Chapter 3, both of them are two-
stage algorithms. Stage 1 is to learn the parameter set of the discrete time system or
the unified time system, and Stage 2 is to update the parameter set of the balanced
canonical form with that learned in Stage 1.
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Algorithm 5.2 The unified balanced MBD algorithm
1: Initialize the balanced parameter setΘ
2: while ∆l > tolerance OR∆λ0 ≡ ∑Nk=1 λ0,k > tolerancedo
3: Construct the parameter setΩc using the mappingB2C(Θ) (5.42)
4: Construct the parameter setΩu using the mappingC2U(Ωc) (5.37)
5: Obtain the outputsyT by updating the follows from1 to T
δx = Aux + Buu AND y = Cux + Duu
6: Obtain the joint statesλ by updating the follows fromT to 1
δλ = −ATu λ− CTu
7: Learn the parameter setΩu:
δAu = −ηAλxT δBu = −ηBλuT
δCu = −ηCϕ(y)xT δDu = ηD(I − ϕ(y)uT DTu )Du
8: Update the parameter setΩc using the mappingU2C(Ωu) (5.39)
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• The step3and4 in the loop in Algorithm 5.2 are to guarantee the balance parametriza-
tion of the demixer; there are also similar steps in the discrete time balanced algo-
rithm presented in Chapter 3.
• The proposed unified balanced MBD algorithm allows to give a unified treatment of
a balanced state space formulation to solving the MBD problem in both the discrete
and the continuous time domain.
5.6 Computer Simulations
5.6.1 Comparison of eigenvalues ofAd and Au
In this subsection, we will examine the problem in a discrete time LTI dynamical sys-
tem caused by the commonly used forward shift operator, if the sampling rate tends to
infinity, and how the problem is overcome by employing thedelta operator. Consider a








The eigenvalues ofAc are−0.2508 and−0.4725 respectively. Using the forward shift
anddelta operates respectively, under various sampling rates, we sample the continuous
time system to obtain a series of discrete time systems and unified systems. The evolution
history of the eigenvalues of matricesAd andAu are plotted in Figure 5.1. We observe that
the two eigenvalues ofAd approach1 when the sampling rate increases. In other words,
the eigenvalues ofAd approach the circumference of the unit circle in the complex plane,
this will inevitably cause the discrete time algorithms to be ill-conditioned; and we can
also observe that the problem is overcome in the unified case since the eigenvalues ofAu
approach to those ofAc with increase of the sampling rate. This is due to the fact that the
unified system approaches the underlying continuous time system when the sampling rate
approaches infinity.
To verify the problem of instability problem caused by the forward shift operator in
case of high sampling rate, we further perform another experiment. Suppose the discrete
time demixer is obtained by discretizing a continuous time demixer under a relative high
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sampling frequency, e.g.80000Hz, we employ the general discrete time state space algo-
rithm [90] to separate the observation data used in Section 3.5 in Chapter 3. After three
steps of learning, the output signals (in segment) of the demixer are plotted in Figure 5.2.
We observe that the amplitude of the output signals becomes very large (in the order of
1044) only after three steps of learning. This problem is due to the fact that the discrete
time demixer is unstable when the sampling frequency is relatively high.








































Figure 5.1 The evolution of the eigenvalues of the state mixing matrices, (a)Ad of the discrete time
systems and (b)Au of the unified systems, with respect to the sampling rates.
5.6.2 Performance comparison
In this subsection, we will compare the proposed general unified state space MBD algo-
rithm, the proposed balanced MBD algorithm with the continuous time constrained MBD
algorithm presented in [32]. In all cases, we employ the hyperbolic tangent as the non-
linear activation function. Since the sources are speech signals, which are super-Gaussian
distributed, it is a valid activation nonlinearity. Similar to Chapter 3,10000 samples of
two column observation data (see Figure 5.3 (b)) is obtained by passing two digital speech
sources (see Figure 5.3 (a)) through a stable minimal discrete time LTI system with the
dimension of states2, thus in this mixing environment,L = M = n = 2, N = 2. The
parameter setΩd of the mixer is chosen such that (I)D
−1
d exists, (II) the eigenvalues of the
Ad are all within the unit circle in the complex plane, and (III)Bd andCd are randomly
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Figure 5.2 The output signal segments (the amplitude is in the order of1044) of the discrete time
demixer after3 steps of learning when the sampling frequency is80000Hz.
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In all the algorithms, we use a demixer with an enough higher state number (N = 6) to
separate the signals. The scatter diagrams of the recovered signals obtained from different
approaches are plotted in Figure 5.3 (c) to (e) respectively. The evolution of the elements of
the parameters in the three approaches are plotted in Figure 5.4, Figure 5.5 and Figure 5.6.
We use mean square error (MSE), the residual cross talk (Xtalk) and mutual information
(MI) to measure the performances of the different algorithms. The mean square error,
residual cross talk and mutual information are listed in Table 5.1. Note the mutual infor-
mation between the two observational signals is1.1614. From Figure 5.3 and Table 5.1
we observe that, in the sense of mean square error, cross talk and mutual information, the
performance of the two algorithms are comparable for the simple MBD problems. This ob-
servation is reasonable because the fundamental function of the balanced canonical form
is to keep the LTI system (the demixer) balanced during the learning process, and it does
not affect the learning directly.
Continuous General Balanced
Channel I II I II I II
MSE 0.0010 0.0016 0.0009 0.0011 0.0009 0.0016
Xtalk −0.0003 −0.0008 −0.0004
MI 0.0452 0.0398 0.0443
Table 5.1 The mean square errors, cross talks and mutual information given by the continuous
time MBD algorithm [32], the proposed general unified MBD algorithm and the proposed unified
balanced approach.
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Figure 5.3 The scatter diagrams of: (a) sources; (b) observations; (c) to (e): separated signals
from the continuous algorithm [32]; the general unified; the unified balanced algorithm.
































Figure 5.4 The evolution of the elements of the parameters in the continuous time state space
algorithm [32].
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Figure 5.5 The evolution of the elements of the parameters in the proposed Algorithm 5.1.




































Figure 5.6 The evolution of the elements of the parameter setΘ in the proposed Algorithm 5.2.
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Figure 5.7 The evolution of singular values in the proposed unified balanced algorithm: (a) with
assumed number of statesN = 4; (b) with assumed number of statesN = 6.
5.6.3 Determining the dimension of states
In this subsection, we will examine the function of selecting the state dimension of the
unified balanced algorithm. Consider the observations of last subsection, we assume that
the dimension of statesN of the mixer is unknown, but we believe that the current dimen-
sion of statesN of the demixer is greater thanN . We study two situations:N = 4 and
N = 6. The evolution of the singular values for the two cases are plotted in Figure 5.7. We
can observe that in both cases there is a big gap between the second largest singular value
and the remaining singular values. The results show that the unified balanced approach
identifies the correct system order quite well. This can be further verified by evaluating the
relative weight of the first two principal singular values as a function of the total “amount
of energy” in the system, are respectively97% for N = 4 case, and80% for N = 6 case.
5.7 Summary
In this chapter, by introducing a common operator used in systems theory, i.e. the
delta operator, we have built up a unified framework for unifying both the discrete time
and continuous multichannel blind deconvolution problems. As a result, we have derived
a general unified multichannel blind deconvolution algorithm. We have shown, in using
this formulation, the discrete time multichannel blind deconvolution solution approaches
the continuous time multichannel blind deconvolution solution when the sampling rate
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is relatively high. This overcomes a practical problem, which happens in a discrete time
system when the sampling rate approaches positive infinity,viz. the unstable spurious poles
problem.
Using a balanced parametrization formulation of the state space model, following a
similar route of deriving the discrete time balanced multichannel blind deconvolution algo-
rithm in Chapter 3, we further derived a unified balanced algorithm based on the proposed
general unified algorithm. Computer simulation results show that the proposed unified
balanced algorithm possesses the capacity of estimating the number of states of the mixer.
Compared to the discrete time and continuous time versions of balanced multichannel blind
deconvolution algorithms derived in the previous two chapters, the proposed unified bal-
anced algorithm has the advantage that it allows give a unified treatment of a balanced
state space formulation to solving the MBD problem in both discrete and continuous time
domain, but it loses the advantages of the continuous time balanced algorithms.
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Chapter 6
Flexible Multichannel Blind Deconvolution
In the experiment sections of the previous three chapters, we have assigned a fixed
nonlinearity,viz., a hyperbolic tangent function, as the nonlinear activation function, which
is required in ICA and multichannel blind deconvolution algorithms. However the use
of this nonlinear function incorporates an implicit assumption,viz., the unknown source
signals are super-Gaussian distributed. In practice, there may be applications where the
latent sources have super-Gaussian and sub-Gaussian distributions simultaneously, or the
source signals are sub-Gaussian distributed, thus the chosen nonlinearity may not fit this
kind of applications. In this chapter, we will investigate flexible nonlinearities which can
be used to separate the convolutive mixture of super-Gaussian and sub-Gaussian sources.
Since the activation nonlinearity is closely related to source distributions, we will start the
investigation by considering different flexible source models. In this context, a “flexible”
source model means that it can model both super-Gaussian and sub-Gaussian.
6.1 Introduction
In independent component analysis (ICA) and multichannel blind deconvolution (MBD)
problem formulations, the activation nonlinearity is defined as:
ϕ(y) ≡ −∂ log P (y)
∂y
(6.1)
wherey is an estimated source signal,P (y) is the corresponding source probability distri-
bution function (PDF). Equation (6.1) shows the close relationship between the nonlinear
function ϕ and the underlying estimated source signal PDF, which is usually unknown
a priori. A number of blind separation algorithms, e.g., [11, 107] assume that the un-
derlying source PDF is super-Gaussian distributed. Hence, a hyperbolic tangent function
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has been chosen as the activation function therein. However, it is known that this non-
linearity becomes inefficient when the source PDF is sub-Gaussian distributed. This in-
efficiency comes from the fact that the underlying assumption of source PDF does not fit
sub-Gaussian sources too well. The PDFs for super-Gaussian, Gaussian, and sub-Gaussian
are depicted in Figure 6.1. The fundamental difference between these three distribution
functions are: the super-Gaussian distribution has a positive kurtosis1, the sub-Gaussian
distribution has a negative kurtosis, while the Gaussian distribution has zero kurtosis.












Figure 6.1 Probability distribution functions of super-Gaussian, Gaussian, and sub-Gaussian
sources.
As we have observed in previous chapters, the activation nonlinearity is usually one
part of most MBD parameter estimation algorithms. We say that both ICA and MBD
are high order statistics (HOS) methods, however HOS is not necessary to be performed
explicitly. In many ICA and MBD algorithms, i.e. the infomax ICA algorithm [11] and
the general state space MBD algorithms [107], the HOS is implicitly reflected through this
nonlinear activation function. The objective of most ICA and MBD algorithms is to make
the mutual dependence between the outputs of the demixer minimized, this dependence
is usually measured by the cross correlation between the output signals and the signals
1Kurtosis is a scalar which measures the relative peakedness or flatness of a distribution.
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after this nonlinear function. Recently it is shown [72] that there does not exist a single
fixed nonlinearity that can separate arbitrary mixtures of super-Gaussian and sub-Gaussian
sources simultaneously.
In this chapter, we will investigate the role of a flexible2 activation nonlinearity in MBD
problem. Since the activation nonlinearity is defined through the source PDF, we will com-
mence the investigation by considering the underlying assumption of the source model.
Two cases of flexible source models will be considered: unimodal and multimodal respec-
tively. Using a gradient ascend method, we will derive a number of parameter estimation
algorithms for the flexible nonlinearities by maximizing the cost function of the MBD
problem. If we view the parameter estimation algorithms for the flexible nonlinearities as
a feedback device for the basic MBD parameter estimation algorithm, their relationship
can be depicted using Figure 6.2. From Figure 6.2, we observe that it is desirable to adapt
the parameters of the nonlinearity such that the basic MBD algorithm converges and the
mixed signals are separated. It will be demonstrated through computer simulations that the
assumption on the source PDFs gives rise to different performances of source separation
algorithms for MBD problems. Further it will be observed that these performance differ-
ences are not large, indicating that the current formulation of MBD problem is relatively
insensitive with respect to the underlying assumption of source PDFs.
This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 6.2, we will study various flexible
source models, from which we will derive the corresponding flexible nonlinearities. In
Section 6.3, we will derive the parameter estimation algorithms for the flexible nonlineari-
ties given in Section 6.2. In Section 6.4, we will formulate the observations in Section 6.3
into a flexible MBD algorithm. In Section 6.5, we will examine the performance of flexible
activation nonlinearities through computer simulations. We will summarize the findings of
this chapter in Section 6.6.
2Flexible in this context means the source may comprise of both super-Gaussian and sub-Gaussian dis-
tributed signals.
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Figure 6.2 The relationship between the MBD parameter estimation algorithm and the activation
nonlinearity parameter estimation algorithm.
6.2 Flexible Source Model
As considered in Chapter 2, the parameter estimation algorithm for the MBD problems
requires an activation nonlinear function, which is a function of the underlying source
PDF. In this section, we will examine a number of generic shapes of possible source PDFs.
We will study unimodal and multimodal source models in the following subsections. The
unimodal source model consideration intends to introduce the idea in our formulation,
without incurring the full armory of the more general multi-modal source models. For
simplicity, we consider a noise-free, critically-determined MBD problem, where the num-
ber of sources and the number of sensors are both assumed to ben. This problem has been
considered in the last three chapters.
6.2.1 Unimodal Assumptions
In this subsection, we will consider three possible nonlinear functions obtained from
different adaptive unimodal source models. The source models considered in this section
share a number of common features: their shapes can change with the change of their
parameters; they can model both super-Gaussian and sub-Gaussian distributions. Note that
these functions can model only symmetrical PDFs.
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Switched nonlinearity
Switched nonlinearity is used in [61] to recover the sources with both super-Gaussian
and sub-Gaussian distributions. Here “switch” denotes that the nonlinear activation func-
tion will change between two fixed nonlinearities when the statistical property of the esti-
mated signal changes.
This function is based on the intuition that if from the output of the demixer, it can
be detected that the source is a sub-Gaussian distributed source, then one may use the
Pearson function. The Pearson function is a relatively well-known probability distribution
function in Statistics. This function has two parameters: the meanµ d varianceσ2. The
function changes from a unimodal distribution function to a bimodal distribution function
as the value ofµ changes, for a fixed value ofσ2. The Pearson function is suitable for the






















Figure 6.3 The variation of the shape of the Pearson function as a function of the parameterµ; it
changes from unimodal to bimodal when the meanµ i creases from0 to +∞ for a fixed variance
σ2 = 1.
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for i = 1, 2, . . . , n. AndN is a normal probability distribution function, which is defined
in Appendix E. Based on the assumption that the source function is distributed according
to a Pearson function, the nonlinearity can be obtained as follows:














In particular, if we setµi = 1 andσ2i = 1, we have the following fixed nonlinearity [61]
for sub-Gaussian distributed signals:
ϕ(yi) = yi − tanh (yi) (6.4)
The shape of Pearson function can change between unimodal and bimodal. Figure 6.3
shows how the shape of Pearson function changes as a function of the mean when the
variance is fixed. From this figure we observe that the Pearson function is suitable to
model a sub-Gaussian source when bothµi andσ2i are set to1.
On the other hand, if the source is a super-Gaussian distributed source, then we may
use a nonlinear function which is suitable for a super-Gaussian distributed function, e.g.,
yi + tanh(yi) as shown in [61]. If the source function switched from a sub-Gaussian
function to a super-Gaussian function, or vice versa, one can design a nonlinear function
which switches from one to the other. Thus based on this intuition, we have the following
switch nonlinearity [61]:






1, for super-Gaussian (6.6a)
−1, for sub-Gaussian (6.6b)
In [61], Ki is determined through stability analysis, the result is given as follows:
Ki = sign
[
〈sech2(yi)〉〈y2i 〉 − 〈tanh(yi)yi〉
]
(6.7)





1, for x > 0 (6.8a)
0, for x = 0 (6.8b)
−1, for x < 0 (6.8c)
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Nonlinearity due to generalized exponential source assumption
In the literature, generalized exponential source model (GEM) [13, 19, 33, 66] is also
deployed. The generalized exponential function can model both a super-Gaussian func-
tion and a sub-Gaussian function dependent on the underlying parameters. GEM can be
described as follows:









whereΓ(·) is the gamma function.
In above GEM source model, the mean is zero, the variance is determined by1
βi
, and the
kurtosis is determined byRi. The GEM has the following features: it denotes a Gaussian
distribution whenRi = 2; it represents a super-Gaussian distribution when0 < Ri < 2, in
particular it describes a Laplacian distribution whenRi = 1; and it models a sub-Gaussian
distribution whenRi > 2; it denotes a uniform distribution whenRi → ∞. Figure 6.4
shows the change of the shape of the generalized exponential function withR henβ is
fixed.
From the GEM source model, we can obtain the following activation nonlinearity:
ϕ(yi) ≡ −∂ log P (yi)
∂yi
= βiRi|yi|Ri−1sign(yi) (6.10)
where the parameters of the source model need to be tuned such that the cost function (2.22d)
is maximized.
Threshold nonlinearity








, for yi < −ϑi (6.11a)
1
2(ϑi + 1/ai)
, for −ϑi ≤ yi ≤ ϑi (6.11b)
exp(−ai|yi − ϑi|)
2(ϑi + 1/ai)
, for yi > ϑi (6.11c)
for i = 1, 2, · · · , n.
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Figure 6.4 The variation of the generalized exponential function; it changes from super-Gaussian
to sub-Gaussian when the meanR increases from0 to +∞ (hereβ = 1 is fixed).
In the source model (6.11), when the variances of the sources are normalized, the pa-
rametersϑi andai have the following relationship [72]:
ϑ3i
3





The source model (6.11) has the following properties: it denotes a super-Gaussian distribu-
tion whenϑi → 0 and it denotes a sub-Gaussian distribution whenϑi →∞. The evolution
of the shape of the PDF with the parameterϑi is demonstrated in Figure 6.5.
The source model (6.11) leads to the following threshold nonlinearity [72]:






0, for |yi| < ϑi (6.13a)
aisign(yi), for |yi| ≥ ϑi (6.13b)





0 ϑi,t − ηϑκ̂i,t < 0
1.5 ϑi,t − ηϑκ̂i,t > 1.5
ϑi,t − ηϑκ̂i,t otherwise
(6.14)
ai,t+1 = ai,t − ηa(1− σ̂2i,t) (6.15)
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Figure 6.5 The variation of the probability distribution function for which the threshold nonlinear-
ity is the score function, where the model parameterai = 5 is fixed.
whereηX , X may beϑ or a, is a time-dependent learning rate with respect toX. Also we












y4i,t−τ − 3 (6.17)
6.2.2 Multimodal Assumptions
In this subsection, we will consider multimodal source models, which are the mixture
of probability distribution functions [13, 6, 76, 105]. Mixture of Gaussian (MoG) [13] is
broadly deployed in the literature as it has the advantage that it can approximate arbitrary
PDF if there are sufficient number of Gaussian components. This concept of using a sum
of underlying functions can be extended. In particular, we will consider two specific com-
bination of functions: mixture of Pearson functions and mixture of generalized exponential
functions [99].
In the kind of mixing source models we are considering, the optimal number of com-
ponents is usually unknown. Generally speaking, it can be estimated using some standard
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model order selection methods, e.g. minimum description length (MDL) [85]. In this work,
we assume it is known for simplicity.
Nonlinearity due to mixture of Gaussian source model











for i = 1, 2, . . . , n, N is the Gaussian probability distribution function, and the non-
negative constantπij is an unknown mixing weight, which satisfies
∑J
j=1 πij = 1. From
the MoG source model, we can obtain the following activation nonlinearity:












) yi − µij
σ2ij
. (6.19)
where the parameters of the MoG source model need to be tuned such that the cost func-
tion (2.22d) is maximized.
Nonlinearity due to mixture of Pearson source model



















for i = 1, 2, . . . , n, N is the Gaussian probability distribution function, and the non-
negative constantπij is an unknown mixing weight, which satisfies
∑J
j=1 πij = 1. From
the MoP source model, we can obtain the following activation nonlinearity:



















) yi + µij
σ2ij
]
Similarly the parameters of the MoP source model need to be tuned such that the cost
function (2.22d) is maximized.
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Nonlinearity due to mixture of generalized exponential source model





πijGe(yi; Rij, βij) (6.21)
wherei = 1, 2, . . . , n, Ge is the generalized exponential function, and the non-negative
constantπij is an unknown mixing weight, which satisfies a normalization constraint:
∑J
j=1 πij = 1. From the MoGE source model, we can obtain the following activation
nonlinearity:








Again we need to tune the parameters of the MoGE source model, such that the cost func-
tion (2.22d) is maximized.
6.3 Parameter Estimation Algorithm
It is observed that in the above description, except the switched nonlinearity case and
the threshold nonlinearity case, other nonlinear functions also have a number of parameters
which need to be estimated from input output data. These parameters can be estimated
using a stochastic gradient method. If we formulate the parameter set of the nonlinear
functions (or the flexible source models) asW , to maximize the cost functionl given





whereη is a time-dependent learning rate. In the remaining part of this section, we will
show in each case how the parameters can be estimated using this algorithm.
6.3.1 GEM case
In GEM case, the parameter set of the nonlinear function is given byW = {Ri, βi}ni=1.
Combining the cost function (2.22d) and the GEM source model (6.9), we can obtain the
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whereψ(·) = Γ′(·)/Γ(·) is the digamma function.
Applying the generic stochastic gradient algorithm (6.23), we have the following learn-


























whereηX is a time-dependent learning rate with respect toX, X may beβ or R.
6.3.2 MoG case
To derive a parameter estimation algorithm for MoG source model, we need to include
the constraints
∑J
j=1 πij = 1 and0 ≤ πij ≤ 1 into the optimization problem. This can be









= πij(δjk − πik) (6.29)












Now the parameter set of the nonlinear function is given byW = {πij, µij, σ2ij, γij},
for i = 1, 2, · · · , n, andj = 1, 2, · · · , J . Combining the cost function (2.22d) and the MoG





























Applying the generic stochastic gradient algorithm (6.23), we have the following learn-







πijN (yi; µik, σ2ik)
P (yi)























whereηX is a time-dependent learning rate with respect toX, X may beγ, µ or σ. After
each step of learning, the mixing weights are obtained by combining (6.34) and (6.28).
6.3.3 MoP case
Similar to the MoG case, we need to introduce the auxiliary variables{γj}Jj=1 to satisfy
the two constrains related to the mixing weights. Thus the parameter set of the nonlinear
function is given byW = {πij, µij, σ2ij, γij}, for i = 1, 2, · · · , n, andj = 1, 2, · · · , J . Com-





























































Applying the generic stochastic gradient algorithm (6.23), we have the following learn-








N (yi; µik, σ2ik) +N (yi;−µik, σ2ik)
P (yi)
(δjk − πik) (6.40)
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(T1 + T2) (6.42)
whereηX is a time-dependent learning rate with respect toX, X may beγ, µ or σ. Sim-
ilarly, after each step of learning, the mixing weights are obtained by combining (6.40)
and (6.28).
6.3.4 MoGE case
Again we employ the auxiliary variables{γj}Jj=1 to satisfy the two constrains re-
lated the mixing weights. Hence the parameter set of the nonlinear function is given by
W = {πij, βij, Rij, γij}, for i = 1, 2, · · · , n, andj = 1, 2, · · · , J . Combining the cost

























Rij − log(βij) + ψ(1/Rij)
R2ij
− βij|yi|Rij log |yi|
]
(6.45)
Applying the generic stochastic gradient algorithm (6.23), we have the following learn-




















Rij − log(βij) + ψ(1/Rij)
R2ij
− βij|yi|Rij log |yi|
]
(6.48)
whereηX is a time-dependent learning rate with respect toX, X may beγ, β or R. Sim-
ilarly, after each step of learning, the mixing weights are obtained by combining (6.46)
and (6.28).
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6.4 Summary of the Flexible MBD Algorithm
If we assign one of the aforementioned flexible nonlinearities as the nonlinear activation
function in the information backpropagation MBD algorithm represented in Chapter 2,
we obtain a flexible MBD algorithm, which is summarized in Algorithm 6.1 for ease of
reference. Note, in step of initialization, we initialize the parameters of the selected flexible
nonlinearity (or source model) as follows: In case of GEM source model, bothRi andβi
are small positive values between the duration of(0, 2). In case of threshold nonlinearity,
bothϑi andai are set to small positive values. In case of MoG source model,µij is a small
value within[−1, 1], γij is a small positive value, and the varianceσij is set to1. In case
of MoP source model, the parameters are initialized in a way similar to the case of MoG.
In case of MoGE,γij is a small positive value, bothRij andβij are set to small positive
values between the duration of(0, 2).
Algorithm 6.1 The flexible MBD algorithm
1: Select one flexible activation nonlinearity among the six candidates
2: Initialize the parameter setΩ and the parameters of the selected flexible nonlinearity
except the switch nonlinearity case
3: while ∆l > tolerancedo
4: Learn the parameter setΩ:












∆C = −ηCϕ(y)xT ∆D = ηD(I − ϕ(y)uT DT )D
5: Learn the parameters of the selected adaptive activation nonlinearity according their
corresponding updating rules if necessary
6: Calculate the update of the cost function (∆l)
7: end while
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6.5 Computer Simulations
In this section, we will conduct experiments to investigate the performance of the
flexible nonlinear activation functions considered in this chapter. As suggested in Algo-
rithm 6.1, we choose the information backpropagation MBD algorithm [107] as a platform
to perform the comparison. In Subsection 6.5.1, we will study a case of bimodal artifi-
cial sources; in Subsection 6.5.2, we will study a case of non-stationary unimodal artificial
sources. In both subsections, we will draw some observations from the experimental re-
sults. Note, to simplify the complexity of the learning, we have employed the following
two assumptions: (I) The optimal number of components in the mixing source models is
known, viz. three. Generally speaking, three components of Gaussian, Pearson, or gen-
eralized exponential functions can approximate a PDF well in most situations. (II) The
Gaussian components in the MoG and MoP source models have unit variance. This is not
a severe restriction. However, it will simplify and speed up the adaptation process.
6.5.1 Bimodal artificial sources
In this experiment, we will employ two stable synthesized signals as sources. Both of
them are bimodal (see their scatter diagram in Figure 6.19 (a)), however, the first source
has a dominant peak, while the second source has two comparatively weaker peaks.10000
samples of two-column observation data (see the scatter diagram in Figure 6.19 (b)) are
obtained by passing these two bimodal sources through a stable discrete time LTI causal
dynamical system (in the form of (3.1)) with2 states, thus in this mixing environment,
n = 2, N = 2. The system matrices of the mixer is chosen such that (I)D
−1
exists, (II)
the eigenvalues of theA are all within the unit circle in the complex plane, (III)B andC
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We systematically consider the nonlinearities addressed in Section 6.2 respectively. To
compare the performance of the flexible nonlinear activation functions, we use the fixed
nonlinearity hyperbolic tangent function as a basis of comparison. The scatter diagrams
of the recovered signals due to various nonlinearities are given in Figure 6.19 (c)-(i). The
mean square error (MSE), cross talks (Xtalk), and mutual information (MI) between the two
observational signals is0.9478. The histograms of the sources and the recovered signals are
summarized in Figure 6.20 where we also give the learned PDF’s of the recovered signals
in each case. The evolutions of the elements of the parameters of the flexible nonlinearities
are plotted in Figure 6.6 to Figure 6.11.
fixed switch GEM threshold MoG MoP MoGE
MSE (Ch1) .02190 .00017 .00010 .00015 .00002 .00019 .00011
MSE (Ch2) .05130 .00055 .00025 .00013 .00011 .00058 .00039
Xtalk .00170 −.00075 .00005 −.00047 .00003 .00087 −.00044
MI .50620 .00480 .00037 .00043 .00005 .00018 .00056
Table 6.1 Bimodal artificial source case: the mean square errors, cross talks and mutual informa-
tion given by of various methods, in which different nonlinearities are employed.
Observations
• From Figure 6.20, except for the case of fixed nonlinearity, in all cases of flexible
nonlinearities, the histograms of the recovered signals well resemble those of the
sources. Further, it can be observed that, in nearly all the cases of flexible nonlinear-
ities, the first recovered signal is super-Gaussian distributed and the second recov-
ered signal is sub-Gaussian distributed, except for, in case of MoP source model, the
first source is modelled with a four-peak probability function. Among the learned
PDF’s of the recovered signals, MoG source model best matches the histograms of
the recovered signals.
• From Figure 6.19 and Table 6.1, we can observe that, in this stable bimodal source
separation problem, all the flexible nonlinearities outperform the fixed nonlinearity.
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Figure 6.6 The evolution of the parameters of the switch nonlinearity, bimodal artificial source
case. The first row is the global evolution between 1 and 10000, and the second row is the local
evolution between 1 and 200 to show the fine details of the parameter estimation during this period.























Figure 6.7 The evolution of the parameters of the nonlinearity due to GEM, bimodal artificial
source case.






























Figure 6.8 The evolution of the parameters of the threshold nonlinearity, bimodal artificial source
case.
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Figure 6.9 The evolution of the parameters of the nonlinearity due to MoG, bimodal artificial
source case.











































Figure 6.10 The evolution of the parameters of the nonlinearity due to MoP, bimodal artificial
source case.
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Figure 6.11 The evolution of the parameters of the nonlinearity due to MoGE, bimodal artificial
source case.
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Regarding the performance indices of mean square error, cross talk, and average
mutual information, the performance of the various nonlinearities are comparable,
but the nonlinearity due to MoG source model performs slightly better.
• The statistical properties of the two sources,viz. the first source is super-Gaussian
distributed and the second source is sub-Gaussian distributed, can also be deter-
mined by observing the evolutions of the parameters of some flexible nonlinearities
as follows:
– From the evolution of the parameters of the switched nonlinearity (Figure 6.6),
we observe thatK1 switches to1, andK2 switches to−1 very rapidly;
– From the evolution of the parameters of GEM source model (Figure 6.7), we
observe thatR1 remains below2, andR2 stably increases until nearly6;
– From the evolution of the parameters of the threshold nonlinearity (Figure 6.8),
we observe thatϑ1 quickly turn to−1, the kurtosis (k1) stably increases until
nearly4, on the other hand,ϑ2 remains to be1.5, the kurtosis (k2) remains
negative.
6.5.2 Non-stationary unimodal artificial sources
In this experiment, we will work with two synthesized non-stationary sources. The two
sources are constructed from four signals: two of them, i.e.s̃1 and s̃2, are segments of
speech signals, while the other two, i.e.s̃3, s̃4, are uniformly distributed. In details, the





s̃1, if t < 1000
s̃3, if 1001 ≤ t < 6000
s̃1, if 6001 ≤ t < 7000






s̃4, if t < 2000
s̃2, if 2001 ≤ t < 6000
s̃4, if 6001 ≤ t < 8000
s̃2, if 8001 ≤ t < 10000
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The speech signals are known to be super-Gaussian distributed, while the uniform signals
are known to be sub-Gaussian distributed. Thus, from the way that the sources are syn-
thesized, we observe that the two sources are non-stationary and the signals switch from
super-Gaussian to sub-Gaussian and vice versa at selected points on the time axis. The
scatter diagram of the two source signals is given in Figure 6.21 (a). We use the same
mixer as in previous subsection to produce10000 samples of two observations. The scatter
diagram of the observations is given in Figure 6.21 (b).











Figure 6.12 The two non-stationary artificial source signals.
Similarly we use the fixed nonlinearity of hyperbolic tangent function as a dictum to
compare the performance of other nonlinear functions. Again we systematically consider
the various flexible nonlinearities respectively, the scatter diagrams of the recovered sig-
nals given by various nonlinearities are given in Figure 6.21 (c)-(i). The evolutions of the
elements of the parameters of the flexible nonlinearities (not including switch nonlinearity)
are plotted in Figure 6.14 to Figure 6.18. The mean square error (MSE), cross talks (Xtalk)
and mutual information (MI) between the recovered signals and the sources for each case
are summarized in Table 6.2. Note the mutual information between the two observational
signals is1.3607. The histograms of the sources and the recovered signals are summarized
in Figure 6.22 where we also give the learned PDF’s of the recovered signals in each case.
The evolutions of the elements of the parameters of the flexible nonlinearities are plotted
in Figure 6.13 to Figure 6.18. To study how the parameters adapt with the change of the
statistical property of the sources, we also include the sources in these figures.
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fixed switch GEM threshold MoG MoP MoGE
MSE (Ch1) 0.0080 0.0034 0.0004 0.0037 0.0004 0.0008 0.0014
MSE (Ch2) 0.0031 0.0048 0.0017 0.0060 0.0020 0.0027 0.0014
Xtalk 0.0080 0.0022 0.0016 0.0016 −0.0002 −0.0019 0.0014
MI 0.0774 0.0571 0.0236 0.0697 0.0339 0.0477 0.0276
Table 6.2 Non-stationary source case: the mean square errors, cross talks and mutual information
given by of various methods, in which different nonlinearities are employed.














































Figure 6.13 The evolution of the parameters of the switch nonlinearity, non-stationary source case.
Note: 1st, 2nd and 3rd denote the first, second and third sweep of learning.
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Figure 6.14 The evolution of the parameters of the nonlinearity due to GEM, non-stationary source
case.

































































Figure 6.15 The evolution of the parameters of the threshold nonlinearity, non-stationary source
case. Note: 1st and 2nd denote the first and second sweep of learning.
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Figure 6.16 The evolution of the parameters of the nonlinearity due to MoG, non-stationary source
case.
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Figure 6.17 The evolution of the parameters of the nonlinearity due to MoP, non-stationary source
case.
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Figure 6.18 The evolution of the parameters of the nonlinearity due to MoGE, non-stationary
source case.
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Observations
• From Figure 6.22, except for the case of fixed nonlinearity, switch nonlinearity, and
threshold nonlinearity, in other cases of flexible nonlinearities, the histograms of
the recovered signals well resemble those of the sources. Further, it can be ob-
served that, in nearly all the cases of flexible nonlinearities, the first recovered signal
is sub-Gaussian distributed and the second recovered signal is super-Gaussian dis-
tributed, except for, in case of MoP source model, the second source is modelled
with a double-peak probability function. Among the learned PDF’s of the recovered
signals, GEM and MoGE source model best match the histograms of the recovered
signals.
• From Figure 6.21 and Table 6.1, we can observe that, in this non-stationary source
separation problem, regarding the performance indices of mean square error, cross
talk, and average mutual information, the performance of the various nonlinearities,
including the fixed nonlinearity, are comparable, and the nonlinearity due to GEM
and MoGE source models outperform others slightly.
• In case of switched nonlinearity and threshold nonlinearity, the MBD algorithm con-
verges more slowly. For these two candidates, it needs to sweep the observations
three times, and twice respectively (please see Figure 6.13 and Figure 6.15). In
other words, they need30000 and20000 iterations of learning respectively, while
other candidates only need10000 iterations.
• It is interesting to observe the evolutions of the parameters of the following flexible
nonlinearities:
– From the evolution of the parameters of the switched nonlinearity (Figure 6.13),
we observe thatK1 andK2, with some delays (nearly2000 samples for the for-
mer and600 samples for the latter) can measure the first change of the statistical
property of the two sources, but fails to measures other changes.
– From the evolution of the parameters of GEM source model (Figure 6.14),
we observe that bothR1 andR2 can measure each significant change of the
statistical property of the two sources, although the corresponding response
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may not be expected every time. Also there exist delays of the responses, but
the maximum of delay is nearly1000 samples.
– From the evolution of the parameters of the threshold nonlinearity (Figure 6.15),
we observe that, similar to switched nonlinearity, bothϑ1 andϑ2 (including
kurtosisk1 andk1) can only measure the first change of the statistical property
of the two sources, but fails to measures other changes. Also there involve
delays in the first response, the two delays are nearly1200 samples and1700
samples respectively.
6.6 Summary
In this chapter, we have investigated what is the role of the nonlinear activation func-
tion in the multichannel blind deconvolution problem. The motivation of this investigation
comes from the fact that there is not a single nonlinearity which can separate an arbitrary
mixture of super-Gaussian and sub-Gaussian signals [72]. Since the nonlinear activation
function is defined through the probability distribution function of the estimated source
signal, our investigation started by considering different source models. We have studied
two kinds of source models: symmetrical unimodal assumption and multimodal assump-
tion. From different source models, we have derived various flexible nonlinear activation
functions, and their corresponding parameter estimation algorithms.
The flexible nonlinear activation functions have been evaluated through computer sim-
ulations. Two experiments have been performed, one is based on the mixture of two arti-
ficial bimodal source signals and another is based on two non-stationary artificial source
signals. We observe that the nonlinear activation functions derived from mixing source
model or the multimodal assumed source models perform better in the experiment over
bimodal sources. The nonlinear activation functions derived from generalized exponential
source model and the mixture of generalized exponential source model perform better in
the experiment of non-stationary source mixture. We also observed from both experiments
that the differences of performance among different nonlinear activation function are not
large, this leads us to conclude that multichannel blind deconvolution problem is robust
with respect to the assumption on the source probability density functions.
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Figure 6.19 The scatter diagram of (a) the original sources, (b) the observations, (c)-(i): the
recovered signals due to (c) fixed nonlinearity, (d) switch nonlinearity, (e) nonlinearity of GEM,
(f) threshold nonlinearity, (g) nonlinearity of MoG, (h) nonlinearity of MoP, and (i) nonlinearity of
MoGE.
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Figure 6.20 Histograms of the sources and the recovered signals obtained from various nonlinear-
ities, and the final leaned PDF’s for the recovered signals, bimodal artificial signal case.
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Figure 6.21 The scatter diagram of (a) the original sources, (b) the observations, (c)-(i): the
recovered signals due to (c) fixed nonlinearity, (d) switch nonlinearity, (e) nonlinearity of GEM,
(f) threshold nonlinearity, (g) nonlinearity of MoG, (h) nonlinearity of MoP, and (i) nonlinearity of
MoGE, non-stationary sources case
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Figure 6.22 Histograms of the sources and the recovered signals obtained from various nonlinear-
ities, and the final leaned PDF’s for the recovered signals, non-stationary sources case.
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It is noted that in this chapter we have assumed that the probability distribution is sym-
metrical. However, in practice, the underlying source model may be non-symmetrical. It is
expected that the nonlinear functions which are based on “strong” symmetrical properties,
e.g., the switch nonlinearity, would have some difficulties in handling such situation. On
the other hand, the nonlinearity due to the mixture of Gaussian functions or mixture of
exponential functions should be able to handle such situations; the only disadvantage may
be that it will require a high number of components. Obviously it is possible to devise non-
linear functions based on non-symmetrical distributed components. However, based on the
investigation in this chapter, this added complication may not be warranted, as it appears
that the performance of the algorithm is sufficiently robust with respect to the types of non-
linear function deployed. Hence it is surmised that even if we go to the extent of using a
complicated nonlinear function based on non-symmetrical components, the additional gain
in performance may not be great. Whether our intuition is correct or not is left as a possible




A Variational Bayesian Approach to MBD
So far we have studied noise-free critically-determined multichannel blind deconvolu-
tion problems, where we have placed two assumptions on the mixing model: the number
of sources is equal to the number of sensors; and the mixing environment is noise-free.
Unfortunately, these assumptions are not necessarily true in practical situations. This mo-
tivates us to study a more general case where both assumptions can be relaxed. In this
chapter, we will consider a variational Bayesian approach to study the multichannel blind
deconvolution problem. Different from previous chapters, we will work on a general state
space mixing model. Here “general” is in the following sense: (I) both state noises and
sensor noises are considered; and (II) the number of sources is assumed to be unknown
and not greater than the number of sensors. Based on this general mixing model, we will
formulate the number of sources estimation problem into a model order selection prob-
lem. Model comparison, as a general method of model order selection, usually involves a
multi-variable integral problem, which is usually computationally intractable. The varia-
tional Bayesian method is therefore used to tackle this multi-variable integral problem in
the multichannel blind deconvolution problem. The problem is solved by approximating
the true, complicated posteriors with a set of independent, simple, tractable posteriors. To
realize the objective of optimal approximation, we maximize a cost function called nega-
tive free energy. As a result, we will derive a variational Bayesian algorithm, in which the
number of sources will be estimated through two approaches: automatic relevance deter-
mination and comparison of the optimized negative free energy. The proposed variational
Bayesian algorithm will be evaluated through computer simulations.
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7.1 Introduction
Apart from the three prior conditions addressed in Chapter 1, a number of assumptions
are broadly adopted in most multichannel blind deconvolution (MBD) algorithms. These
assumptions can be summarized as follows:
1. the mixing environment is assumed to be noise-free;
2. the number of sources is usually assumed to be known;
3. the number of sources is usually assumed to equal the number of sensors;
4. the number of states of the mixer is usually assumed to be known in some state
space algorithms;
5. the latent sources are assumed to be super-Gaussian distributed.
Unfortunately, the above assumptions are usually not necessarily true in practice. In previ-
ous chapters, we have proposed to relax the last two assumptions in the critical-determined
MBD problem. In this chapter, we propose to relax the first three assumptions using a
variational Bayesian (VB) method.
Different from the previous chapters, we will study a general MBD problem. Here
“general” is in the following sense: (I) noises are considered in the mixing model; (II) we
only assume that the number of sources is not greater than the number of sensors, in other
words, the number of sourcesL is unknown, it could be in the region[1,M ], whereM is
the number of sensors.
Using state space model, the mixer, which is assumed to be an asymptotically stable,
linear time invariant (LTI), causal system, can be modelled as follows:
xt+1 = Axt + Bst + n
s
t (7.1a)
ut = Cxt + Dst + n
o
t (7.1b)
wheres ∈ RL is the vector of source signals,u ∈ RM is the vector of the sensor ob-
servations,x ∈ RN is the vector of the states,N is the dimension of the states, which is
generally unknown.nst ∈ RN is the vector of state noises, andot ∈ RM is the vector of
sensor noises. The observation set is given byU = {ut}Tt=1. Similar to previous chapters,
we can defineΩ as the parameter set of the mixer, however, in this chapter, we postpone to
specify the details ofΩ until Section 7.3.
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Generally speaking, the solution of MBD problem can be decomposed into two stages:
(I) determining the key system orders, e.g. the number of sourcesL and the number of
statesN , and (II) givenL andN , identifying the mixing system (7.1) such that the latent
sources can be recovered. In Chapter 3-Chapter 5, we have proposed a number of balanced
parametrization algorithms to estimate the number of statesN . In this chapter, we consider
the task of estimating the number of sourcesL under the mixing model (7.1). Note, in the
course of estimation of the number of sources, it will be necessary to obtain an estimation
of the values of the four system matrices. However they may not be the optimal ones as
they are obtained in order to facilitate the selection of the number of sources. Once the
values ofL andN are determined using the approach suggested in this thesis, then the
second stage can be accomplished using some standard overdetermined MBD algorithms,
e.g. [106], where bothL and N are required to be known. The overdetermined MBD
algorithm [106] is given in Appendix B.
The number of sources estimation problem can be formulated as a model order selec-
tion problem. The general approach to perform model order selection is model comparison.
We are given a set of observationsU and a set of hypothesis of models{Hi}, each with
its own parameter setΩi, and we believe that the true model, from which the observation
data has been generated, is included in this set of hypothesis of models. Using model com-
parison method, we can find the true model through comparing the posterior probabilities
of these candidate models. From Bayesian theorem, the posterior of the modelHi can be
expressed as:
P (Hi|U) = P (U |Hi)P (Hi)
P (U)
(7.2)
whereP (Hi) is the prior probability,P (U |Hi) is the marginal likelihood, andP (U) is
the evidence. If the priorP (Hi) is noninformative, the model with the highest marginal
likelihood P (U |Hi) has the highest posterior probability because the evidenceP (U) is
independent of the individual modelHi. Thus the task becomes finding the model with
the highest marginal likelihood. If the set of latent variables and parameters is defined as
Ωi under the current hypothetic modelHi, the marginal likelihood can be computed as
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follows:
P (U |Hi) =
∫
Ωi
dΩiP (Ωi)P (U |Ωi,Hi) (7.3)
Unfortunately the multi-variable integral problem in the form of (7.3) is usually in-
tractable. Although the integral can be approximated using Monte Carlo Markov Chain
(MCMC) sampling method [5, 83], it is usually computationally expensive. Moreover,
in MCMC methods, there is no guarantee of convergence even when an increasing num-
ber of samples is employed. Another possible approach to tackle the problem is Laplace
approximation [70, 86], however it is based on the assumption that the posteriors can be
well approximated by normal distributions. Also, Laplace approximation has the following
drawbacks: its accuracy is highly dependent on the amount of observation data; it requires
to compute a Hessian matrix in its procedures, which could be computationally expensive.
In this chapter, we will consider a variational Bayesian method [47, 48] to tackle the
multi-variable integral problem involved in the MBD problem. The basic idea behind
the variational Bayesian method is to approximate the true, complicated posteriors with
a set of independent, simple, tractable posteriors. We will show that, using this trick, it
is possible to obtain an approximation of the marginal likelihood. Through maximizing
this approximate marginal likelihood, it is possible to obtain the optimal posteriors, which
finally leads to a solution of the problem. In dealing with the optimization problem, we
will employ conjugate priors to simplify the problem. The simplification is in the sense
that we do not need to specify the detailed form of the posteriors, thus the expectation step
used in the standard expectation-maximization (EM) algorithms is eliminated.
Under the variational Bayesian framework, it is possible to learn human belief through
assigning hierarchical priors; this technique is known as an automatic relevance determi-
nation (ARD) [68]. ARD provides us a feasible way to estimate the interested model order,
e.g. the number of sources. Besides ARD, we can determine the number of sources by
comparing the optimal negative free energy of different models. However, the validity of
this method is highly dependent on how well the optimal posteriors approximate the true
posteriors.
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The main objective of this chapter to use ARD or model comparison to estimate the
number of sources in the MBD problem. To achieve this objective, we adopt a basic as-
sumption,viz. the number of sources is identical to the number of sensors, in other words,
we assume that the unknown mixer is an LTI dynamical system with identical number of
inputs and outputs. Note that this assumption is put in place so that we can commence the
process of determining the number of sources using an over-determined MBD procedure.
Based on this assumption, the problem of determining of number of sources is converted
to determining how many input channels of the mixer really have. Thus, while the as-
sumption may appear to be “contradictory” in that we wish to find the number of sources,
and we need to first assume that the total number of sources is the same as the number of
observations. One may ask: what happens if the total number of sources is more than the
number of observations? The answer is that currently we do not know how to solve the
problem in this situation. We can only solve the problem when there are no less sensors
than the number of sources. While this assumption may appear restrictive, in practice, this
is not. If we suspect that there are more sources than the number of sensors, it is possible
in some cases to use an additional number of sensors, thus allowing the determination of
more latent sources. In the limit, if the number of sources is infinite, then we will need an
infinite number of sensors in order to determine the number of latent sources. However,
in practice even if the number of latent sources is infinite, it may be possible, through the
techniques to be developed in this chapter, to determine an “equivalent” number of latent
sources; here “equivalent” is in the sense that the possibly infinite number of latent sources
is approximated by an equivalent number of dominant probability density functions.
This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 7.2, we will briefly introduce the vari-
ational Bayesian method. In Section 7.3, we will obtain the full joint distribution for the
whole set of parameters and variables in the system model. Based on the content of Sec-
tion 7.3, we will employ the variational Bayesian method to analyze the MBD problem,
as a result, a variational Bayesian MBD algorithm is derived in Section 7.4. The proposed
variational Bayesian MBD algorithm will be summarized in Section 7.5 for ease of refer-
ence. We will evaluate the proposed algorithm in Section 7.6, on both speech signals and
EEG recordings. We will summarize this chapter in Section 7.7.
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7.2 Variational Bayesian Method
Variational Bayesian method, also known as ensemble learning method, is a powerful
tool to tackle the multi-variable integral problem. Recently, variational Bayesian method
has been successfully applied to the PCA problem [14], ICA problem [7, 23, 56, 58, 74],
and linear dynamical system [10]. To deal with the multi-variable integral problem, the
fundamental strategy of the variational Bayesian method is to approximate the true, com-
plicated posteriors with a set of independent, simple, tractable, appropriately factorized
probability density functions (PDFs).
Consider the integral problem in the form of (7.3). Let us focus on a certain hypo-
thetical modelHi, the corresponding set of parameters and variables isΩi. For simplicity
sake, we will drop the subscripti in the remaining part of this chapter. Given the joint
distributionP (U, Ω|H), we hope to find a relatively simple PDFQ(Ω|H) to approximate
the true posteriorP (Ω|H) such that the multi-variable integral problem becomes tractable.
To realize this objective, it is desirable to find a cost function such that the optimal approx-
imation is reached when the cost function is optimized. Since thelog marginal likelihood

























= −DKL(Q||P ) + log P (U |H) (7.4d)
≤ log P (U |H) (7.4e)
where we have defined〈f(x)〉Q ≡
∫
x dxQ(x)f(x). H[Q(Ω)] ≡ −
∫
Ω dΩQ(Ω) log Q(Ω)





is the Kullback-Leibler divergence
between the PDFsQ andP . In the statistical physics literature [84],F is known as negative
free energy.
From the definition ofF , we have the following useful observations:
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1. In (7.4d), sincelog(U |H) is a constant under the current modelH, thus maximiz-
ing F is equivalent to minimizing the Kullback-Leibler divergenceDKL(Q||P ),
thereforeF is the desirable cost function;
2. Since the Kullback-Leibler divergence is always nonnegative, the negative free en-
ergyF forms a strict lower bound of thelog marginal likelihood. It can be used for
model comparison if it approximates thelog marginal likelihood well.
Among the several expressions of the cost functionF , we choose to maximize (7.4b).
Before discussing the optimization problem, we need to simplify the approximated poste-
rior Q(Ω). The difficulty of the multi-variable integral problem comes from the fact that
the true posteriors of the variables and the parameters are correlated with each other. Thus,
to make the integral problem tractable, the correlations between the approximated posteri-
ors should be as low as possible, in other words, they should be as simple as possible. A





The detail form of the factorization is flexible, however, the principle is that the factoriza-
tion should keep the stronger correlations but ignore the weaker ones. Usually the appro-
priate factorization of posteriors is taken to be identical to that of the priors, this leads to
both mathematical and computational simplifications.
Once the approximated posteriorQ(Ω) is factorized, the optimization problem can be
tackled using the standard expectation-maximization algorithm [29]. However, the opti-
mization problem can be further simplified if we choose the priors to be the set of conju-
gate priors1. In this context, the optimal approximated posteriors will have the same form
as the priors. This implies that we do not need to specify the functional forms of the ap-
proximated posteriors, thus the expectation step in the standard expectation-maximization
algorithm is eliminated.
The process of the optimization can be described as follows: Substitute the factorization
of the posteriors (7.5) into the cost function (7.4b), differentiate the negative free energy
F with respect to a single elementQm(Ωm) of the factorized approximated posteriors, this
1We will talk conjugate priors in Subsection 7.4.1.
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leads to the following result2:
∂F
∂Qm(Ωm)
= 〈log P (U, Ω)〉∏
n6=m Qn(Ωn)
− log Qm(Ωm) + Cm (7.6)
whereP (U, Ω) is the full joint distribution of the observations, variables and the termCm











whereZm is a normalizing factor, which is used to guaranteeQm(Ωm) to be a valid density
function.
7.3 Full Joint Distribution
In this section, we will do some preparatory work for Section 7.4, in which we will de-
rive a variational Bayesian MBD algorithm. As we have discussed in the previous section,
the application of variational Bayesian method leads to a cost function (7.4b), in which we
need to explicitly expressP (U, Ω) such that (7.6) can be solved. In the system model (7.1),
we have the following two observations: (I) the statesx obey a first order Markov chain;
(II) the input signalss are non-Gaussian distributed. Due to these two considerations, we
divide the system model into observation model and source model. Under this formulation,
the full joint distribution functionP (U, Ω) can be expressed asP (U, Ω) = P̃oP̃sP (Ω),
where P̃o and P̃s are conditioned joint distribution functions in observation model and
source model respectively.
7.3.1 Observation Model
Consider the MBD system model described in (7.1). To make the problem easier to
analyze, we assume that both the state noises and the sensor noises are independent and
normal distributed. In other words:
nsi ∼ N (0,Wi), andnoj ∼ N (0, Vj) (7.8)
2From now on, we neglect the dependence upon the modelH for convenience as there is no risk of
confusion.
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wherensi is thei-th element of the noise vectorn
s, noj is thej-th element of the noise vector
no, for i = 1, . . . , N , j = 1, . . . , M . N is the normal distribution function3. Wi is the
i-th diagonal element of the diagonal precision matrixW , Vj is thej-th diagonal element
of the diagonal precision matrixV .
If we assume both the states and the observations are temporally independent and iden-
tically distributed (i.i.d), we can easily obtain the following conditioned joint distribution
density:
P̃o = P (U,X|S, C, D, V, A, B, W ) = Ps(X)Po(U) (7.9)
where the set of states are defined asX ≡ {xt}Tt=1, and the set of latent sources are defined
asS ≡ {st}Tt=1 respectively.Ps(X) andPo(U) are given as follows:
Ps(X) = P (x1)
T∏
t=2




N (ut − Cxt −Dst, V ) (7.11)
whereP (x1) is the prior of the initial state vector. Note the distribution (7.10) comes
from the state equation (7.1a), the distribution (7.11) comes from the input/output equa-
tion (7.1b). In the observation model, the set of parameters and variables is defined as
Ωo ≡ {S, X, A, B, W,C,D, V }.
7.3.2 Source Model
Two considerations are related to the source model: first, it should be flexible enough
to model both super-Gaussian and sub-Gaussian sources; secondly, it should not affect
the application of the variational Bayesian method. We adopt mixture of Gaussian (MoG)
functions [13] as the source model because it satisfies the two considerations.
Using the MoG source model [13, 23], at the instantt the distribution function of the
l-th latent source can be expressed as follows:
P (stl |θl,ql) =
Jl∑
ql=1
P (qtl = ql|πl)N (stl ; µl,ql , ξl,ql)
3The definition and properties of a normal or Gaussian distribution function is given in Appendix E. All
the normal distribution function considered in this chapter is defined through the precision parameter.
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πl,qlN (stl ; µl,qlξl,ql) (7.12)
where the parameter setθl,ql is defined asθl,ql ≡ {πl,ql , µl,ql , ξl,ql}. ql is thel-th element of
theL column indicator vectorq, it means that, at the instantt, thel-th source is generated
from its ql-th Gaussian component.πl,ql is the mixing proportion, it is theql-th element of
the row vectorπl.
Suppose the sources are temporally i.i.d, further consider the assumption that the latent
sources are spatially mutual independent, we can obtain the following conditioned joint
distribution density:







P (qtl = ql|πl)N (stl ; µl,ql , ξl,ql) (7.13)
where theL × Jl mean matrix is defined asΥ ≡ {µl,ql}, theL × Jl precision matrix is
defined asΞ = {ξl,ql} respectively. If we further define theL × Jl proportion matrix as
Π ≡ {πl,ql}, the source model parameter set can be defined asΩs ≡ {q, Π, Υ, Ξ}.
7.3.3 Final result
The whole set of parameters and variables of the system model is the combination of
that of the observation model and the source model. It can be expressed as follows:
Ω = {Ωs, Ωo} = {q, Π, Υ, Ξ, S, X, A,B, W,C, D, V } (7.14)
Given the set of parameters and variablesΩ, the full joint distribution density function of
the system model can be expressed as:
P (U, Ω) = P̃oP̃sP (Ω) (7.15)
= P (U,X|S, C, D, V, A, B, W )
×P (S|q, Υ, Ξ)P (q|Π)P (Π)P (Υ)P (Ξ)
×P (C)P (D)P (V )P (A)P (B)P (W ) (7.16)
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7.4 Parameter Estimation Algorithm
In this section we will tackle the MBD problem using the variational Bayesian method.
First we will assign the appropriate conjugate priors to the unknown variables and the pa-
rameters; then we will derive the cost function based on a properly chosen factorization of
the approximated posteriors; finally, taking advantage of the benefits of the conjugate pri-
ors, we will derive the optimal approximated posteriors. As a result, we obtain a variational
Bayesian MBD algorithm.
7.4.1 Priors
In this chapter, we will assign the conjugate priors to the unknown variables and the pa-
rameters in the observation model and the source model. Due to computational problems,
traditionally, modelling priors is a compromise between a realistic assessment of beliefs
and choosing a mathematical function that simplifies the analytic calculations. The com-
promise leads to using conjugate priors. If we choose a prior with a suitable form so that
the posterior belongs to the same functional family as the prior, then the prior and posterior
chosen in this way are said to be conjugate. For example, given the observation dataU ,
we wish to assign conjugate priorsP (x), P (y), P (z) for variables (or parameters)x, y, z
respectively. If we express the likelihood asP (U |x, y, z), from the Bayesian theorem, we
have the following posteriors:
P (x|U) ∝ P (U |x, y, z)P (x) (7.17a)
P (y|U) ∝ P (U |x, y, z)P (y) (7.17b)
P (z|U) ∝ P (U |x, y, z)P (z) (7.17c)
From (7.17), we observe that the choice of the family only depends on the likelihood. Note,
the likelihoodP (U |x, y, z) may take different form in term ofx, y, or z, this fact motivates
us to choose different type of priors to realize the objective that the posterior and the prior
are in the same family.
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Source Model






whereλlo is anJL row vector, its every element is identical and given byλlo. Given the














N (µl,ql ; mlo, τlo) (7.20)







G(ξl,ql ; blo, clo) (7.21)
Thus, if the parameters of MoG are given, the distribution of the sources can be ex-
pressed as:





N (stl ; µl,ql , ξl,ql) (7.22)
Observation model





N (x1n; 0, ρn) (7.23)
4The definition and properties of Dirichlet and Gamma distribution function is given in Appendix E.
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For the noise matricesW andV , we assign the priors of the following products of
Gamma distributions:
P (W ) =
N∏
n=1
G(Wn; bwn , cwn ) (7.24)
P (V ) =
M∏
m=1
G(Vm; bvm, cvm) (7.25)
whereWn andVm are then-th andm-th diagonal element of the diagonal matricesW and
V respectively.

























N (Dml; 0, δml) (7.29)
where in (7.28) and (7.29) the hyper-parameter precision matrices are defined asMγ ≡
{γmn}, Mδ ≡ {δml} respectively.
For the hyper-parameter precision matricesMγ, Mδ, we further assign them the fol-








G(δl; bδl , cδl ) (7.31)
We have assigned hierarchical priors to the precision matrixMδ, this is to employ the
scheme of ARD to infer the number of sources. Since matrixD is assigned priors of normal
distribution with zero means, we hope to obtain the precision matrixMδ through learning
to see how strong the assumption of zero mean is. After learning, if one element of matrix
Mδ becomes relatively large, then the corresponding element in matrixD has to be very
small due to the assumption of zero mean. If this happens to a certain column of matrix
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Mδ, then the corresponding column of matrixD will become close to zero; this results in
the corresponding source being “switched off”.
7.4.2 Cost function
Since we have assigned hierarchical priors for matricesC andD in Section 7.4.1, the
new set of parameters and variables becomes:
Ω = {q, Π, Υ, Ξ, S,X,A, B, W,C, D, V, Mγ,Mδ} (7.32)
Based on the current set of parameters and variables, we have the following modified full
joint distribution function:
P (U, Ω) = P (U,X|S, C,D, V, A, B, W )
×P (S|q, Υ, Ξ)P (q|Π)P (Π)P (Υ)P (Ξ)
×P (C|Mγ)P (D|Mδ)P (V )P (A)P (B)P (W )
×P (Mγ)P (Mδ) (7.33)
Using the following factorization of the approximate posteriors:
Q(Ω) = Q(S)Q(q)Q(Π)Q(Υ)Q(Ξ)Q(X)Q(A)Q(B)
×Q(W )Q(C)Q(D)Q(V )Q(Mγ)Q(Mδ) (7.34)
we can obtain the following negative free energy as the cost function:
F = 〈log P (U, Ω)〉Q(Ω) + H[Q(Ω)]
= 〈log Po(U)〉Q(X)Q(S)Q(C)Q(D)Q(V )
+〈log Ps(X)〉Q(X)Q(S)Q(A)Q(B)Q(W ) + H[Q(X)]
+〈log P (S|q, Υ, Ξ〉Q(S)Q(q)Q(Υ)Q(Ξ) + H[Q(S)]
+〈log P (q|Π)〉Q(q)Q(Π) + H[Q(q)]
+〈log P (Π)〉Q(Π) + H[Q(Π)]
+〈log P (Υ)〉Q(Υ) + H[Q(Υ)]
+〈log P (Ξ)〉Q(Ξ) + H[Q(Ξ)]
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+〈log P (D|Mδ)〉Q(D)Q(Mδ) + H[Q(D)]
+〈log P (C|Mγ)〉Q(C)Q(Mγ) + H[Q(C)]
+〈log P (V )〉Q(V ) + H[Q(V )]
+〈log P (B)〉Q(B) + H[Q(B)]
+〈log P (A)〉Q(A) + H[Q(A)]
+〈log P (W )〉Q(W ) + H[Q(W )]
+〈log P (Mδ)〉Q(Mδ) + H[Q(Mδ)]
+〈log P (Mγ)〉Q(Mγ) + H[Q(Mγ)] (7.35)
Taking advantage of the properties of normal, Gamma, and Dirichlet distributions, it is
possible to express the optimal negative free energy using the hyper-parameters of priors
and posteriors. The details of the negative free energy is given in the Appendix F.
7.4.3 Posteriors
The optimal approximated posteriors can be obtained through maximizing the cost
function (7.35) in the formulation of (7.7). The details of the optimal approximated poste-
riors are given as follows.
Source model
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〈(stl)2〉 − 2〈stl〉〈µl,ql〉+ 〈µ2l,ql〉
)]
(7.39)










, andλ̂l,ql is theql-th element of the row vector̂λl.






N (µl,ql ; m̂l,ql , τ̂l,ql) (7.41)
where




















G(ξl,ql ; b̂l,ql , ĉl,ql). (7.44)
where
















ϑtl,ql = 〈µ2l,ql〉 − 2〈stl〉〈µl,ql〉+ 〈(stl)2〉
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Observation model
Following the routes of (7.7), we can similarly obtain the optimal approximated poste-
riors of parameters and variables. Compared to the source model, this task is more difficult
in the observation model. The difficulties basically exist in the following two areas: first,
besides the latent sources, the states are also unknown; secondly, although the strong cor-
relations among the approximated posteriors have been eliminated using the factorization
form (7.34), there still exists weaker correlations in their own posteriors of some variables
and parameters, e.g. the latent sources, the states, and the four system matrices. Optimal
means of the posteriors of these variables and parameters are dependent upon their own
values.
Since the states obey a first order Markov chain, we will employ a Kalman filter, and
a Kalman smoother [10] to tackle the first problem5. In the forward recursion, a Kalman
filter is used to estimate the states at the instantbased on all currently available obser-
vation data{ut}t1; and in the backward recursion, a Kalman smoother is used to estimate
the states based on the whole observation data setU = {ut}T1 . The way of using Kalman
filter/smoother to estimate the optimal approximated posteriors of the states of the LTI
dynamical system is given in Appendix D. The second problem will be solved using an
iterative method, the mean values will be iteratively updated, and the optimal means will
be obtained after they converge. In the subsequent paragraphs, we will give the details of
the posteriors of the parameters and variables of the observation model.



































5This is an obvious attractive point of state space model, which motivates us to choose it as the major tool
to tackle the MBD problem in this thesis
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Note the problem of correlation of the posteriors happens in (7.49), it is included in both
the termOtsl and the termς
t
2l. Observe that we require their own expectation when we com-
pute the means of the latent source vector. The problems can be solved using an iterative
method, the optimized means are obtained after they converge. This may seem trouble-
some, however, in our own experience, the iteration is fairly quick and the convergence is
easily reached.






N (Dml; µ̂Dml, δ̂Dml) (7.50)
where




















Note in (7.52) the mean values are dependent upon their own values, thus we employ an
iterative method to solve this problem. The optimal mean values are obtained after they
converge.
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N (Cmn; µ̂Cmn, γ̂Cmn) (7.53)
where




















Similarly, in (7.55) the mean values are dependent upon their own values, thus we employ
an iterative method to solve this problem. The optimal mean values are obtained after they
converge.
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The statesX—result from Kalman filter, Normal distribution We employ a Kalman
filter in the forward recursion to derive the posterior of the states. Taking advantage of the
property of Markov chain of the state equation (7.1a), combining the input/output equation










































ρn t = 1


























Similarly, in (7.65) the mean values are dependent upon their own values (see the term of
Otxfn), thus we employ an iterative method to solve this problem. The optimal mean values
are obtained after they converge.
The statesX—result from a Kalman smoother, normal distribution Observe the ap-
proximated posterior of the states are obtained based on not the whole set of the observation
data, but the observations{ut}t1 available at the current time instantt. Thus we employ a
Kalman smoother [10] in the backward recursion to make sure that the approximated pos-
terior is based on the whole observation data setU = {ut}T1 . This improves the accuracy
of the estimate of the posterior of the states. Taking advantage of the property of Markov
chain of the state equation (7.1a), combining the input/output equation (7.1b) at each time



























































Similarly, in (7.67) the mean values are dependent upon their own values (see the term of
Stxb), thus we employ an iterative method to solve this problem. The optimal mean values
are obtained after they converge. Since the above posterior is based on the whole set of the
observation dataU = {ut}T1 , thus we employ it as the final posterior of the states.






N (Bil; µ̂Bil , β̂Bil ) (7.68)
where




















Similarly, in (7.70) the mean values are dependent upon their own values, thus we employ
an iterative method to solve this problem. The optimal mean values are obtained after they
converge.






N (Ain; µ̂Ain, α̂Ain) (7.71)
where
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Again, in (7.73) the mean values are dependent upon their own values, thus we employ an
iterative method to solve this problem. The optimal mean values are obtained after they
converge.














































7.5 Summary of the algorithm
The variational Bayesian multichannel blind deconvolution algorithm derived in Sec-
tion 7.4 is summarized in Algorithm 7.1 for ease of reference. Note in Algorithm 7.1 the
negative free energyFs andFo denote the negative free energy related to the source model
and the observation model respectively. The details of the negative free energiesF , Fs and
Fo are given in Appendix F.
7.6 Computer Simulations
In this section, we will evaluate the proposed variational Bayesian algorithm through
computer simulations. In the experiments, we will run the proposed algorithm on both
mixtures of speech signals and electroencephalograph (EEG) data. In each case, we employ
the mixture of three components of Gaussians6 to approximate the distributions of the
6To simplify the problem, we assume that the optimal number of components in the MoG source model is
known. Generally speaking, three components of Gaussians can approximate an PDF well in most situations.
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Algorithm 7.1 The variational Bayesian MBD algorithm
1: Initialization
2: while ∆F > tolerancedo
3: for l = 1 : L do
4: while ∆F ls > tolerancedo
5: Using current expectations of the variables, parameters, compute the posteriors
related to thel-th source described in Section 7.4.3 one by one
6: Compute the new expectations of the variables, parameters related to thel-th
source
7: Compute the updates of the negative free energy∆F ls
8: end while
9: Compute the updates of the negative free energy∆Fs
10: end for
11: while ∆Fo > tolerancedo
12: Using current expectations of the variables, parameters, compute the posteriors
of the observation model described in Section 7.4.3 one by one
13: Compute the new expectations of the variables, parameters of the observation
model
14: Compute the updates of the negative free energy∆Fo
15: end while
16: Compute the updates of the negative free energy∆F
17: end while
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sources. First of all, we need to initialize the algorithm. The hyperparameters of the
Gamma priors are all set to10−3; the scale hyperparameters of the Dirichlet priors are set
to 5; the hyperparameters of the precisions of the normal priors are set to1. The average
values of other necessary parameters, i.e. the average value of the four system matrices, the
states and the latent sources are initialized as follows: using the discrete time constrained
optimization MBD algorithm proposed in [90] to learn a set of recovered source signals
and the four system matrices of a demixer. The former is employed as the initial values of
the means of the sources. The initial values of the means of the four system matrices of
the mixer are obtained by taking advantage of the relationships7 between the mixer and
the demixer. Taking advantage of the assumption that the mixing system is causal, the
initial values of the average of the states are obtained by updating the state equation (7.1a)
without considering the state noises.
7.6.1 Speech signals
In this subsection, we will evaluate the proposed variational Bayesian MBD algorithm
by applying it to a set of artificial mixtures of speech signals. 1500 samples of 6-column
observation data (see Figure 7.2) are obtained by passing three digital speech signals (see
Figure 7.1) through an LTI dynamical system modelled by (7.1). The dynamical system
was contaminated by independent normal distributed noises. In other words, the mixing
system is devised strictly according to the model described by (7.1). The four system
matrices of the mixer is chosen such that (I)D is full rank, (II) the eigenvalues ofA are all
within the unit circle in the complex plane, and (III)B andC are randomly selected. The















7There exist relationships between the mixer and the demixer if both of them are assumed to be asymp-
totically stable minimum systems, see Page 22.
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Both the state noisenst and the sensor noisen
o
t are generated independently, the Signal-
to-Noise ratio (SNR) is setSNR = 30dB 8. To summarize, in this MBD problem, the
true number of sources is3, the number of sensors isM = 6, and the number of states is
N = 2. We assume that both the number of sources and the number of states are unknown.














Figure 7.1 The three original speech source signals.
Determining the number of states
To run the proposed variational Bayesian algorithm, we need to determine the number
of states first. This is accomplished by employing a balanced parametrization algorithm
proposed in this thesis. To run the balanced parametrization algorithm, we devise a demixer
with 6 inputs and6 outputs, in which we assume that the number of states (Nd) of the
demixer is higher than the true number of statesN . We study two situations:Nd = 4
andNd = 6 respectively. The evolution of the singular values for both cases are shown in
Figure 7.3. The relative weight of the first two principal singular values are97% and89%
respectively. We observe that in both cases the balanced parametrization algorithm draws
the conclusion that the number of states is2, which accords to the correct number of states.
8It is known that the variational Bayesian method only works in a lower noise environment [23]. In this
chapter, we only study the MBD problems with low noises.
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Figure 7.2 The six channels of the mixture of speech signals.




















Figure 7.3 The evolution of singular values in the balanced parametrization algorithm: (a) with
assumed number of statesNd = 4; (b) with assumed number of statesNd = 6.
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Determining the number of sources
After the number of statesN is determined, we can use the proposed variational Bayesian
MBD algorithm to determine the number of sources. For the sake of simplicity, we assume
both the state noises and the input-output noises are isotropic. The Hinton diagram9 of the
matrix 〈D〉 is plotted in Figure 7.4 (a), from which we observe that the last three columns
are eliminated by the scheme of ARD. In other words, ARD draws the conclusion that the
number of sources is3. To verify this result, we use the negative free energy to perform
model comparison. We run the proposed algorithm six times corresponding to six possi-
bilities of the number of sources (from1 to 6). In each case, we record the value of the
negative free energy after the algorithm converges. The evolution of negative free energy
with respect to the assumed number of sources is plotted in Figure 7.4 (b). We observe that
the negative free energy really peaked at the number of sourcesL = 3, although the peak is
not obvious. This result shows that the conclusion drew by negative free energy approach
accords that of the ARD approach.






































Figure 7.4 (a) Hinton diagrams of matrix〈D〉. (b) the evolution of the negative free energy with
respect to the assumed number of sources.
Above experimental result shows us that, as an approximation of thelog marginal like-
lihood, the negative free energy can be used to perform model comparison. This triggers
9Hinton diagram displays a weight matrix represented as a grid of squares.
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a number of natural questions: what is the condition that the negative free energy is re-
liable for model comparison? how well does the negative free energy approximate the
log marginal likelihood? Generally speaking, these questions are difficult to answer be-
cause the answers are highly dependent on how complex the detailed problem is. In [74],
some works have been performed to answer this question. The experimental results therein
showed that the negative free energy follows the truelog marginal likelihood10, but when
the model becomes complicated, these two values diverge.
Recovering the latent sources
In the process of estimating the number of sources, the proposed variational Bayesian
algorithm also outputs a set of means of the source signals (〈s〉), which are plotted in
Figure 7.5. We observe that the three channels which are not off-switched do not much
resemble the three original sources (see the mean square error (MSE) in Table 7.1), al-
though the average mutual information (AMI) among these three channels are quite low
(see Table 7.1). Since we have estimated the number of states and the number of sources in
the mixing dynamical system, the system orders of the unknown mixing dynamical system
are fully determined. Under such a situation, it is a trivial task to recover the latent sources
using some overdetermined MBD algorithms, e.g. [106] (See also Appendix B). Note in
the overdetermined MBD algorithm [106], both the number of states and the number of
sources are required to be known. For comparison, we use the constrained optimization
MBD algorithm [90] as a basis of comparison, where we assume that there are as many
sources as the sensors, the corresponding recovered signals are plotted in Figure 7.6. Note,
among the six channels, there are three channels (channel 4 to 6) which are ghost signals.
In some applications, these ghost signals may harm the normal data analysis. This is also
one important motivation of our proposed variational Bayesian algorithm. We choose the
Channel 1, Channel 3, and Channel 2 as the three channels of recovered signals, the MSE,
cross talk (Xtalk), and AMI are listed in Table 7.1. The recovered signals obtained from the
overdetermined MBD algorithm [106] are plotted in Figure 7.7, the corresponding MSE,
10In [74], the result given by importance sampling method is assumed to be the truelog marginal likeli-
hood.
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Xtalk and AMI are listed in Table 7.1. From Table 7.1, Figure 7.5, Figure 7.6 and Fig-
ure 7.7, we observe that, once the number of sources is determined, the performance of
the overdetermined MBD algorithm [106] are better than both the proposed variational
Bayesian MBD algorithm and the constrained optimization MBD algorithm [90].
Proposed VB Overdetermined Constrained
MSE 0.0327 0.0576 0.0822 0.0187 0.0072 0.0154 0.0223 0.0070 0.0622
Xtalk −0.0120 −0.0002 −0.0004
AMI 0.0329 0.0207 0.0138
Table 7.1 The mean square error, cross talk, and average mutual information of the recovered
signals obtained from the proposed variational Bayesian MBD algorithm, the overdetermined MBD
algorithm [106], and the constrained optimization MBD algorithm [90].
7.6.2 EEG data
In this subsection, we will evaluate the proposed algorithm by applying it to a set of
EEG recordings. We will run a route similar to the last subsection, in other words, we will
first determine the number of states using a balanced algorithm; then we will determine the
number of sources using the proposed variational Bayesian algorithm; after the two system
orders are estimated, we will use the overdetermined MBD algorithm [106] to recovered
the signals, further we will compare the results with those obtained from a certain EEG-
oriented toolbox.
The observation data is2500 samples (10s) of the seven-channel EEG data (see Fig-
ure 7.8), which were recorded by Zak Keirn at Purdue University, US, under the sampling
frequency of250Hz 11. In this given set of observation data, among the three system or-
ders, i.e. the numbers of input/output and the number of states, only the number of outputs
or number of sensorsM = 7 is known.
11The EEG recordings and the corresponding information can be found at the website of
http://www.cs.colostate.edu/∼anderson/res/eeg/.
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Figure 7.5 The six recovered signals obtained from the proposed variational Bayesian MBD algo-
rithm.

























Figure 7.6 The six recovered signals obtained from the constrained optimization MBD algo-
rithm [90].
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Figure 7.7 The three recovered signals obtained from the overdetermined MBD algorithm [106].
Determining the number of states
Similar to the case of speech signals, we estimate the number of states (N ) u ing the
balanced parametrization algorithm. To run the balanced parametrization algorithm, we
devise a demixer with7 inputs and7 outputs, in which we assume that the number of states
(Nd = 6) is higher than the true number of statesN . Note, different from the situation of
speech signals, we really have no idea of the number of statesN of the mixer this case, so
we need to increaseNd if we cannot find the principal singular values after the balanced
algorithm converges. The evolution of the singular values is shown in Figure 7.9 (a). We
observe that the balanced parametrization algorithm draws the conclusion that the number
of statesN = 3. To verify this conclusion, we further study another situation where
Nd = 4. The evolution of the singular values is shown in Figure 7.9 (b). We observe that
the result given in the case ofNd = 4 accords to that of the ofNd = 6 case.
Determining the number of sources
After the number of statesN is determined, we use the proposed variational Bayesian
MBD algorithm to determine the number of sources. After the algorithm converges, the
Hinton diagram of the matrix〈D〉 is plotted in Figure 7.10 (a), from which we observe that
the algorithm draws the conclusion that the number of sources is5. To verify this result, we
use the negative free energy to perform model comparison. We run the proposed algorithm
seven times corresponding to the seven possibilities of the number of sources (from1 to 7).
In each time, we record the value of the negative free energy after the algorithm converges.
The evolution of negative free energy with respect to the assumed number of sources is
plotted in Figure 7.10 (b). We observe that the negative free energy really peaked at the
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Figure 7.8 The original seven channels of EEG recordings.
number of sourcesL = 5, although the peak is not obvious. This result shows that the
conclusion drew by negative free energy approach accords that of the ARD approach.
Recovering the latent sources
The mean values of source signals (〈s〉) obtained from the proposed variational Bayesian
algorithm are plotted in Figure 7.18. As we have argued, it is not reliable to treat〈s〉 s
recovered signals. Similar to the case of speech signals, after the number of states and
the number of sources are estimated, we use an overdetermined MBD algorithm [106] to
recover the source signals. For comparison, we employ EEG toolbox3.61 12 as the ba-
sis of comparison. The recovered signals obtained from the EEG toolbox are plotted in
Figure 7.12. The recovered signals obtained from the overdetermined algorithm [106] are
plotted in Figure 7.13. Since the original source signals are not available, we only use av-
erage mutual information to evaluate the performance of various approaches. The average
mutual information of the original EEG data and that of the recovered signals obtained from
different approaches are listed in Table 7.2. From Table 7.2, we observe that the average
mutual information between the observed EEG recordings is quite low compared to that of
12The EEG toolbox was released by S. Makeigt. al. in CNL/Salk Institute, US. It can be downloaded
from the world wide web athttp://www.cnl.salk.edu/∼scott/icabib.html.
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Figure 7.9 The evolution of singular values given in the balanced parametrization algorithm: (a)
with assumed number of statesNd = 6; (b) with assumed number of statesNd = 4.
the artificial observation data used in previous experiments in this thesis. Also we observe
that the recovered signals given by the EEG toolbox have highest average mutual informa-
tion; while the recovered signals obtained from the overdetermined MBD algorithm [106]
possess lowest average mutual information. It is interesting to compare Figure 7.12 and
Figure 7.13, it seems that the Channel 1 and the Channel 7 in Figure 7.12 are corresponding
to the Channel 4 and Channel 2 in Figure 7.13. Compared to the Channel 7 in Figure 7.12,
the waves of Channel 2 in Figure 7.13 are clearer.
The influence of assumed number of states
In this subsubsection, we study the influence of the assumed number of states. Us-
ing the same set of EEG data used in last subsubsection, we run the proposed VB MBD
algorithm four times with the assumed number of statesN = 1, 2, 3, 4 respectively.
With assumed1 states The recovered signals, the Hinton diagram of〈D〉, and the evo-
lution of 〈δ〉 are plotted in Figure 7.14 and Figure 7.15 respectively. From Figure 7.15,
we can observe that the algorithm is very confident that the number of sources is6. From
Figure 7.14 we can observe that the recovered signals resemble those given by the EEG
toolbox.
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Figure 7.10 (a) Hinton diagram of the matrix〈D〉. (b) the evolution of the negative free energy
with respect to the assumed number of sources.
With assumed2 states The recovered signals, the Hinton diagram of〈D〉, and the evo-
lution of 〈δ〉 are plotted in Figure 7.16 and Figure 7.17 respectively. From Figure 7.17, we
can observe that the algorithm makes decision that the number of sources is5 after more
than50 iterations of learning. From Figure 7.16 we can observe that the recovered signals
do not much resemble those given by the EEG toolbox.
With assumed3 states The recovered signals, the Hinton diagram of〈D〉, and the evo-
lution of 〈δ〉 are plotted in Figure 7.18 and Figure 7.19 respectively. From Figure 7.19,
we can observe that the algorithm hesitates in determining that the number of sources is4
or 5, finally it decides that the number of sources is5. The hesitation leads to more than
260 iterations of learning (nearly 12 hours13). From Figure 7.18 we can observe that the
recovered signals do not much resemble those given by the EEG toolbox.
With assumed4 states The recovered signals, the Hinton diagram of〈D〉, and the evo-
lution of 〈δ〉 are plotted in Figure 7.20 and Figure 7.21 respectively. From Figure 7.21, we
can observe that the algorithm hesitates in determining that the number of sources is3 or
4, finally it decides that the number of sources is4. The hesitation leads to more than160
13We do the simulations using a ACPI uniprocessor PC with 1.8 GHz CPU and 256M RAM.
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Original Proposed VB Overdetermined EEG toolbox
AMI 0.1343 0.0042 0.0038 0.0077
Table 7.2 Average mutual information obtained in the original EEG data and the recovered signals
from the various algorithms.






























Figure 7.11 The recovered EEG signals obtained by using the proposed MBD algorithm with
assumed3 states.




























Figure 7.12 The recovered EEG signals obtained by using the extended infomax ICA algorithm in
EEG toolbox3.61.
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Figure 7.13 The recovered EEG signals obtained by using the overdetermined MBD algorithm.































Figure 7.14 The recovered EEG signals obtained by using the proposed VB MBD algorithm with
assumed1 states.
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Figure 7.15 (a) Hinton diagram of the matrix〈D〉. (b) the evolution of the precisions (〈δ〉) of the
columns of matrix〈D〉 with assumed1 states.






























Figure 7.16 The recovered EEG signals obtained by using the proposed VB MBD algorithm with
assumed2 states.
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Figure 7.17 (a) Hinton diagram of the matrix〈D〉. (b) the evolution of the precisions (〈δ〉) of the
columns of matrix〈D〉 with assumed2 states.






























Figure 7.18 The recovered EEG signals obtained by using the proposed VB MBD algorithm with
assumed3 states.
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Figure 7.19 (a) Hinton diagram of the matrix〈D〉. (b) the evolution of the precisions (〈δ〉) of the
columns of matrix〈D〉 with assumed3 states.
iterations of learning (nearly 8 hours). From Figure 7.20 we can observe that the recovered
signals do not much resemble those given by the EEG toolbox.
comparison of average mutual information The average mutual information of the
recovered signals obtained from the various algorithms is listed in Table 7.3.
Summary of observations From this set of experiments, it can be concluded that the
number of assumed states influences the number of sources identified. This is an interesting
result, in that this gives significance to what we have done in previous chapters on finding a
rational way to determine the number of states in the state space model. Recall that in [107],
they have indicated that the number of states would not matter too much as one can assume
a maximum number of states. The effect is the introduction of more delays in the recovered
sources. However, through the simple experiments that we have performed here, it is clear
that in the case when we do not know the number of sources, then the number of states is
an important piece of information. If the number of states is not correctly estimated, the
estimated number of sources could be different. This result is slightly unexpected, as there
is no indications from the literature that this might be the case.
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Figure 7.20 The recovered EEG signals obtained by using the proposed VB MBD algorithm with
assumed4 states.





















Figure 7.21 (a) Hinton diagram of the matrix〈D〉. (b) the evolution of the precisions (〈δ〉) of the
columns of matrix〈D〉 with assumed4 states.
EEG toolbox VB (N=1) VB (N=2) VB (N=3) VB (N=4)
AMI 0.0077 0.0051 0.0035 0.0046 0.0037
Table 7.3 Comparison of average mutual information of the recovered signals obtained from the
various algorithms.
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In general, it could be surmised that the recovered signals depend in a nonlinear manner
with the number of internal states and the number of sources, among any other dependen-
cies. If one has somea priori assumption on the number of sources, then the number of
states could be estimated using the ideas expounded in this thesis. On the other hand, if
one does not know the number of sources, then the number of states becomes an important
influencing factor in determining the number of sources.
On the other hand, if one is not too concern on the exact number of sources, then it is
observed that the process is quite robust, in that even though there may be mis-matched
number
Identified brain dynamics
In this subsubsection, we will give results on the identified brain dynamics for the case
when we have found the correct number of sources, and the correct number of states. We
found that the correct number of sources is 5, and the correct number of states is 3. The
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0.4445 −0.5148 −0.2392 0.0594 −0.0193 −0.0000 −0.0000
0.1115 −0.2736 0.0323 −0.2350 0.0411 −0.0000 −0.0000
0.0468 −0.5192 −0.3578 0.6103 0.0091 0.0000 0.0000
0.2226 −0.5365 0.2945 −0.7262 −0.0075 0.0000 0.0000
−0.7305 −0.4581 −0.4124 −0.2100 −0.0055 −0.0000 −0.0000
−0.1103 −0.9216 1.2149 0.3039 −0.0013 −0.0000 −0.0000
0.1707 −2.0429 −0.2512 −0.0520 0.0005 0.0000 0.0000


The frequency response of this multi-input multi-output system is shown in Figure 7.22.
It is observed in general:
• From Figure 7.22, the frequency responses corresponding to input 5 are all rapidly
decaying. This indicates that the transmission paths between input 5 and all the out-
puts have good frequency attenuation. The transfer function between input 5 and
output 2 has a high amplitude (approximately 40 dB) compared with others. This
indicates that most of the low frequency components below 20Hz pass through the
channel with attenuations. In a plot with smaller amplitudes (Figure 7.22 (a)) in-
tend to show the finer details, the frequency responses between input 5 and outputs
6 and 7 show a small peak located below 10Hz frequency. These are all low pass fil-
ters. These can be identified with the common understanding that spontaneous EEG
contains a number of oscillators, e.g., alpha waves, and delta waves. The existence
of these peaks is confirmatory in nature in that the frequency responses show some
similarity of what would be expected.
• From Figure 7.22, it is observed that input 4 has a variety of responses to the outputs.
The frequency responses of input 4 to outputs 3 shows a high pass filter character-
istics. In other words, the frequency responses attenuate the low frequency compo-
nents and enhance the high frequency components. The transfer function between
input 4 and outputs 2, 4, and 5 show low pass filter characteristics.
• The frequency responses from input 3 to the outputs also show a variety of char-
acteristics. The frequency responses of input 3 to outputs 1, 2, 3, 5 and 7 show
low pass filter characteristics, while input 3 to outputs 4 and 6 show high pass filter
characteristics.
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• The frequency responses of input 2 to outputs show a variety of characteristics. For
example, input 2 to outputs 1, 3, 4, 5, and 6 show high pass characteristics, while
input 2 to outputs 2 show low pass characteristics. The transfer function between
input 2 and output 7 shows an all pass filter characteristics.
• The frequency responses of input 1 to outputs also show a variety of characteristics.
For example, input 1 to outputs 1, 2, 3, and 4 show low pass filter characteristics,
while input 1 to outputs 5 show high pass characteristics. It is noted that the fre-
quency responses of input 1 to outputs 2, 3, and 4 all show a distinct peak.
From these observations, we can conclude that the blind source separation algorithm
recovers the original signals. In our case, these may not be the ‘real’ signals as originating
from deep inside the brain. They are the equivalent number of discrete sources. The brain
dynamics recovered show low pass filter characteristics, high pass filter characteristics, and
all pass filter characteristics. These are interesting results in that it is probably the first time
that these transmission characteristics have been determined. Note that we do not claim
that these are the “real” brain dynamics, as these may not be. These are the equivalent
brain dynamics from the equivalent discrete sources from deep within the brain.
7.7 Summary
In this chapter, we have studied the multichannel blind deconvolution problem using
a variational Bayesian method. Different from previous chapters, we have considered the
multichannel blind deconvolution problem in a general model which does not requires
noise-free environment anda priori known number of sources. To estimate the number of
sources, we have formulated the number of sources estimation problem into a model order
selection problem. The variational Bayesian method has been used to tackle the multi-
variable integral problem involved in selecting different multichannel blind deconvolution
models. Through maximizing a cost function called negative free energy, we have derived a
variational Bayesian algorithm, which allows to estimate the number of sources using both
automatic relevance determination and comparison of the optimized negative free energy.
The proposed variational Bayesian algorithm has been evaluated through analyzing both
artificially mixed speech signals and biomedical signals.
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(b) With the biggest amplitudes of the rows
Figure 7.22 The frequency response (power spectrum) of the identified multi-input multi-output
mixing dynamical system. The frequency is from0.001Hz to 125 Hz. The sampling frequency is
250Hz.
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Compared to the traditional multichannel blind deconvolution algorithms, the proposed
variational Bayesian MBD algorithm is robust. Moreover it possess the ability of estimat-
ing the number of sources. The limitations of the proposed algorithm exist in the following
two regards: (I) It is computationally demanding. The largest computation load exists in the
estimation of the posterior of the states using the Kalman filter and the Kalman smoother.
(II) Although the proposed variational Bayesian MBD algorithm allows to work with noisy
observation data, the results given by ARD and model comparison are only valid when the
noises are low. The technique of variational Bayes is interesting in the MBD problem,
some possible future directions of research in this area are given in Chapter 8.
We have applied the technique to recovery of EEG sources. From these experiments,
we find that
• The number of equivalent sources recovered are dependent on the number of states
assumed in the state space model of the mixer and the demixer.
• The equivalent brain dynamics recovered show low pass filter characteristics, high
pass filter characteristics, and notch filter characteristics.
These experiments were conducted under the assumption that there are sufficient num-
ber of measurements, and that there are only discrete sources. Obviously the more mea-





So far we have discussed a number of practical problems which are interesting in the re-
search of multichannel blind deconvolution problem. In this chapter we will (I) summarize
the contributions of this thesis, and (II) give some comments on possible future work.
8.1 Contribution of This Thesis
We have extended a Bayesian ICA algorithm to multichannel blind deconvolution
(MBD) case in Chapter 2. As far as we are aware, this is the first time that the MBD
problem is studied under a Bayesian framework. We have also analyzed the advantages
and disadvantages of the two standard MBD algorithms, i.e. the information backprop-
agation approach [107], and the constrained optimization approach [90]. The analysis is
useful in the sense that it provides a background to evaluate a tradeoff between these two
standard MBD approaches.
Under different state space models, we have systematically studied the possibility of
the application of a balanced parametrization in the MBD problem.
• We have derived a discrete time balanced parametrization MBD algorithm in Chap-
ter 3. This is the first time that a balanced parametrization is applied to the MBD
problem. Apart from the guaranteed stability, the employment of the balanced
parametrization allows to estimate the number of states of the demixer. This over-
comes a practical problem in the research of MBD,viz., the number of states of




• In Chapter 4, we have considered the MBD problem in continuous time domain.
As a result, we have derived a continuous time version of balanced parametrization
MBD algorithm. The advantages of the continuous time balanced MBD algorithm
can be summarized as follows: Compared to the discrete time balanced algorithm,
it is more efficient as it does not require to perform the standard bilinear transfor-
mations; moreover its learning rules are in close form with respect to the balanced
parameters. Compared to the general continuous time MBD algorithm [32], apart
from possessing the ability of estimating the number of states, it requires to estimate
less number of parameters.
• In Chapter 5, we have considered the relationship between a discrete time system and
a continuous time system. To overcome the ill-conditioned problem in discrete time
systems, which is caused by the commonly used forward shift operator when the
sampling speed is relatively high, we have introduced adeltaoperator to the MBD
problem. In this manner, we have obtained a unified framework for unifying both
the discrete time and continuous time MBD problems. As a result, we have derived
a general unified MBD algorithm. We have shown, in using this formulation, the
discrete time MBD solution approaches the continuous time MBD solution when
the sampling rate is relatively high. Further employing the balanced parametriza-
tion, we have derived a unified balanced parametrization MBD algorithm. Apart
from possessing the ability of estimating the number of states of the mixer, it allows
to consider the discrete and continuous time balanced algorithms within a unified
framework.
In Chapter 6, we have systemically investigated the nonlinear activation function in
MBD problems. Since the nonlinear activation function is defined through the probability
distribution function of the estimated source signal, our investigation started by consider-
ing different source models. We have studied two kinds of source models: symmetrical
unimodal assumption and multimodal assumption. From different source models, we have
derived various flexible nonlinear activation functions, and their corresponding parameter
estimation algorithms. We have evaluated the activation nonlinearities through computer
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simulations. Two experiments have been performed, one is based on the mixture of two ar-
tificial bimodal source signals and another is based on two non-stationary artificial source
signals. We observe that the nonlinear activation functions derived from mixing source
model or the multimodal assumed source models perform better in the experiment over
bimodal sources. The nonlinear activation functions derived from generalized exponential
source model and the mixture of generalized exponential source model perform better in
the experiment of non-stationary source mixture. We also observed from both experiments
that the differences of performance among different nonlinear activation function are not
large, this leads us to conclude that multichannel blind deconvolution problem is robust
with respect to the assumption on the source probability density functions.
In Chapter 7, we have studied the possibility of tackling the MBD problem using a
variational Bayesian approach. As far as we aware, it is the first time that the variational
Bayesian techniques are employed to tackle the MBD problem. To estimate the number
of sources, we have formulated the number of sources estimation problem into a model
order selection problem. The variational Bayesian method has been used to tackle the
multi-variable integral problem involved in selecting different multichannel blind decon-
volution models. Through maximizing a cost function called negative free energy, we have
derived a variational Bayesian algorithm. Compared to the traditional MBD algorithms,
the proposed variational Bayesian algorithm allows to work on noisy data. Furthermore,
it allows to employ two means, i.e. automatic relevance determination (ARD) and model
comparison, to estimate the number of sources. We have applied the technique to analyzing
both artificially mixed speech signals and biomedical signals. From the experiments, we
obtained two interesting observations: (I) The number of equivalent sources recovered are
dependent on the number of states assumed in the state space model of the mixer and the
demixer. (II) The equivalent brain dynamics recovered show low pass filter characteristics,
high pass filter characteristics, and notch filter characteristics.
8.2 Possible Future Directions of Research
Throughout this thesis, we have studied the MBD problem under the assumption that
both the mixer and the demixer are LTI dynamical systems. However, in the real world,
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there is not a single dynamical system which is linear or time invariant. Thus the validation
of the above assumptions depend on how well an LTI dynamical model approximates a real
world system. In case of the applications where high accuracy is required, LTI dynamical
systems are generally not preferred and nonlinear dynamical models are employed instead.
In the context of MBD problems, this is the problem of nonlinear MBD. Thus it is an
interesting future direction to extend the proposed variational Bayesian algorithm to the
nonlinear case1. This is a well motivated extension because the assumptions considered
in this thesis are equivalently critical in the analysis of the nonlinear MBD problem. In
the literature, a number of closely related topics have been studied in this direction. For
example, nonlinear ICA problem is studied in [52, 57, 62, 82, 88, 100]; the problem of
identification of the general nonlinear dynamical systems is studied in [34, 89].
All algorithms derived in this thesis are off-line methods in that the number of states, or
the number of sources are determined off-line, when a maximum upper bound is assumed.
As we have argued in Chapter 2, off-line learning methods require memories to store the
observation data. However, in some applications, this requirement may not be satisfied.
Thus another interesting future direction is to extend these off-line MBD algorithms to be
online. The challenges in this regard can be briefly summarized as follows: for the exten-
sion of constrained optimization MBD algorithms, e.g. Algorithm 4.1 and Algorithm 5.1,
we need to solve the two-point boundary problem online. It is not possible to combine
the two equations using a Riccati equation approach, as there are nonlinearity involved.
However, it may be possible to solve an approximate problem using a linearized version,
and hence deploy a Riccati equation approach, which will facilitate online computations.
For the extension of the variational Bayesian algorithm, we need to online compute various
expectation values. A number of online variational Bayesian method [91, 43] have been
reported in the literature. In [91], an online version of the variational Bayesian algorithm
was derived through using a stochastic approximation for finding the maximum of the free
energy. Further combining sequential model selection procedures, this online variational
Bayesian method provides a fully online learning method with a model selection mecha-
nism [91].
1This extension does not fit the proposed balanced parametrization algorithms, as the balanced
parametrization is dependent on the linear system model.
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The proposed variational Bayesian algorithm is computationally demanding. The largest
computation load exists in the computation of the optimal approximate posterior of the
states, in this thesis we have employed a Kalman filter and a Kalman smoother to realize
this. Although we have argued in Chapter 1 that frequency domain MBD algorithms are
usually computationally expensive, it is still an interesting future direction to apply varia-
tional Bayesian techniques to the MBD problem in the frequency domain. The motivations
for this are as follows: (I) it is unknown which one is computationally more expensive be-
tween the time domain variational Bayesian MBD algorithm and frequency domain MBD
algorithm; and (II) if the MBD problem is analyzed in the frequency domain, the existing
variational Bayesian ICA algorithms can be employed directly.
Another possible direction of future research concerned the application of the proposed
algorithms to practical problems. An interesting application of the proposed balanced
parametrization algorithms and the proposed variational Bayesian algorithm is to analyze
biomedical signals. ICA has been used to analyze EEG recordings in [35, 49, 53, 61, 71,
103], some encouraging results have been reported. However the two assumptions,viz.
the number of sources is equal to the number of sensors and the mixing is instantaneous,
adopted by standard ICA algorithms inevitably impede their practical applications. This is
because these two assumptions are generally invalid in most real world applications. The
problem caused by the first assumption may be overcome by using recently introduced
variational Bayesian ICA algorithm [23] or the ensemble ICA algorithm [74], but, equiv-
alently, they are incapable to tackle the problem caused by the second assumption. Our
proposed variational Bayesian MBD algorithm may be deployed to tackle these situations.
In particular, there are many interesting questions in EEG signal processing which may be
tackled using our proposed algorithm. For example, it is not known whether the observed
EEG signals are generated from a dipole, or from a continuous distributed source at the
hypothalamus. Secondly it is not known the dynamics of the transmission of the EEG sig-
nals from its source through the skull to the point of measurements. Using our proposed
algorithm, while we may not be able to resolve these theoretical problems, we may give an
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equivalent system of being able to find the number of equivalent sources, and the dynam-
ical system through which these equivalent sources have travelled. This may give some
insights into the physiology of the brain in the generation of the observed EEG signals.
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Appendix A: Relationship Between Stable Mixture Model
and State Space Model
This appendix summarizes the relationship between the stable mixture model [24] and
the state space model. As indicated in Chapter 1, they can be both adopted to model the
MBD problem.
We consider a critically-determined MBD problem, where both the number of sources
and the number of sensors aren. The MBD problem represented by the stable mixture





= Mi ∗ st = [M(z)]st (A.2)
where∗ denotes the convolution operator,z−1 is the backward difference operator, and
M(z) ≡ ∑Ni=0 Miz−i. If N → ∞, thenM(z) represents the system matrix transfer func-
tion. Correspondingly, the MBD mixing model represented by the state space approach is
given as follows:
xt+1 = Axt + Bst (A.3a)
ut = Cxt + Dst (A.3b)
In the state space model (A.3), the number of states isN . Note, for the sake of simplicity,
we do not use the over-line to identify the parameters of the mixer in this appendix.
A.1 From State Space Model to Stable Mixture Model
Given the state space model (A.3), under the assumption that the system is casual, we
can easily get the following results:
M0 = Cx0 + D = D (A.4)
x1 = Ax0 + Bδ0 = B (A.5)
M1 = CB (A.6)
x2 = Ax1 + Bδ1 = AB (A.7)
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M2 = CAB (A.8)
... (A.9)
xN = AxN−1 + BδN−1 = AN−1B (A.10)
MN = CA
N−1B (A.11)
whereδt is the unit impulse function, or Dirac delta function. Assuming that the condition





















= D + C (zI − A)−1 B (A.15)
A.2 From Stable Mixture Model to State Space Model
Given the stable mixture model (A.2), if the system matrix transfer function can be
expressed byM(z) = P (z)Q−1(z), using the controller canonical form, the parameters of
















P1 P2 . . . PN
]
D = P0 (A.17)
whereQ = [ Q1 Q2 . . . QN−1 ] is ann×n(N − 1) matrix,O is ann(N − 1)×n null
matrix,In andIn(N−1) are respectivelyn× n andn(N − 1)× n(N − 1) identity matrices.
Pi, i = 0, 1, . . . , N are constantn× n matrices.
The following example can be used to illustrate above conversion. consider a single-
input single-output system, the transfer function is given by:
H(z) =
1 + 2z−1 + 3z−2




1 + 0.5z−1 + 0.4z−2
(A.19)
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D = 1 (A.21)
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Appendix B: Overdetermined MBD
The overdetermined MBD problem can be solved using some critically-determined
MBD algorithms after performing a certain necessary matrix and vector decompositions.
This appendix introduces a way to realize this objective.
Suppose the number of sensors isM , the number of latent sources isL. The mixer is
modelled using state space approach as follows:
xt+1 = Axt + Bst (B.1a)
ut = Cxt + Dst (B.1b)
whereu ∈ RM is the vector of the sensor observations;s ∈ RL is the vector the latent
source signals;x ∈ RN is the vector of states,N is the dimension of the state vector. In
the overdetermined MBD problem, the conditionM > L is satisfied.
Similarly, the demixer can be modelled using state space approach as follows:
xt+1 = Axt + But (B.2a)
yt = Cxt + Dut (B.2b)
whereu ∈ RM is the vector of the sensor observations;y ∈ RL is the vector of the
estimated source signals;x ∈ RN is the vector of states,N is the dimension of the state
vector. Similar to the critically-determined MBD case, to successfully recover the source
signals, it is required thatN is not less thanN .
In [106], above overdetermined MBD problem is converted to a critically-determined
MBD as follows. Suppose the system matricesA andB are already learned using, e.g. the



























then the input-output equation (B.2b) can be rewrite as:
yt = C1x1,t + D1u1,t (B.7)
This is exactly an input-output equation for a critically-determined MBD problem. Fol-
lowing the derivation in Chapter 2, we can obtain the following cost function:




wheredet(·) is a determinant operator. Once the cost function is obtained, we can obtain






= D−T1 − ϕ(y)uT1 (B.10)
Maximizing the cost functionl(W ) using the technique of natural gradient, the learning
algorithm for matricesC1 andD1 can be obtained as:
∆C1 = ηC1
[








whereI is anL×L unit matrix, andηX is a time dependent learning rate,X may beC1 or
D1.
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Appendix C: Runge-Kutta Algorithm
Runge-Kutta algorithm, or exactly the fourth order Runge-Kutta algorithm, is one of
the most powerful predictor-corrector algorithms which allow us to numerically solve dif-
ferential equations.
Given a differential equation
ẏ = f(t, y) (C.1)
with the initial conditionyt0 = y0. Supposeh is a small interval with respect tot, at the
point of tk+1 = tk + h, Runge-Kutta algorithm gives the following results:
yk+1 = yk +
1
6
(r1 + 2r2 + 2r3 + r4) (C.2)
where
r1 = hf(tk, yk) (C.3)
r2 = hf(tk + h/2, yk + k1/2) (C.4)
r3 = hf(tk + h/2, yk + k2/2) (C.5)
r4 = hf(tk + h, yk + k3) (C.6)
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Appendix D: Kalman Filter and Kalman Smoother
This appendix briefly introduces the way of using Kalman filter and Kalman smoother
to estimate the optimal approximated posteriors of the states of the LTI dynamical system
described by (7.1).
D.1 Kalman Filter
The Kalman filter is a tool that can estimate the variables of a wide range of processes.
In this thesis, it is used to estimate the value of the hidden state vector of the mixer (7.1)
given the observation sequence up to timet. SupposeQf (xt) is the optimal approximated
posteriors of the statesxt. Consider the LTI dynamical system (7.1), since the states obey
a first order Markov chain, following the routes of (7.7), we have the following results:
log Qf (x
t) ∝ 〈log P (ut|xt, st, C,D, V )〉Q(st)Q(C)Q(D)Q(V ) +
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Since the estimation is from time1 to timet, we call this process of estimation forward
recursion.
D.2 Kalman Smoother
Different from the Kalman filter, a Kalman smoother estimates the variables taking ac-
count the whole observation sequence. Therefore the Kalman smoother requires the knowl-
edge of future samples and they can be obtained using a recursive backward algorithm after
Kalman filtering. SupposeQb(xt) is the final optimal approximated posteriors of the states
xt. Consider the LTI dynamical system (7.1), whent = T , we setQb(xt) = Qf (xt). When
1 ≤ t < T , following the routes of (7.7),Qb(xt) can be obtained as follows:
log Qb(x



































































































































Appendix E: Probability Distributions
This appendix gives the definitions and properties of the probability distribution func-
tions used in this thesis.
E.1 Normal distribution
The Normal or Gaussian distribution is defined as:











whereµ is the mean,σ2 is the variance. If we defineβ ≡ 1
σ2
as the precision, the Normal
distribution can also be defined as:











If we consider the second definition, the expectations and entropy can be listed as
follows:
〈x〉 = µ (E.3)










Further, the Kullback-Leibler divergence between two Normal PDF’sN (x; µP , βP ) and
N (x; µQ, βQ) is given as follows:











The Gamma distribution is defined as:




whereγ is the shape parameter,α is the reciprocal of the scale parameter, andΓ(·) is
gamma function.
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〈x2〉 = γ(γ + 1)
α
(E.9)
〈log x〉 = ψ(γ)− log(α) (E.10)
H(x) = γ − log α + log Γ(γ)− (γ − 1)ψ(γ) (E.11)
whereψ(·) is digamma function. The Kullback-Leibler divergence between two gamma
distributionsG(x; αP , γP ) andG(x; αQ, γQ) is given as follows:
KL(P ||Q) = γQ αP − αQ
αQ








The Dirichlet distribution is defined as:






















log Γ(ai)− log Γ(ā)−
I∑
i=1
(ai − 1)[ψ(ai)− ψ(ā)] (E.16)
whereā =
∑I
i=1 ai. The Kullback-Leibler divergence between two Dirichlet distributions
D(x; aP ) andD(x; aQ) is given as follows:











(aQ,i − aP,i)[ψ(aQ,i)− ψ(āQ)] (E.17)
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Appendix F: Optimal Negative Free Energy
This appendix gives the details of the optimal cost function (7.35), i.e. the negative free
energyF . The totalF is composed of the negative free energy from source model and that
from the observation model:
F = Fs + Fo (F.1)
where
Fs = Fq + FΠ + FΥ + F̃Ξ (F.2)
Fo = L̃p + FS + F̃D + F̃C + FX + FB + FA + F̃V + F̃W (F.3)
























































































































































































































whereΓ(·) is gamma function,ψ(·) is digamma function.
Note, in deriving above results we have employed the expectations and properties of
the probability distributions listed in Appendix E.
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